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Abstract
Discrete symmetries of differential equations can be calculated systematically, using an 
indirect method that involves classifying Lie algebra automorphisms. With this in mind, 
we classify the automorphisms of all six-dimensional real indecomposable Lie algebras. 
Almost every automorphism group is recorded in a one-line table entry from which inner 
and outer automorphisms, exponentiated derivations and discrete automorphisms can 
be identified easily.
Naturally, constraints on the form of a differential equation’s Lie groups of point 
symmetries make them easier to calculate. For instance, it is known that the Lie groups 
of point symmetries of linear scalar partial differential equations of order two or more are 
projectable, and that the transforms of the dependent variables are linear in the original 
dependent variables. We generalize this result to systems of linear differential equations 
in Kovalevskaya form, then use it to investigate the structure of their (generally infinite­
dimensional) Lie point symmetry algebras. For example, we prove that the generators of 
linear superposition symmetries span the maximal abelian ideal. These results are used 
to simplify the classification of Lie symmetry algebra automorphisms, and to simplify the 
related problem of calculating discrete point symmetries. Generalizations to linearizable 
systems are given.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A symmetry transformation preserves the structure of its object, while leaving it ap­
parently unchanged. Familiar examples from planar geometry include rotations of a 
circle about its centre and reflections in the lines between a square’s opposing ver­
tices. In the context of differential equations (DEs) symmetries are certain invertible, 
structure-preserving transformations of their arguments that map solutions to solutions. 
In particular, they provide an invaluable framework for solving DEs systematically; in­
deed, there are many DEs for which the only exact solutions known were calculated 
using symmetry-based methods. The results described in this thesis relate directly or 
indirectly to calculating the discrete point symmetries of DEs. These transformations 
are defined on the space of dependent and independent variables and act by, for example, 
inverting, exchanging or swapping the signs of these variables.
The symmetries of a system of DEs satisfy the symmetry condition, a system of 
highly-coupled nonlinear partial DEs (PDEs) that is generally far too complicated to 
solve directly. Particular solutions may be found by inspecting the original DEs, or 
by using an ansatz, but the pragmatic way to make systematic progress is to linearize 
the symmetry condition, discarding all but the continuously parameterized groups (one- 
parameter Lie groups) of transformations.
A one-parameter Lie group of symmetries of a DE is given locally (in some neighbour­
hood of the identity) by its Taylor series expansion about the identity. This essentially 
comprises successive powers of a certain first-order partial differential operator, its in­
finitesimal generator. The invariance of a DE under the action of a local Lie group 
of transformations is characterized quite simply in terms of these generators. A con­
sequence of this simple characterization is that such an invariance can be exploited 
without the need to contend with the (generally nonlinear) Lie group. Common uses 
for Lie groups of symmetries of DEs include the systematic reduction of the order of 
ordinary DEs (ODEs), the linearization of PDEs and the construction of conservation 
laws. For more uses, see Bluman [3], Hydon [34] and Olver [45].
Until recently, these advances had little bearing on the problem of calculating and 
then exploiting the set of all point symmetries of DEs. In particular, the problem of clas­
sifying the discrete point symmetry groups of a system of DEs was not advanced. This 
partly explains why discrete point symmetries of DEs have been relatively neglected. 
The discrete symmetries of DEs can be used to, for example, generate new solutions 
from old, optimize numerical schemes and classify group invariant solutions of DEs. For
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more uses, see Hydon [34].
In [30, 33], Hydon showed how to obtain systematically all point symmetries of any 
system of DEs that is invariant under the action of a Lie group of point symmetries. The 
method, which is described in Chapter 3, uses the observation that the adjoint action 
of any point symmetry of a DE is an automorphism of the DE’s Lie point symmetry 
algebra. From this Lie algebra and its automorphisms, a necessary symmetry condition 
comprising first-order PDEs is constructed. An additional automorphism classification 
technique usually ensures that this system can be solved with standard techniques. (The 
application of the method to contact symmetries is described in Hydon [31].)
Although it is systematic, Hydon’s method (which we call the ‘indirect method’ 
henceforth) presents the user with certain challenges. In particular, classifying Lie alge­
bra automorphisms can be tedious to say the least, and generally becomes more difficult 
as the dimension of the Lie algebra grows. This has implications beyond the calculation 
of discrete symmetries. For example, automorphisms play an indispensable part in the 
classification of Lie algebras (see Chapter 5), which are fundamental to mathematics and 
physics. They have also been used by Petros & Christodoulakis [49] to construct system­
atically vacuum solutions to Einstein’s field equations for Bianchi spacetime geometries, 
and by Christodoulakis et al [13] to study 4 -F 1-dimensional spacetimes.
In response to these difficulties, several automorphism classifications have been com­
pleted. They include Harvey [27], Christodoulakis et al [13] and Laine-Pearson & Hydon 
[38], which are discussed further in Chapter 6 . The most extensive Lie algebra auto­
morphism classification currently available was completed by Fisher et al [21]. After 
describing how to construct the automorphisms of a direct sum of Lie algebras from those 
of the indecomposable components, the authors tabulate the automorphisms of all real 
indecomposable Lie algebras of dimension five or less. Their classification method is the 
‘additional automorphism classification technique’ referred to earlier (and demonstrated 
in Chapter 4). This method produces representatives of the automorphism groups that 
are optimized for use with the indirect method for calculating discrete symmetries.
The classification of the automorphisms of all six-dimensional real indecomposable 
Lie algebras is presented in Chapter 6 . The classification method is the same as that 
used in [21]; it is a testament to the method that the results are again concise enough 
to be presented (with nine exceptions) in tabular form. As in [21], inner and outer 
automorphisms, exponentiated derivations and discrete automorphisms can be identified 
from these tables.
Before the indirect method can be used to calculate the discrete point symmetries of 
a system of DEs, its Lie point symmetry algebra must be derived. Any prior knowledge 
about the form of the one-parameter Lie groups of point symmetries can be used to 
simplify this problem. In Chapter 7, we prove that the Lie groups of point symmetries 
admitted by systems of linear DEs in Kovalevskaya form of order two or more have the 
following properties. (1) The transformed independent variables depend only on the 
original independent variables (they are projectable/fiber-preserving); and (2) they map 
the dependent variables to coordinate functions that are linear in the original dependent 
variables (they consist of affine bundle maps). Until now, this result had been established 
for scalar DEs only; those of order two were addressed by Ovsiannikov [46], while Bluman 
[5] generalized the result to all higher orders.
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A desire to improve the usability of the indirect method continues to motivate re­
search into the automorphisms of certain infinite-dimensional Lie symmetry algebras. 
The simplest examples are those admitted by (not over-constrained) linear homogeneous 
PDEs (in which case the principle of linear superposition implies that the vector space 
of solutions is embedded within the Lie symmetry algebra). In Chapter 7, the generic 
aspects of the structure of the Lie symmetry algebras of systems of linear and lineariz­
able DEs is investigated. In particular, new, unique Lie-algebraic characterizations of 
the generators of linear superposition Lie symmetries are given. These results are used 
to simplify significantly the process of calculating all point symmetries of systems of 
linear and linearizable DEs.
1.1 Index of Original Results
1. Example 3.5 is original.
2 . The automorphism classification presented in Chapter 6 is original.
3. In Sections 7.4, 7.5 and 7.8, the results on the Lie-algebraic structure and auto­
morphisms of the Lie symmetry algebras of systems of linear and linearizable DEs 
are original (unless it is stated otherwise).
4. In Section 7.6, the routine described for applying the indirect method for finding 
discrete symmetries to systems of linear and linearizable DEs is original.
5. The results in Section 7.10, partly summarized in Theorems 7.35 and 7.38, are 
original.
1.2 Chapter Outline
Chapter 2 is a brief introduction to point and then Lie point symmetries of DEs. Chap­
ter 3 completes the introduction with a description of the indirect method for calculating 
the full set of point symmetries of DEs. This method involves classifying Lie symmetry 
algebra automorphisms; the way this works in the context of six-dimensional real Lie 
algebras is reviewed in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, some of the techniques used in the 
classification of the six-dimensional real Lie algebras themselves are demonstrated. The 
classification of the automorphisms of all six-dimensional real indecomposable Lie alge­
bras is presented in Chapter 6 . Chapter 7 contains new results on the Lie symmetry 
algebras of systems of linear and linearizable DEs. They are applied to produce sig­
nificant simplifications to the process for calculating discrete symmetries of linear and 
linearizable DEs. Conclusions and some open problems are given in Chapter 8 .
Chapter 2
Point Sym m etries of Differential 
Equations
After demonstrating how impractical it is to calculate the point symmetries of DEs from 
first principles, we show how Lie point symmetries can be found with relative ease. Basic 
properties of Lie symmetry algebras are described so they can be used in later chapters.
2.1 The Sym m etry Condition
Consider the following n*^-order system of DEs
A"(x, =  0 , q; =  1, - - - ,M ; (2.1)
here, the independent and dependent variables respectively are
X =  (rr ,^ • • • , u =  (w ,^ • • • , u ^ )
and represents all derivatives of the dependent variables with respect to the inde­
pendent variables of order up to and including n. For example, if V  =  2 , M  =  1 and
n =  2 then u®  =  , «^2^ 2) where
CK _  a  _  d'^u^ ^etc.
D efinition 2.1.1 (M axim al R ank) Consider the Jacobian matrix with row
9A«
dx  ’
here dA°‘/du^'^^ represents the derivatives of A" with respect to each of the derivatives 
of the dependent variables, up to those of order n. I f  this matrix has rank M  when (2.1) 
holds then (2 .1) has maximal rank. (See Olver [45] for examples.)
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D efinition 2 .1 .2  (Locally Solvable) The system  (2.1) is locally solvable if, given any 
set of admissible initial values
(xo,u^” )^ G {(x,uW ) : A“ (x,u(”)) =  0},
there exists a smooth solution to (2.1), f(x), whose derivatives have these values in a 
neighbourhood of xq:
fW(xo) =  uW .
The following hypothesis facilitates a simple characterization of one-parameter Lie 
groups of symmetries in Section 2.3, as well as enabling us to avoid certain pathological 
examples.
B lanket H ypothesis 2.1.3 The system (2.1) is nondegenerate; in other words, it is of 
maximal rank and it is locally solvable.
For a detailed discussion of nondegeneracy conditions, including alternative charac­
terizations and counter-examples, see Olver [45]. (Note: systems in Kovalevskaya form 
with analytic coefficients, for instance, are (totally) nondegenerate.)
A symmetry of (2 .1) is an invertible transformation of its arguments that preserves 
its structure, while leaving it apparently unchanged. For the purposes of a minimal 
introduction we need only consider the most fundamental type of symmetry.
D efinition  2.1.4 (Point Transform ation) A  point transformation is a diffeomor- 
phism, a smooth map with a smooth inverse,
F : (a:*,u“ ) I— > (x^(x ,u ),u^(x ,u )). (2.2)
To apply F to (2.1) while simultaneously preserving the system’s structure, F ’s action 
on (2 .1) must be (uniquely) prolonged to n*^-order, yielding the derived transformation
r<") : {x', *t“ , u“ i , «“ , . . .  ) I— > (æ‘ ,  Û
For to leave (2.1) apparently unchanged, we require that
u(x) solves (2 .1) 4==> û(x, u(x)) solves (2 .1).
Suppose that u(x) solves (2 .1). Derivatives of x^ and u°‘ with respect to are now 
taken using the total derivative operators
+  u^ x^ duO‘ +  j +  ' • • .
(Here, and henceforth, the Einstein summation convention is used.) If the Jacobian 
matrix [D^iX^) is invertible, then the coordinate functions x* in (2 .2) can be inverted 
locally to yield x* in terms of x. Consequently, the coordinate functions uP in (2 .2) can 
be regarded locally as functions of x. Therefore,
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D efinition 2.1.5 (Prolongation) Assuming the Jacobian matrix J  with components 
J /  =  D^iX^ is invertible, the point transformation (2 .2) is prolonged (locally) using the 
recursive relations
— (J  — {J Gtc.
We can now formalise the requirement that PW leaves (2.1) apparently unchanged.
D efinition 2.1.6 (T he S y m m e try  C ondition) T is a point symmetry of (2.1) i f  and 
only if
A(x; û(^)) =  0 when (2 .1) holds.
Note: throughout this thesis carets are reserved for symmetry-transformed variables.
The symmetry condition is evaluated as follows. For the sake of simplicity, suppose 
that the system (2 .1) is in solved form (all examples considered in this thesis are of 
this type). Once F has been prolonged and then applied to (2.1), use (2 .1) to eliminate 
the variables it is solved for (together with their derivatives). What remains holds 
identically for all u. As x, û are independent of the derivatives of u, the coefficients of 
the derivatives of u vanish independently, yielding a system of coupled nonlinear PDEs. 
As the example in the following section suggests, this system is generally intractable.
B lanket H ypothesis 2.1.7 Throughout this thesis, unless it is stated otherwise, ‘sym­
m etry’ is synonymous with ‘point symmetry’.
A symmetry leaves the system (2 .1) apparently unchanged, so the composition of 
two symmetries (wherever it is defined) is also a symmetry.
D efinition 2 .1 .8  (S y m m e try  G roup) When endowed with the composition o f maps, 
a set of symmetries with the identity map that is closed under composition and inversion 
is a symmetry group.
The following example gives some indication of what calculating symmetries directly 
from the symmetry condition entails.
2.2 The Point Symmetries of u^xx =  {u l ) { u  — 1)
Suppose the second-order ODE,
=  (u -|- l)(u  — 1), (2.3)
admits the symmetry
F : (x, u) I— > {x{x,u),u{x,u)).
The prolongation formulae in Definition 2.1.5 yield, in a nieghbourhood where DxX ^  0,
  DxU   U^ x "t"   DxU^x
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Therefore, the symmetry condition (Definition 2.1.6) is
U,xx A 2u^xuU,x A U^ uuu'^ x , d -  2 , -  \
 ^ 2  ^ ^ {^ ,x x  A 2x^xu'^,x A X^ uuU^ x ^,u'^,xx)
\^,x “f“ ^,u'^,x) (^,z d" ^,u'^,x)
= (û + l){û — 1) when (2.3) holds.
Replacing u^xx with {u +  l){u — 1), then multiplying through by (x,^ +  x^uU,xŸ yields 
d" ^,u'^,x) (f^,xx d“ ‘^ '^,xu^,x d“ ' ,^uu'^^x d” d~ l)(u  1)^
-  (u^x +  U,uU,x) (x^xx d- 2x^xuU,x d- X^uuU% d" X ,u {u  - f  l)(u  -  l ) j
=  (Û+ l ) ( û -  l)(xæ d- X^uU,xŸ-
As X, û both depend on x, u only, the coefficients of u^x and vanish indepen­
dently. This yields the following system.
Coeff. of -  UuX,uu = (u + l ) ( u -  l)x,„;
Coeff. of 2x^uU,xu d* x^xU,uu ~ u^xX,uu ~  2u^uX,xu =  3 (ê +  l ) ( û -  l)xzX^;
Coeff. of uy. 2x^xU,xu +  x^u{u,xx d- u^u{u d- l)(u  -  1))
-  2u^xX,xu -  U^u{x,xx +  x^uiu +  l)(u  -  1)) =  3(fi +  l)(fi -  l)XuX^; 
The remains: X^x{u,xx +  Uu{u -f l)(u  -  1)) -  Ux{x,xx d- x,^ (^u d- l)(u  -  1))
=  (fi-f- l ) ( û -  l)x^ ;
Invertibility: x^xU,u ~  x^uU,x 7  ^0. (2.4)
One of the basic precepts of symmetry-based methods is that the symmetries can be 
found more easily than solutions. It is not encouraging that an ODE as simple as
(2.3) has such an intimidating symmetry condition! Nevertheless, the symbolic algebra 
software Maple 15 (other symbolic algebra software is available) makes quick work of
(2.4), using its ‘DifferentialAlgebra’ package. This transforms (2.4) into an equivalent 
triangular form that can be solved one variable at a time. The following four solutions 
are returned.
El,a : [x,u) I— > (x-j-CK, u), T2,a : [x,u) i—  ^ ( -x -k a ,u ) .
Es,a : (a:,u) i— > ( ix A a ,-u ) ,  F4, a : (x ,u ) i— > { - ix  A a ,-u ) ,  a £ C .
In Chapter 3, we prove that this is indeed the maximal symmetry group without having 
to solve (2.4) directly. In the interim, it is not difficult to verify that these transforma­
tions do satisfy (2.4). Moreover, the following table shows that they form a group under 
composition.
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T w F2,/3 F3,/3 F4,/3
Fl,a F i ,Q;+^ F2,a+/3 F3,a+/3 F4,a+/5
F2,a F2,a-/8 Fl,a-/3 F4,a—yS F3,a-i3
Fs,a Fs,a+i/3 F4,a+i^ F2,a+i/3 Fl,a+iyS
F4,q F4,a—iyS F3,Q!-i^ Fl,a— F2,a—iyS
Figure 2.1: The symmetry group ofu^xx = (w + l)(« —1). Rowi and column j  intersect
atTi^a°Tj,/3, g C.
It is now apparent that this symmetry group is generated by F^^a, CK G C, while 
its maximal real subgroup is generated by F2,a? CK E R. The following compositions, 
F/c,/3 o Fi,a o F^^ for k = 2,3,4, show that Fi,q, is a normal subgroup (here o indicates 
the composition of maps).
^ 2 , ^  °  F l , a  °  F 2 , ^  —  F i , _ q ; ,  F s , ^  o  F i  Q, o  =  F i , j o ; ,  F ^ , ^  o  r  1 , 0 ; o  F 3 , — i / 3  =  F i , — i o -
Therefore, the symmetry group of (2.3) is isomorphic to the quotient group of discrete 
symmetries (that is itself isomorphic to Z4) with generator F4,o,
F i,o  : (x,u) I— )■ (x,u), F2,o : (x,u) 1— )■ {-x ,u ) ,
Fs,o : (x, u) 1— )■ {ix, -u ) ,  F4,o : (x, u) 1— > { -ix , -u ) .
Most fundamentally, the group generated by F4,q, a  G C, produces new solutions from 
old ones: h{x) solves (2.3) if and only if the following transforms solve (2.3).
h(x — a), h{a — x), —h{i{a — x)), —h{i(x — a)), a; G C.
Having used computer algebra to solve the symmetry condition, it remains to be seen 
whether all symmetries are accounted for. There is, however, good reason not to dwell 
on this problem. As the complexity of the symmetry condition relative to (2.3) suggests, 
it can only be solved in exceptional, simple circumstances. We will, therefore, move on 
and consider a much more generally-applicable approach.
In what remains of this chapter, and the next, two well-known methods are described 
that enable all symmetries of (2.3) to be found quite easily by hand. These methods are 
systematic and scale well to systems of higher-order ODEs and PDEs. Moreover, with 
the aid of computer algebra they are almost always easier to apply than the underlying 
system of DEs is to solve.
2.3 Lie Groups of Symmetries of Differential Equations
Sophus Lie (pronounced Lee) 1842-1899, pioneered the study of groups of continuous 
transformations. Lie’s approach begins with a restriction to point transformations of 
the form
Fg : (x\u°") I—  ^ (x \ û° )^ =  (x \ tt°) 4- e(^*(x, u), ?7'^(x, u)) +  0(6^), £ G R. (2.5)
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D efinition 2.3.1 (O ne-Param eter Local L ie G roup) A  one-parameter local Lie 
group is a point transformation of the form (2.5) that is a locally analytic function of £ 
satisfying the group axioms in a small neighbourhood of zero, By.
Fg oF j =  rg+g; To = id, T£oT-£ = id, £ ,SeBo',
here, id is the identity map.
In a small neighbourhood of zero, B q, the Taylor-Maclaurin series expansion of the 
Lie group of transformations (2.5) is given by exponentiating the infinitesimal generator,
oo fe
{x\vP ) = ^  -\- rfduo^)^{x\u^) = exp(s%) (x\u°=), £ G B q.
Note: the series expansion exp(£%) is predicated on the assumption that the parameter 
£ is infinitesimal. Therefore, to avoid repeating the caveat ‘local’ when referring to Lie 
groups, it is assumed this requirement is understood and further mention of it is omitted 
wherever possible.
E xam ple 2.3.2 The simplest examples of Lie groups include the global groups 
exp^ed^i) : (x^u"^) i— > (x* +  £, u“ ), exp(ex^dxj) ’ (x\u°^) i— v (e^x*,u“), £ G R
and the local group, defined in a neighbourhood of zero, B q,
exp(ex^x^dxi) : (x*,u“ ) i— > , £ G B q.
Before exp(£%) can be applied to the system (2.1) it must be prolonged to n^^-order. 
If we represent the derivatives of u°‘ using a multi-index J  such that
Qjl-i \-jN 2iO:
"5  =  J  =  i fceNo,  l < j i  +  - - - + j j v < n
then this involves deriving the infinitesimal corresponding to each u°j.
Substituting the Lie group of transformations (2.5) into the formula in Definition 2.1.5 
for the first prolongation yields
+  £ f  ) +  0 (£^)
=  u“ m +  s ÇDx^  {vT  ~  C'^^x^ +  CDxmU°tj.^ +  0{e^).
Higher-order prolongations are calculated recursively; for example, the second prolon­
gation is
~  d* ^(jdx'nDxm (jj^ — A f,^Dx‘nDx‘rnU^ rj.^  +  0 (£^).
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D efinition 2.3.3 (Prolonged O ne-Param eter Lie Group o f  Transformations)
The prolongation of the Lie group of transformations exp{eX) is given by exponen­
tiating the n*  ^prolongation of X : for D j =
=  D j  ©  -  +  ( % % ) .  (2.6)
We can now calculate one-parameter Lie groups of symmetries algorithmically (for 
a proof of the following result, see Olver [45]).
T heorem  2.3.4 (The Linearized S ym m etry  Condition (LSC)) The one-parameter 
Lie group of transformations
exp(eX) : i— > (x \u “ ),
with prolonged generator is a Lie group of symmetries of (2 .1) i f  and only i f
X ( " ) A ( x \ u y ,  • • • ) =  0 when (2 .1) holds.
In contrast to the symmetry condition, the LSC returns an over-determined system 
of linear homogeneous PDEs for ^ =  (^^,. . . ,  ^^) and rj = (77^ , . . . ,  g ^ ) ,  from which x 
and u  are constructed; the example in Section 2.4 shows how this works in practice.
While the LSC is typically easy to form and solve for low-order scalar equations, as 
systems of equations and higher-order equations are considered the calculations quickly 
become unmanageable. For this reason it is often best to use symbolic algebra software 
such as Maple to form, and in many cases solve, the LSC. The (well-documented) ‘in­
finitesimals’ package is included for this purpose. Note: when this package is used with 
equation (2.3) it returns only one symmetry, Fi^q., because F2,q;, F3 a and F^,^ are not 
connected to the identity.
The following theorem is included for completeness, a proof is given in Olver [45].
Theorem  2.3.5 Let G be a finite-dimensional local connected group o f transformations 
acting on an open subset of the space of dependent and independent variables. Every 
element of G can be expressed as a finite product of one-parameter Lie groups.
2.4 The Lie Symmetries of u t^t +  =  {uu,x),x
Consider the hyperbolic heat equation,
u t^ — {uu^x),X' (2.7)
Equation (2.6) can be used to calculate the prolonged infinitesimal generator,
=  %  +  rdt +  gdu +  rfdu^^ +  g^ ^u^  ^ +  f  
Applying this to (2.7) yields the LSC
g^  ^-\-g^ = 2g^u^x +  W^xx +  ug^^ when (2.7) holds.
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After substituting in the expressions for g^, g^^, g^^ and g^  ^ this becomes
^V,tt “b {2g t^u ~ Ptt)u^t ~  “b {V,uu ~  ~ ~  — C,uu'^ ,x'^ t^
“b (j],u 2T^t)u^it 2f^ya^xt f,,u^,x'^,tt ‘2f,,u^,t'^ ,xt^  ~b ^,t'^,x
+  {r],u — T,()Uf — f„uU,xU,t — PuU^t}
— 2^77,æ "b (77,u “  ^,x}'^,x ~  Px'^,t ~  f,,uU^x ~  Pu'^,x'^,t^'^,x "b TjU x^x "b U^g^xx "b {2g^xu
~  ^,xx)'^,x ~  X^xx'^,t “b ij],uu ~  ‘^ f,,xu)'^^x ~  ‘^ '^,xu^,x'^,t ~  f,,uu^^x ~  Puu'^^x'^d "b {V,u
2f,^x)' ,^xx 2r^x'^,xt ^f,,u^,x'^,xx x^u' ,^t' ,^xx 2T^u^,x'^,xt^ when (2.7) holds.
Next, u^tt is replaced with (u^ +  uu^xx — u^t) to yield the identity
^ g ,tt  “b (2g^tu ~  P tt) '^ ,t ~  f,,tt'^,x “b {j],uu ~  ~  ‘2i^,tu'^,x'^,t ~  Puu'^^t ~  f>,uuV',x'^ t^
+  (77,« -  2T ,t)(u ^  +  uu^xx -  Ut )  -  2(^tU,xt -  ST uU t{u %  +  ~  Ut)  ~  ^ n U x i ^ ^ x
+  UU^ xx — U^ t) — 2f,^uU,tU,xt  ^ +  ^g,t — ^,tU,x +  (77,ti — Pt)u^t — ,^uU,xU t^ — PuU^t]
— 2 ^77,2; +  (77,u — ^^x)' ,^x ~  X^ x'^ ,t ~  ^,u^^x ~ '^,u^,x'^,t^'^,x "b gu^xx "b U^g^xx
"b {2g^xu ~  ^,xx)'^,x ~  X^xx' ,^t "b {pi,uu ~  ^f>,xuj'^^x ~  ‘^ '^,xu^^,x'^,t ~  f,,uu^^x ~  X^uuU^xU,t 
“b (77,u 2^^x}'^,xx 2r^x'^,xt ^f,,u'^,x'^,xx X^u'^,t'^,xx 2T^-uU^xU^xt^'
The products of the highest derivatives of u with the first derivatives of u often reveal 
whether a symmetry is projectable, or not (whether x*„a =  0 , or not); this can simplify 
the LSC significantly. In this case, the coefficients of u^xtu,x and u^xtu,t respectively 
reveal this is so:
X,u — 0 ) ,^u — 0 -
The remaining coefficients of the derivatives of u are now
Coeff. of u^xx- -2T(U =  77 -  2u^y,
Coeff. of u^xt- -2^,t = - u2t x ',
Coeff. of g^ uu = 0;
Coeff. of 77,«  -  2 r t  =  2{g^u ~ G )  +  ug,uu'-,
Coeff. of u^xuy. 0 =  — 2y^;
Coeff. of uy. 2g t^u ~  r tt ~ %u +  2rt +  V,u ~ pt = - utxx;
Coeff. of u^x’ ^,tt G  ~  277,0: “b u(2g^xu f>,xx)\
The remains: g t^t +  r],t = ug^xx-
A routine calculation yields three linearly independent generators,
Xi  =  dx, X2 =  xdx +  2udu, X3 = df.
Exponentiating Xi, X 2 and X3 respectively produces the following translations and scal­
ings.
{x,t,u ) = {x A £ ,t,u ), (x ,t,u ) = {x,t A e,u), {x,î,ü) = {e^x,t,e^^u).
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By Theorem 2.3.5, we form the maximal connected (in this case global) Lie group of 
symmetries of (2.7) by composing these one-parameter groups.
In the following section, we discuss the structure that accompanies a DE’s Lie sym­
metry generators. This is done in preparation for the following chapter, where we exploit 
this structure to calculate discrete symmetries.
2.5 Lie Sym m etry Algebras
Having emerged from a process of linearization, the Lie symmetry generators span a 
vector space. Moreover, the maximal Lie group of symmetries’ structure close to the 
identity map survives linearization: what happens when symmetries in this region are 
composed is determined by the following product, on the aforementioned vector space.
D efinition 2.5.1 (Lie B racket) Given any two Lie symmetry generators
X  — +  77" , Y  = Pd^i +  (jPduo^
their Lie bracket is the hrst-order operator
[X,Y] = X(Y) -  Y{X)  =  (x {t ’) -  Y{é))d, ,  + ( X { r )  -
This product is bilinear (linear in both arguments) and skew-symmetric ("[X, T] =  
— [y,X]). Furthermore, it satisfies the Jacobi identity: for any triplet of generators
x ,y , z ,
[X, [r, z]] +  [y, IZ, X]] + [z, [x,  y]] =  o.
The Lie bracket earns its crust as follows (see Olver [45] for proofs of these prop­
erties) . If X  and Y  generate Lie symmetries of a DE, so does [X, Y ]. Moreover, the 
one-parameter groups generated by X  and Y  commute if and only if [X, T] =  0 (i.e., X  
and Y  commute).
D efinition 2.5.2 (Lie S ym m etry  A lgebra) Endowing the vector space o f Lie sym­
metry generators of (2.1) with the Lie bracket yields the Lie symmetry algebra o f (2.1), 
denoted Ü.
A subalgebra of Ü is a vector subspace of Ü that is closed under the Lie bracket. The 
exponential map
exp : X  I— > exp(X),
is a local diffeomorphism from £  to the maximal Lie group of symmetries, providing 
a one-to-one correspondence between Lie subalgebras and local Lie subgroups. Conse­
quently, £ ’s structure reflects that of the maximal Lie symmetry group’s (close to the 
identity).
Exam ple 2.5.3 In Example 2.4, the hyperbolic heat equation (2.7) was shown to admit 
the following three Lie symmetry generators.
Xi =  dx, X2 =  dt, X 3 =  xdx + 2udu.
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The Lie bracket relationships are expressed clearly using a commutator table:
A i %2 As
X i 0 0 A i
0 0 0
As - X i 0 0
Figure 2.2: Lie bracket relations within the Lie symmetry algebra of the hyperbolic heat 
equation u^ tt + = {uu^x),x- Row i and column j  intersect at [Xi,Xj].
In Chapter 3, we will see how the structure of the Lie symmetry algebra constrains 
those symmetries that cannot be found by linearizing the symmetry condition. Much of 
this structure is defined in terms of the following series.
D efinition 2.5.4 (D erived and Lower Central Series) Given a Lie algebra £  with a 
subalgebra M , the derived series • • • and the lower central series M®, • • •
are given by
1. =  M, M(^)] =  Span{[X, Y ] : X , Y  e
2. =  M, =  [M, M^] =  Span{[X, T] : X  G £, T  G M^}.
Given a Lie algebra £  with a subalgebra M, if =  {0} then M  is abelian. M  is 
an ideal in £  if [M, £] =  Span{[X, T] : X  G M, y  G £} C M . M  is solvable (nilpotent) 
if its derived (lower central) series terminates in the zero set. For finite-dimensional Lie 
algebras, the solvable (nilpotent) radical is the maximal solvable (nilpotent) ideal (in the 
sense of being the internal vector space sum of all of them). Infinite-dimensional Lie 
algebras can have several distinct maximal solvable and nilpotent ideals; see Togo [58]. 
A Lie algebra is simple if and only if it is not abelian and admits no nontrivial ideals; a 
Lie algebra is semisimple if and only if its solvable radical equals the zero set.
E xam ple 2.5.5 In Example 2.5.3, the commutator table for the Lie symmetry algebra 
of the hyperbolic heat equation (2.7) was presented. From this, the following nontrivial 
ideals are apparent.
Span{Xi,X2}, Span{Xi,X3}, Span{Xi}, Span{X2};
here, all but the second ideal is abelian. £  is solvable because
£(L =  Span{Xi}, £(^) =  Span{0}.
The center of £, the span of all generators that commute with everything, is also the 
nilradical:
Span{X2}.
In the following chapter, we demonstrate how the structural properties just exhibited 
impose to constraints on all point symmetries of differential equations.
Chapter 3
Discrete Point Sym m etries of 
Differential Equations
We have seen that by linearizing the symmetry condition, one-parameter Lie groups of 
symmetries of DEs can be calculated algorithmically. In this chapter, we describe how 
to calculate all point symmetries of systems of DEs that admit nontrivial Lie groups of 
point symmetries. In particular, we show how to classify the groups of discrete point 
symmetries.
3.1 The Penalty for Linearizing the Sym m etry Condition
Many DEs admit obvious discrete symmetries. Consider, for example, Laplace’s equation
77',æa: '0^ ,yy “b 7 7 , — 0 » (3-1)
Up to scalings of u and linear superpositions of solutions, one can show that its Lie group 
of symmetries is the conformai group (translations, rotations, dilations and inversions) 
which is locally isomorphic to SO (4,1); see Bluman [6]. It is immediately clear that
(3.1) is invariant under the action of the group of permutations of (x, y, z).
Discrete symmetries are often apparent from the inspection of one-parameter Lie 
groups of symmetries. For example, (3.1) admits the one-parameter Lie group of scalings
exp(g(x^a; -F ydy -F zdz)) (x, y, z, u) = (e^x, e^y, P z , u).
For groups that are defined globally such as this, there is no obstacle to continuing them 
into the complex plane. Therefore, without any further calculation we have the group 
of discrete symmetries that is generated by
exp(i7r{xdx +  y d y  + z d z ) ) { x ,  y, z, u) = ( -x , - y ,  - z ,  u). (3.2)
A non-trivial example of this is provided by the Chazy [12] equation
u — 2uu^xx — 3u^ -f \{Qu^x — 77^ )^  (3.3),xxx
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which admits the sl{2) Lie algebra of point symmetry generators spanned by [34]
X \ = dx, X 2 =  xdx -  udu, Xs = x^dx -  {2xu +  6)5^.
Note: ODEs that admit st(2) Lie point symmetry algebras are amenable to a remark­
able symmetry-based solution technique devised by Clarkson & Olver [14], who focus 
particularly on the Chazy equation^. In [30], Hydon solved the full point symmetry 
condition for the Chazy equation using a method discussed in the following section. Up 
to composition with the (real) one-parameter Lie groups of symmetries generated by 
X \, X 2 and X 3 the point symmetries belong to a Klein four-group with the following 
generators.
Li : (x,u) I— )■(—X,—u), P2 : (x,u) 1— > - , x ^ u 4- 6x^ .
If you know where to look, these transformations can be derived from the one-parameter 
Lie groups of symmetries in the form of the complex scaling and the Weyl reflection 
respectively,
El =  exp(mA2), F2 =  exp(Xi)exp(X3)exp(Xi); (3.4)
here we use the fact that
exp(Xi)(x,u) =  (x-h l,u),  exp(X3)(x,u) =  ^  (x -  l) (6 -f u(x -  1))^ .
Therefore, from any solution /(x ) to the Chazy equation we get the additional solutions
( ^ )  - 1-
In [30], Hydon used these discrete symmetries to explain an observation of Clarkson’s 
that (3.3) is reduced to the same second-order ODE when written in terms of the dif­
ferential invariants of X \  or X 3.
Many DEs admit groups of discrete symmetries that cannot be derived from the one- 
parameter Lie groups of symmetries, but that can nevertheless be found by inspection. 
The nonlinear Duffing equation,
77,ææ "F 77,a: "F 77(1 "F 77 ) =  0,
which models a damped oscillator, admits a single one-parameter Lie group of symme­
tries (the translation group exp(e:5a;)) while also clearly being invariant under a change 
of sign of the dependent variable. A more complicated example of this is provided in 
Section 2.2, where we investigate the point symmetries of the simple ODE
77,xæ — (77 J- l)(77 1).
^T h e  so lu tio n s  to  a n y  n*^-o rd er O D E  w ith  a n  51(2) L ie a lg e b ra  o f p o in t  sy m m e try  g e n e ra to rs  (w h ich , 
o f  c o u rse , is n o t  so lv ab le ) c a n  b e  reco v e red  fro m  th o se  o f  a n  O D E  o f  o rd e r  n  — 3 . T h e  so lu tio n s  em erg e  
a s  th e  r a t io  o f  a n y  tw o  lin e a rly  in d e p e n d e n t  so lu tio n s  to  a  c e r ta in  se c o n d -o rd e r l in e a r  O D E , p lu s  tw o  
q u a d ra tu re s .  F u r th e r  in v e s tig a tio n  o f  h ig h e r-o rd e r  O D E s w h o se  so lu tio n s  c a n  b e  o b ta in e d  a s  t h e  r a t io  
o f  so lu tio n s  to  lin e a r  se c o n d -o rd e r  O D E s  w as c o n d u c te d  b y  C la rk so n  [15].
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This is invariant under one Lie group, the translation group expfy^^;), while its full 
symmetry group is isomorphic to Z4 with the complex generators, for an arbitrary 
scalar a,
r  1,0 : (x, 77) I— )■ (x-t-o:,u), T2 : (x,u) 1— >{ix,-u).
In [52], Reid et al used differential algebra to solve the (point) symmetry condition of 
the ODE
Ux .
They found that up to composition with its only Lie group of symmetries, the scalings 
exp(£{xdx + udu)), its symmetries belong to the discrete group that is isomorphic to Z4 
with the complex generator
_ / , f l  u 1
One would be hard-pressed to find these by inspection! Such transformations are rou­
tinely overlooked when the symmetry condition is linearized. It is perhaps surprising 
that once a nontrivial Lie group of symmetries of a system of DEs has been calculated, 
its discrete symmetries can often be classified with little extra effort. This is the subject 
of the next section.
3.2 Calculating all Point Symmetries of Differential Equa­
tions
The following method for calculating all point symmetries of a given system of differential 
equations was developed by Hydon [30, 31, 33]; for a textbook account see [34]. It is 
systematic and can often be applied without the need for symbolic algebra software. The 
only requirement is that the given system of differential equations must admit at least 
a one-parameter Lie group of symmetries. Partly due to idealizations in mathematical 
models, most equations that arise from applications belong to this class. (Given an 
equation that does not, it may still be possible to solve the full symmetry condition 
using an ansatz or differential algebra, although we do not explore this possibility here.) 
Consider the nondegenerate (see Hypothesis 2.1.3) n*^-order system of DEs
A(x,uW) = 0 . (3.5)
In order to calculate all of its point symmetries, we assume that (3.5) admits the non­
trivial Lie symmetry algebra
£  =  Span{Xi, X2, A3, - -}, A% =  (x, u)d^j -h (x, u)5u«-
Suppose that (3.5) admits the symmetry
r  : (x^,u“) I— > (x^(x, u),fi“ (x, u)). (3.6)
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The adjoint action of T on the one-parameter Lie group of symmetries exp(£Xj is by 
definition the one-parameter Lie group of symmetries
Adr o expfyXi) =  rexp(£X jr~ ^  =  exp(£rX*r"^);
here the components of are simply
TXiT-^[x^ ,u^)  = T X i ( x ^ ,u ^ )  = r(4 R x ,u ) ,7 y f(x ,u ))  =  (x, û), ryf (x, û)).
Therefore,
(x, +  ?7f  (x, u)a„a G £  (x, û ) %  4- ?7f  (x, G £.
Moreover, because the functional form of the infinitesimals has not changed,
[A, Y ] = z  ^  [ r x F - \ r y r - ^ ]  =  F z r - \
f o r X , y , Z G £ .
D efinition 3.2.1 (A utom orphism ) An automorphism of £  is a bijective linear map, 
0 : £  !->■ £, that preserves Lie bracket relationships:
4>{[X, y]) =  [0(X), 4,{Y)], X , Y €  2. (3.7)
The relationship between F and £  can be summarized as follows.
T heorem  3.2.2 (S ym m etries Induce A utom orphism s) The adjoint action of the 
symmetry (3.6) on £  is an automorphism.
A method for calculating the complete point symmetry group of (3.5) follows directly. 
The rX îF “  ^ provide a second basis for £, so there exist constants h] such that
(x, u )a 3^ -F Tyf (x, u)^u« =  H ((^(x, û)%k +  gj(k ,  n)% a).
By Theorem 3.2.2, the generators on the left of this equality and the FXjT"^ on the right 
satisfy the same Lie bracket relations. This places a significant constraint on its form
(e.g., on the possibilities for the h]). By applying both sides of this equality to
respectively, we derive the following system of first-order partial differential constraints.
C orollary  3.2.3 (N ecessary S ym m etry  Conditions) I f  (3.5) admits a sym m etry!  
given by (3.6) then for some automorphism X* (-4- b^FX^F"^,
(x, u)x|^j -F (x, u)x|^a =  5^ (j(x, Û)
(x, n)û^j +  77f:(x, u)û^« =  (x, û). (3.8)
Exam ple 3.2.4 We can now confirm easily that the symmetry group of the ODE (2.3) 
presented in Section 2.2 is maximal. Its Lie symmetry algebra is spanned by dx; hence 
its automorphisms are simply nonzero scalings. B y Theorem 3.2.2, given any symmetry
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of (2.3),
r  : {x,u) I— y {x{x,u),u[x,u)),  
its adjoint action on the Lie symmetry algebra yields
dx — Gx.dx, CK ^  0 .
Applying x, û respectively as per Corollary 3.2.3 yields, for some functions f{u),  g[u),
x  = a x A f { u ) ,  u = g(u), ^  0 ;
here a dash represents differentiation with respect to u. Incorporating this into the 
determining equations (2.4) yields
Coeff. o f u%: f ' g -  g f ” = {g+ l ) ( g -  l ) f ;
Coeff. of  u^y. ag'  = 3{g +  l)(p -  l ) a ( / ) ^ ;
Coeff. of  Ux: b = {g + l)(g -  l ) / o ^ ;
The remains: ag {u +  1)(t7 — 1) =  (^ +  l)(g' — l)a^;
Invertibility: ag ^  0.
The coefficient o f u^x yields f '  = 0, so the coefficient of yields g =  0. Let
^ =  ^ u  +  7, f  0.
The coefficient of vanishes now, while the remaining terms are simply
a(3{u +  l)(u — 1) =  {pu +  7  +  l )(pu +  7  — l)cK^ .
Splitting this into the coefficients of the powers of u yields
Coeff. o f u^: aP = P‘^a^',
Coeff. of u: 0 =  p{'j — l)o^ +  (7  +  l)p a ^‘,
The remains: —ap = (7 +  1)(7  — l)a^;
Invertibility: aP ^  0.
Hence,
7  =  0, 1 =  a^P, P = c?.
Therefore, as claimed in Example 2.2, the point symmetry group o f (2.3) is, for an 
arbitrary parameter a,
r  : (x,u) I— )■ (x, Û) e  {(cK +  x,u),  (a — x,u),  (a +  ix, —u), (a — ix, —u)}. (3.9)
Each symmetry F of (3.5) satisfies (3.8) for some automorphism X{ i-4- 5^ FXjT“ .^ 
Therefore, all symmetries of (3.5) can be calculated systematically by solving (3.8) 
for each automorphism of £, then determining which of these solutions satisfies the 
symmetry condition
A ( P ,  uff, , - " )  =  0 when (3.5) holds.
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This was done easily in Example 3.2.4, but in general it will be more difficult. To save 
effort, parameters within (3.8)’s solutions that correspond to Lie groups of symmetries 
should be removed first. To ensure that the set of symmetries that emerges retains a 
group structure under composition, these simplifications should be made in a way that 
promotes closure. (How this is done very much depends on the context. For example, 
an arbitrary translation should be eliminated rather than set to a nonzero constant.)
To proceed systematically, apply exp(E^Xt) to (3.8)’s solutions for each basis gen­
erator Xi.  The £i should be chosen to discretize or eliminate as many continuous pa­
rameters as possible (while promoting closure under composition). For example, when 
solving the symmetry condition in the previous example, we could have taken /  to be 
zero once we determined that / '  was zero. In general, this process will not remove all 
Lie symmetries because some cannot be expressed as a product of exponentiated basis 
generators in which each generator appears at most once. (The discrete symmetries of 
the Chazy equation (3.4) provide an example of this.) However, it is often easy to apply, 
all symmetries remain accounted for and most importantly it is systematic.
3.3 Classifying the Adjoint Action of D iscrete Symmetries
If the Lie symmetry algebra of (3.5) is not abelian, there is no need to wait until (3.8) 
has been solved to factor out Lie symmetries. Note that by removing one-parameter Lie 
groups of symmetries in the way described in the previous section we replace F, as given 
by (3.6), with a product of the form
( e x p ( E i X i )  o  e x p ( E 2 X 2 )  o  • • • ) o  F ,  X *  G £ .
The adjoint action of this symmetry on £  is the automorphism
(AdeiXi o AdegXg o • • • ) O Adr (3.10)
where Ad^.x^ is defined as follows.
D efinition 3.3.1 (Lie Series R epresentation  o f the A djo in t A ction  o f a One- 
P aram eter Lie Group o f  Sym m etries on L) The adjoint action on £  of the one- 
parameter Lie group generated by X* G £  is an automorphism of £  given by the series, 
for an arbitrary parameter si,
Ade-Xi (Xj) =  exp{£iXi)Xj  exp(-£iX{)
=  exp(adE,xJ(Aj)
=  Xj  -h Eiadxi {Xj) +  ^ a d x - (Xj) -f -^adx- [Xj) H , Xfc G £;
here adxj(Xj) =  [Xi,Xj] is the adjoint homomorphism. Products of these automor­
phisms are called inner automorphisms, all other automorphisms are called outer auto­
morphisms.
Suppose that our only concern is to calculate symmetries up to composition with 
exp(£iXi), exp(£2X2), etc. Then the basis transformation in the necessary symmetry
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conditions (3.8) is an automorphism of the form (3.10); here we are free to choose the ei 
and the order in which the basis generators are used (although each one must be used 
only once). Therefore, before (or while) solving (3.8) we can apply the map
Adg,r%,r-i : TXjT~^ \— )- exp(adg.r%^r_i) (rJ^jT"^), % =  1,2,3, . . .  (3.11)
with judicious choices of the Si to eliminate and discretize components of the automor­
phism in Corollary 3.2.3. As long as Xi is not central in £, this is equivalent to waiting 
until (3.8) has been solved to factor out exp(6%r%%r'" )^. If Xi is central, it can only 
be factored out after solving (3.8). Factoring out the adjoint action of Lie symmetries 
in this way is often the more time-consuming aspect of the method. In this sense, the 
method generally boils down to classifying Lie algebra automorphisms.
3.4 Finite-Dim ensional Lie Sym m etry Algebras
If £  is finite-dimensional, the process of calculating discrete symmetries is generally 
routine. In this case, £ ’s basis and structure constants respectively are, for a given 
R e N ,
£  =  Span{Xi,. . . ,  Xr} ,  [Xi, Xj] = CijXk-
The necessary symmetry conditions (3.8) in Corollary 3.2.3 now yield a system of at 
most R{M  -f N)  constant-coefficient PDFs. Furthermore, the coefficients in the 
automorphism Xi i-4- brlrXjT~^ can now be regarded as entries in an R x  R  matrix, (bj), 
that is completely determined by the automorphism condition [34]:
T heorem  3.4.1 (The A utom orphism  Condition) The nonsingular matrix {fj[) rep­
resents an automorphism of £, Xi ^ X j ,  i f  and only if
(Here, we can take i < j  due to the antisymmetry of the Lie bracket.) This yields a 
system of at most R?{R — l) /2 equations, in R^ unknowns.
Endowed with matrix multiplication, the set of solutions to the automorphism con­
dition is the (matrix representation of the) automorphism group of £, denoted Aut(£). 
The combined adjoint action on £  of each of the exp(6 A^%) is now represented by the 
product of (absolutely convergent, see Hall [26]) matrix exponentials
R  ^  /  oo \
n E x p f e C j )  =  n  E i r C ' f  - C'i =  ( 4 ) .  J =  1 . •••.■«; (3-12)
j=l j=l \m=0 /
here, the order in which the Cj are exponentiated is not important. The one-parameter 
Lie groups of symmetries are removed from the coefficients in the necessary symmetry 
conditions (3.8) at any time using the replacement
R
B n  Exp(e„C „)B , B =  (6|) ,  =  Cf,
m=l
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here, priority should be given to making as sparse as possible in order to simplify 
the necessary symmetry conditions. If the automorphism condition has been completely 
solved, it is recommended that the Ex.p[emCm) are applied all at once with the Sm 
chosen simultaneously. If the automorphism condition is proving difficult to solve, it may 
help to apply the Exp[smCm) while solving the automorphism condition, discretizing or 
eliminating elements as you go.
3.5 The Discrete Point Sym m etries of u t^t +  u,t =  {uu,x),x
We will demonstrate the indirect method by finding all point symmetries of the hyper­
bolic heat equation
“t“ (3.13)
The Lie symmetries of (3.13) were investigated in Examples 2.4, 2.5.3 and 2.5.5. Its Lie 
symmetry algebra and nonzero structure constants c^, i < j ,  respectively are
£  =  Span{Xi, X2, Xs}, =  %, X 2 = xdx +  2udu, X3 =  dt, =  1-
By Theorem 3.2.2, the adjoint action on £  of any symmetry of (3.13),
r  : (x, t ,u)  I— {x{x, t ,u) , î{x, t ,u),û{x, t ,u)) ,
is an automorphism of £  represented by the 3 x 3  matrix (5j) such that
Xj =  6? ' ( r x , r - 1) ,  det(6j ) f  0, =
It is immediately apparent from the structure constants that the derived algebra of £  is 
spanned by Xi and that the centre of £  is spanned by X3. These ideals are mapped to 
themselves respectively by any automorphism of £; hence,
bl = b\ = 0, &3 =  63 =  0.
The automorphism condition is now solved easily over E or C, returning in both cases 
an arbitrary matrix of the form
(M) =
f b\ 0 0 \
62 1 ï>20 0 61 y 6}6l  + 0 .
We will classify the symmetries of (3.13) on the basis that they are real (complex) 
symmetries up to composition with real (complex) translations generated by X i ,X 3. 
We will then contrast the effect of factoring out real then complex scalings generated by
The combined adjoint action (3.12) is
n  Exp(gjc^) =
/  e 2^ 0 0
-£ ie 2^ 1 0 I . (3.14)
V O  0 1
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Note: the parameter £3 does not appear because X3 is central in £. Premultiplying (Jjl) 
by (3.14) with £1 =  yields the automorphism
(H) =
f  \  0 0 \
0 1 6i
V 0 0 6i /
We will choose £2 shortly. For each basis generator Xi,  define ^i, Ti and 4>i according to 
Xi = ^i{x,t,u)dx Ti{x,t,u)dt + (j)i{x,t,u)du.
Substituting (6|)  into the necessary symmetry conditions in Corollary 3.2.3,
Xix = b(^j (x, t) , X it = 6  ^Tj (x,t), X%ê =  b{ 4>j (x, t) ,
produces the system of constraints
t ,x — — 0 , X^x — -^ 5 t,t — ^3; "^ ut^ u — ^2)
xx^x-i'‘^ ux^u = X, uu^u = u, X = e^^b\, b \b l^O.
This is solved easily to whittle down the form of any discrete symmetries:
{x, t ,u) = [ Ax +  a \/u , bit +
60 In u\ +  ^, 7 U I ; A =  e^^b\, 76163 f  0.
Applying the Lie symmetry exp{ — /bl)Xs)  sets /3 =  0; the adjoint action of exp(£iXi) 
and exp(£3X3) has now been factored out. We are ready to solve the symmetry condi­
tion,
^,tî ~  ^^^,x\x  when -f- u  ^=  iuu^x\x'
The simple expressions in Chapter 8 of [34] provide a convenient way to calculate the 
first prolongation of F ’s action on (3.13):
60712,3:1 DxX DxU A7?2,t 1 DxU Dxt
J D tx Dtu "  J  ’ U , =  J Dtu J
here Dx and Dt are the total derivative operators
Dx — dx~]r U^x^u T  '^jXx^u^x "b U^xt^u,t T  * ' " , Dt = dt~\- U^t^u 4“ ^,xt^u^x 4“ 4“
and J  is the Jacobian
J  = DxX Dxt 
D tx  Dtt 2u 2y/u
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Using these expressions recursively yields 
1
=  J
DxX DxUi  
Dtx DtU£
X^'yutt X^yut , j^  n  , aX-yu^^ut,^ „
aXyutUxt  , T\
-  2J 2VÏÏ
Dx'^,x Dxt 
Dtu^x Dtt
{bD'^lUxx bl^bluxxUt _
J 2
bh^2'^,xU,t
2J3l2
J3
(^3,7) - 6060712,3:2t,z2 ,+ 2j3l2
here
7 A6012,3;12,t Xb^ U^ tx ^^3^,x ,
= ---------- 1------ . o /o +
D t J  = —
212^  ' 212 4123/2 ' 2\/iZ '
A60i2^i A6012,« a b l u t u , x  . ab^u^xt+ +2u^ ' 2u 412^ /2 ' 2y/u
After multiplying through by J^, the symmetry condition is
7.2 \2 /r . 7\ , JaX^UxUtt aXjUxUt{DtJ) JaX'yutUxt , otX^u^t{DxJ)
J X  y u u  -  X y u , { D , J )  +   ^ ------------------------^ ----
+  J^Xyu,  =
_  Jb2h-y%xUxt _|_ b^biyu^iDtJ)  |  ^ ( b \ y u ^ f  when utt  + »,« =  (««.x).^;
here A =  e^^^i and 76163 7^  0. The products of the highest derivatives of 12 with the 
lowest often reveal whether a symmetry is projectable, or not (i.e., whether x* a =  0, or 
not). With 12,i t  replaced by 12^ - j - 1212,3=3; — 12,t ,  the following products of second and first 
derivatives of u are isolated easily:
Coeff. of «,xx»,x: y u ^  +  ^ « A 6i  =  y u { b f f - y ^  -  y u { b l f y ^ - ,
Coeff. of «,xx«,(: ^ 7 “  -  7 ^ «  =  7«^(*>i)^7 +  7 «A6i ^ ^ ;
Invertibility: 7A63 7^  0.
After cancelling terms, it follows directly that these symmetries are indeed projectable:
o; =  0, 60 =  0.
Consequently, J  = A60, DxJ = DtJ  = 0 and the symmetry condition reduces to
+  A^(60)^712,t =  7^12A(60)^12,3:3; +  A(60)^(712,3:)^.
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Isolating the coefficients of the derivatives of u now yields
Coeff. of u^xx- X%Iju  = 7 i^iA(&3) ;^
Coeff. of 12^ : A^ &37 =  A (60) ^ 7^;
Coeff. of 12,f: — A^607 +  A (^60)^7 =  0;
Invertibility: 7A63 7^  0.
The coefficient of u t^ yields 60 =  1, while the coefficients of u^xx and u^x both yield 
7 =  A^ ; here A =  e^^b\, for £2 still to be chosen and 6} 7^  0. Finally, we summarize 
the different uses of the adjoint action of exp(£2X2). Suppose F is real. Up to real 
translations of x, t and real scalings generated by X2, we choose £2 to set A =  d=l. This 
yields the group of real discrete symmetries
Fi : (x,t,u) I— > {x,t,u), F2 : (x,t,i2) 1— > { -x , t ,u ) ,
which is isomorphic to Z2 and is generated by exp(27rX2).
Now suppose F is complex. Up to complex translations of x, t  and complex scalings 
generated by X2, we choose £2 to set A =  1. This yields only the identity transformation.
Finally, suppose F is complex. Up to complex translations of x, t and real scalings 
generated by X2, we choose £2 to set the complex part of 6} to ± i  when it is nonzero. 
When it is not, we set the real part to ± 1. This yields the set of complex symmetries
(x, t, Û) = (Ax, t, X^u), X e { p ± i ,± l  : p e  E},
which includes the group of symmetries Fi, F2 and
Fg : (x, t, u) I— > (zx, t, —u), F4 : (x, t, u) 1— > (—zx, t, —u).
This group is isomorphic to Z4 and is generated by exp(z7rX2/2).
This example demonstrates the basic principles behind the classification of real and 
complex discrete symmetries of DEs. In this case, we have found that up to composition 
with the complex groups generated by X i, X2 and X3 respectively there is only the
identity transformation. However, if we consider only real transformations then we have,
in addition to the Lie groups of symmetries, the discrete symmetry (x, t, u) (—x, t, u). 
Therefore, for any given solution /(x ) we also have the solution / ( —x). It is significant 
that we have derived this result quite simply, without the need for computer algebra.
3.6 The N ext Step
In general, the most labour-intensive aspect of the indirect method for calculating sym­
metries is the classification of the Lie symmetry algebra’s automorphisms. A catalogue of 
automorphisms of low-dimensional Lie algebras with the adjoint action of the exp(£X%) 
factored out would make the method much easier to use in many cases.
The first step in this direction was taken by Laine-Pearson & Hydon [38], who clas­
sified the automorphisms of all Lie algebras of point symmetry generators admitted by 
scalar ODEs. This was followed by Fisher et al. [21], who classified the automorphisms 
of all real indecomposable Lie algebras of dimension five and less. The next step is
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presented in Chapter 6: the classification of all automorphisms of the six-dimensional 
real indecomposable Lie algebras. In Chapter 4, we review the classification method in 
the context of these Lie algebras. In Chapter 5, the classification of the Lie algebras 
themselves is reviewed.
As higher-dimensional Lie symmetry algebras are considered, calculating Lie algebra 
automorphisms generally becomes more difficult. At the extreme end of this problem 
are the infinite-dimensional Lie algebras, whose basis generators depend on arbitrary 
functions. In particular, the principle of linear superposition implies that the solution 
space of any linear homogeneous system of DEs is embedded within its Lie symmetry 
algebra (for more detail, see the beginning of Chapter 7). Therefore, when this solution 
space is infinite-dimensional, so is the Lie symmetry algebra. This embedding presents 
itself in essentially the same way for all linear DEs, and so it has been possible to 
devise a simple and generally-applicable routine for circumventing it when classifying the 
automorphisms of the Lie symmetry algebra. This has led to a significant simplification 
to the indirect method for calculating discrete symmetries of systems of linear and 
linearizable DEs. These new results, and others, are the subject of Chapter 7.
Chapter 4
How to Classify Autom orphism s 
of Six-Dim ensional Real Lie 
Algebras
In Chapter 3, we explained how the discrete symmetries of a system of DEs can be 
calculated by classifying the automorphisms of its Lie symmetry algebra. This classifi­
cation method involves factoring-out the adjoint action of the one-parameter Lie groups 
generated by the basis vectors, a method that proves to be effective for classifying Lie 
algebra automorphisms in general. In this chapter, we demonstrate the method in the 
context of six-dimensional real Lie algebras, before presenting the complete classification 
of their automorphisms in Chapter 6. We begin with a very brief account of existing 
classifications of automorphisms of low-dimensional Lie algebras.
4.1 A Brief Survey of Automorphism Classifications
The automorphisms of the only real one-dimensional Lie algebra are simply nonzero 
scalings. Up to isomorphism, the only two-dimensional real indecomposable Lie algebra 
has one nontrivial Lie bracket relation: [Xi, X2] =  X2. Therefore, each automorphism 
r  can be represented using constants a, ^  such that
r (Xi )  =  X i - h a X 2, r ( X 2) =  /)X2,
The automorphisms of all three-dimensional real indecomposable Lie algebras were clas­
sified by Harvey [27], who used them to study 3 4-1 Bianchi cosmological models. Simi­
larly, the automorphisms of all four-dimensional real indecomposable Lie algebras were 
classified by Christodoulakis et al. [13], who used them to study 4 4-1 Bianchi cosmo­
logical models.
The automorphisms of all real indecomposable Lie algebras of dimension five and 
less were classified by Fisher et al. [21]. Their primary motivation was to catalogue auto­
morphisms in the optimal form for use with the indirect method for calculating discrete 
symmetries of DEs. The automorphisms of the six-dimensional real indecomposable Lie 
algebras are presented for the first time in Chapter 6.
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In a slightly different vein, although again motivated by applications to the indirect 
method, Laine-Pearson & Hydon [38] classified the automorphisms of all real Lie algebras 
that are realized as Lie point symmetry algebras of scalar ODEs.
Note: the automorphisms of the semisimple Lie algebras are calculated in, for ex­
ample, Jacobson [35], as well as in [23, 24, 36].
4.2 The Classification M ethod
Let g be a six-dimensional real indecomposable Lie algebra with the following basis and 
structure constants respectively.
g =  SpanfXi, • • • , Xe}, [Xi, Xj] = c^X^, c\j G M.
The automorphisms of g, X% i-)- 6]Xj, are represented by the real, invertible 6x6 matrices 
{bf{) that satisfy the automorphism condition (see Theorem 3.4.1),
=  * < i -  ( 4 .1 )
R unning  Exam ple 4 .2.1 The family o f six-dimensional real indecomposable solvable 
Lie algebras with a five-dimensional nilradical G20, u ^  0, has nonzero structure con­
stants
2^3 “  1^6 “  3^6 ~  3^6 “  4^6 ~  4^6 ~  1) 5^6 “  U 0 .
By convention (see Section 6.1) the nilradical NR is spanned by X i , . . . ,  X5. It is im­
mediately apparent from the structure constants that the only nontrivial element in the 
derived series of N R  and N R ’s centralizer respectively are
= Span{Xi}, Cg(NR) = Span{Xi, X4, X5}.
Also, the only nontrivial element in the derived series of g is
g(^  ^ =  SpanfXi, X3, X4, X5}.
Every automorphism of G20, u 7^  0, maps these ideals to themselves; hence.
4^ =  b|
'1 =  1^ =  0, bî =  0, bj---  bs — 0,
= 64 =  0, I 5  = -bl =  0.
automorphism condition is solved easily, yielding
bl 0 0 0 0 0 \
1 0 0 0 0
0 (>3 0
0 0 0 0 5
0 0 0 0
bl >^1 bi 1 J
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here
^5( ^ - 1) = 0 , b l ( u - 1 ) = 0 , 6365 f  0 .
Therefore, there are two distinct automorphism groups associated to the family o f Lie 
algebras G2 0 , u 7  ^0 : one for u = 1 , and another for u ^ \ .
Considering the large number of automorphism groups to be classified (there are 
approximately five hundred in all), these results need to be compressed before they can 
be recorded. Moreover, to make them useful for calculating discrete symmetries (in the 
way described in Chapter 3), the (6 )^ should be premultiplied by
n E x p ( £ ,( 4 )), £ , € R  (4.2)
3 = 1
with the £j chosen to make the as sparse as possible. Factoring out these inner 
automorphisms proves to be an effective means of reducing automorphisms to simple 
representatives. A given matrix (6|) represents an automorphism of g if and only if the 
product of ifyf) and (4.2) does. Therefore, at any point while solving the automorphism 
condition we can multiply {fpf) by (4.2) to eliminate and discretize entries (the order in 
which these one-parameter groups are used does not matter). Before tabulating these 
simplified automorphisms, it is helpful to express this product as
6
n  Exp^Ej (c^.)j (Fdisc^Fdisc  ^. . .  ) (exp(gpDp)exp(£gDg). . .  )diag(M), £j G M;
3 = 1
(4.3)
here, up to the adjoint action of the one-parameter Lie groups the automorphisms are 
separated into the following components (their precise nature is described in Section 
4.3).
i) A block diagonal matrix diag(M) consisting of nonzero scalars, special linear trans­
formations or, in one instance, a (transposed) symplectomorphism;
ii) Exponentiated outer derivations exp(£iDi), exp(£22)2), ••• that are not incorpo­
rated into the block diagonal; and
iii) A group of discrete automorphisms Fdiscn Fdiscg, • • • that act on the aforementioned 
components.
The classification routine proceeds by choosing the £j in (4.3) to eliminate and discretize 
as many continuous parameters as possible. The aim is to find simple representatives 
of the components in (4.3), while minimizing the number of off-diagonal entries (see 
the comment at the end of Section 3.4). Together with the name of the family of Lie 
algebras and its structure constants, only the components listed in (4.3) are tabulated 
in Chapter 6.
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R unning  Exam ple 4 .2.1 (continued) In this case, (4.2) is
/ e^ ® 0 0 0 0 0 ^
1 0 0 0 0
-  62) 0 e^ e 0 0
0 0 e^ e 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
+  £3^ 6 —  £1 —  S 4 ~  £6^4^ 0 636^6 (6366 +  63 -  £4) i2£se"^G V
here £% 6 M. After premultiplying (6j) by this matrix, the Sk are chosen to yield
/ 0 0 0 0 0 \
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 e-^z/^lbl 0 e -^y^h l  0
—Q~^i/^lb\b\ 0 0 e~^il^lb\ 0 0
0 0 0 e-^V^lbl 0
0 6i 0 0 0 1
606| f O .  (4.4)
here 65 =  6| =  0 when u ^ l  
With reference to (4.3), the block diagonal structure of (4.4) is
diag(M) =  diag(a, 1, a, a, b,l), a,b e  E\{0}.
We represent the remaining outer derivations using the Weyl basis matrices
NX =
For u = 1 and u ^  1 respectively, (4.4) is given by, up to premultiplication by (4.2) and 
with £j arbitrary.
/ 1 0 0 0 0 0 ^ / 1 0 0 0 0 0 >
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 60 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
-^1 0 0 1 0 0
diag(M),
-b l 0 0 1 0 0
bl 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
V 0 0 0 0 1 J V 0 0 0 0 l y
diag(M).
Exp(6iB| )Exp(6' B^)Exp(6i (Bi  -  B])) E x p ( 6 i ( E | - E | ) )
Note: the products of exponentiated outer derivations are unordered (up to premulti­
plication by (4.2)). In summary, the family Gq 20^  N 0, contributes two entries to the 
classification tables in Chapter 6:
Name Nonzero Structure Constants Extra Out. Der. Block Diag.
96,20 C23 — C16 — C36 — C36 — C46 — C46 — C56 — 1 E 3 , EI, E q — E4 ( a ,  1, a, a, b, 1)
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Name Notes Nonzero Structure Constants Extra Out. Der. Block Diag.
96,20 ^  ^  { 0 , 1 }
C23 =  C16 =  C36 =  C36 =  C46 =  C46 =  1, 
C56 =  u
E l -  E l (a, 1, a, a, 6, 1)
These are the essential details behind the classification method. Before summa­
rizing the notation used in Chapter 6’s classification tables, we recap the process of 
reassembling these groups.
An automorphism group is reconstituted from its table entry using (4.3), where the 
various products are formed according to the following diagram.
Step 3
Step 2
Step 1
6n Exp(£j (c^.)l (Pdiscn r^discn * * * ) (exp(£pDp)exp(ggDg). . . )  diag(M), sj e  R.
3 = 1  ^ ^ -.......  V------------ '
All possible Any given order
orderings
Once formed, these products can usually be simplified by redefining their parameters.
R unning  Exam ple 4 .2.1 (continued) The automorphism groups of g^o a,nd u f  
{0,1}, respectively are represented by
6n E x p ( c ^ ) ) Exp(7iE0)Exp(72^5)Exp(73(^e “  E |))diag(a, l ,a ,a ,6 ,1),
3 ^ 1
6n Exp(sj (c^.) ) Exp^73(Eg -  E]))diag(a, 1, a, a, 6,1);
3 = 1
here all parameters are arbitrary, subject to the product being invertible.
4.3 Summary of N otation
This section summarizes the notation used in Chapter 6.
4.3.1 The Block Diagonal
Each tabulated automorphism has a block diagonal structure composed of diagonal 
matrices, special linear transformations or in one instance a (transposed) symplecto­
morphism. This is listed in the column headed ‘Block Diag.’. The simplest example has 
no off-diagonal elements and is tabulated as
{ b \ ,b lb lb ib lb ty ,
here, the elements listed are the consecutive entries along the diagonal, with If- G R \{ 0}. 
More general block diagonal structures are defined relative to the main diagonal. For
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example,
( b \ bl 0 0 0 >
bl (>2 0 0 0
bl 0 0 0
0 0 0 a 0 0
0 0 0 0 6 0
I 0 0 0 0 0
/ ( b l
det bl
I \  3^ 5:
=  1;
here S,
diag(S'i23,0, 6, 1)
represents an arbitrary matrix in SL(z^ — +  1, E) positioned on the main
diagonal between (zi,zi) and (zmj^m)* If such a matrix is repeated along the diagonal, 
the same subscript is used. For example.
f  1 0 0 0 0 0 ^
0 0 0 0
0 f>3 0 0 0
0 0 0 a 0 0
0 0 0 0 060
0 0 0 060 u60 y
det 62 60 =  1 .
diag(l, 523, 0,0523)
Note: special linear blocks with different subscripts, for example in diag(5 i234, S^q), are 
independent of each other.
In one case, that of , the block diagonal contains the transpose of an arbitrary
element of the group of symplectomorphisms SP(4, E). This is listed as (1,5P(4, E)^, 1). 
Therefore, 5P(4, E)^ denotes any real matrix M  that satisfies
= ft, ft =
(
\
0 0 1 0 ^
0 0 0 1
- 1 0  0 0 
0 -1  0 0 y
4.3.2 The Outer Derivations
While some of the tabulated automorphisms’ parameters are incorporated into a block 
diagonal matrix, the rest are listed as extra outer derivations in the column headed 
‘Extra Out. Der.’. These are represented using the Weyl basis matrices; zero-matrices 
whose only nonzero entry is a 1 at the intersection of row /3 and column a.
NX=
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The simplest outer derivations generate (positive-valued) diagonal matrices, while more 
complicated examples include those that generate rotations. For example, for e G M,
0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0
0 0 0 
0 0 
0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0
/  c o s (e ) 
—sin(£) 
0 
0 
0 
0
sin (a) 
cos(g) 
0 
0 
0 
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 cosh(£) sinh(£)
0 sinh(£) cosh(5) y
exp(£(B} +  B | +  B |)) exp(£ (£ 2  _  e ; + 2B | +  E l  +  B |)
If the one-parameter automorphism generated by an outer derivation has been con­
strained using the adjoint action of the one-parameter Lie groups generated by the basis 
vectors (see Section 4.5), this is indicated with a subscript ‘u ’. For example, exponenti­
ating
[B} +  B|]„, [B|]o
yields automorphisms in which the parameter is confined to [l,e^'^“), E+ respectively.
4.3.3 The D iscrete Autom orphism s
The column headed ‘Disc. Gen.’ lists the generators of a group of discrete automor­
phisms, using three sets of notation. A parity change Pai...an is the 6 x 6 identity matrix 
in which the signs of the subscripted rows have been inverted. For example.
( - 1 0 0 0 0 0 ^ / - 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 - 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 - 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 - 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 V I 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 )
P123 P1456
More general discrete automorphisms, X% M- 7^X j ,  are tabulated as { ' j l X j , j ^ X j , . . . , j l X j ) .  
For example, the automorphism matrices
/ 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 - 1  
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0  
^ 0 1 1 0
are tabulated as
0 0 (  1 0 0 0 0 0 ^
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 - 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 3 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 iu u
0 0 / 0 0 0 u \ — U ^ J
^1, - Xe, X4, X 3, X2 +  X3),
(Xi, X2, X3, X4, —Xg -f- uX q, 1/X5 -f- (1 — u‘^ )Xq)
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respectively (here, u must be a parameter in the Lie algebra’s structure constants - it 
cannot be a free parameter).
The Weyl automorphisms of the three Lie algebras with s[(2,R) subalgebras (all 
of which are listed in Section 6.5) are enclosed in double-parentheses. These are inner 
automorphisms that cannot be represented as a product of the exponentiated basis 
generators where each is used only once. For example, the discrete automorphisms of 
Le,2 =  5[(2, M) K As,! are listed as
P1346, ((—A"s, —X2, —X i, Xs, —X4, Xe)).
4.4 Groups of D iscrete Automorphisms
Many automorphism groups are tabulated with generators of a discrete group of auto­
morphisms. Consider the six-dimensional real indecomposable solvable Lie algebra with 
a four-dimensional nilradical Xe,3i, which has nonzero structure constants
<^5 ~  3^6 ~  4^6 — 4^6 “  1^6 ~  ^3  ~  I; ^35 ~
The nontrivial members of the derived series of g are immediately apparent from the 
structure constants:
=  S p a i i{ X i ,  X 2 , X 3 , X 4 },  0 P ) =  S p a n { X i} .
Their centralizers are now immediately apparent:
C,(g(^) =  Span{Xi,X4}, Cg(g(^)) =  Span{Xi,X2,%3,%4,%5}, 
as is the derived algebra
(C«(g(")))^''-Spaa{%i,%2,%3}.
These ideals are mapped to themselves by any automorphism of g; hence,
bl = bl = bf = bl = bl = 0, 60 =  60 =  60 ~  0, b\ = b\ = b\ = 0,
64 =  64 =  64 =  64 =  0, 60 =  0.
The automorphism condition is now solved easily, yielding two solutions for (6|):
/  6060 0 0 0 0 0 ^
6060 60 0 0 0 0
-6 0 6 0  0 60 0 0 0
6j 0 0 6060 0 0
060 60 - 6 0  0 1 0
60 0 60 60 0 1 ^
/ 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 f>2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
bl 0 0 —b^bs 0 0
0 0 >^1 0 - 1 0
\ bl 0 0 6^ 1 1
Solution 1 Solution 2
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here 60^3 7  ^0- The adjoint action matrix (4.2) is 
/
to yield
3^^ 2
V
Q - e e 0 0 0 0 0 \
Q - S 5 0 0 0 0
—£20“ ®^ 0 gSs—E g 0 0 0
- £ 6 e “ 6^ 0 0 e -66 0 0
£2£3e “ ®^ £ 2 e " ^ G -£36^5-66 0 1 0
( £ 1  +  £ 4  — £ 4 £ e ) 0 £30^5-66 £40-^6 0 1 y
5 S o lu tio n 1 b y  (4 .5), th e p a ra m e te rs  £1, £2, £3, £4 and
0 0 0 0 0 \
0 0 0 0
0 e { £ 5 b l b l - b l ) / b l b l ^ 3 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 3
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 V
(4.5)
blbl f  0 .
Using £5 to set the first, second and fourth elements on the diagonal to ±1 yields an 
automorphism that is reproduced by premultiplying the block diagonal matrix
diag(a, 1, a, a, 1,1), a € M\{0}, (4.6)
by the parity change automorphism
P 1 2 4  =  diag(—1 , —1 , 1, —1, 1 , 1).
After premultiplying Solution 2 by (4.5), the parameters 61, £2, 63, £4 and sq are chosen 
to yield
/  _ e6i / 6E6g5352 0 0 0 0 0 ^
0 0 e-^553 0 0 0
0 Qiesblbl+bD/hplyi 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 - 0*'4/('2('^ 5060 0 0
0 0 0 0 -1 0
V 0 0 0 0 1 V
blbl f  0 .
Again, using £5 to set the first, second and fourth elements on the diagonal to ±1 yields 
an automorphism that is reproduced by premultiplying the block diagonal matrix (4.6) 
by
( -X i ,X 3,X 2, - X 4, - X 5,X 5 +  X6) = d i a g  A l Y  ° g ) , - ! , (  X  i ) ) -
The two discrete transformations that have been introduced generate a group of discrete 
automorphisms that act on the block diagonal as per (4.3). This group is isomorphic to
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th e  d ih e d ra l g ro u p  o f o rd e r  e ig h t, as  ca n  b e  seen  b y  defin ing  th e  g e n e ra to rs
r  =  P i24  o ( —X i ,  % 3 , X 2 , —X 4 , —X 5 , X 5  +  X e )  =  ( X i ,  —X s , X 2 , X 4 , —X 5 , X 5  +  X e ) ,
s  =  ( —X i ,  X 3, X 2, —X 4, —X e, X 5 +  X e ) , e =  (X i ,  X 2, X 3, X 4, X 5, X e), 
w h ich  co m b in e  to  g ive th e  a u to m o rp h ism s
_  g, =  P23, =  (A i ,  X 3, - X 2 ,  X 4, - X e ,  X e +  X e ) , =  e,
r s  =  p i 24, =  ( ~ X i ,  —X 3, —X 2, —X 4, —X e, X e -f -X e ) , f ' ^ s — PisA-
T h e  a u to m o rp h ism  g ro u p  o f X e,3i is ta b u la te d  as  follows.
N a m e  N o n zero  S tru c tu re  C o n s ta n ts  D isc . G en . B lo ck  D iag .
AT ^25 =  C3 6  - C4 6  =  C4 6  =  1, p i2 4 ,  n n  ^ 1 i
c i s  =  c ) 3  =  1 ,  c i s  =  - 1  ( - X l , X 3 , X 2 , - X 4 , - X 5 , X 5 + X 6 )  1 .  1 )
F in a lly , to  re c o n s ti tu te  th e  a u to m o rp h ism s  o f X e,3i, we fo rm  th e  p ro d u c ts  
6
J J  E x p ^ g j(c ^ )^  ^all p o ssib le  p ro d u c ts  o f pow ers o f  r a n d  s ^ d ia g (a , 1 , a , a , 1, 1);
3=1
h e re  a ll p a ra m e te rs  a re  a rb itra ry , su b je c t to  th e  p ro d u c t  b e in g  in v ertib le . N o te , w h en  
th e re  a re  d isc re te  a u to m o rp h ism s  and e x tra  o u te r  d e riv a tio n s , th e  p ro d u c ts  o f th e  ex p o ­
n e n tia te d  o u te r  d e riv a tio n s  w ith  th e  b lock  d iag o n a l a re  fo rm ed  firs t, th e n  th e  d isc re te  
a u to m o rp h ism s  a re  ap p lied .
4.5 Constrained Extra Outer Derivations
W h e n  p re m u ltip ly in g  a n  a u to m o rp h ism  b y  th e  a d jo in t a c tio n  m a tr ix  (4 .2), th e  Sj  c an  
o fte n  b e  chosen  to  s im u lta n e o u s ly  e lim in a te  som e p a ra m e te rs  w hile  c o n s tra in in g  o th ­
e rs . C o n sid e r th e  s ix -d im en sio n a l re a l in d eco m p o sab le  so lvab le  L ie a lg e b ra  w ith  a  fo u r­
d im en s io n a l n ilra d ic a l w h ich  h a s  n o n zero  s t ru c tu re  c o n s ta n ts
<^35 — <^26 — (^ 56 — I) 4^5 “  I) <^35 — <^45 “
By convention (see Chapter 6.1), the nilradical NR is spanned by X i , . . . ,  X4 . Further­
more, the centre is spanned by X i. All automorphisms map these ideals to themselves, 
consequently
b\ = b\ = b\ = b\ = b\ = 0 , 50 ~  ^2 ~  0 ;
b\ = b^  = 0 , 64 =  64 =  0 , 5g =  0 .
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Using these simplifications, the automorphism condition is solved easily to yield
(pi) —
(  ^
0 0 0 0 0 ^
0 (>2 0 0 0 0
0 0 bi 0 0
0 0 —63A 60A 0 0
bl 0 bi A 0
[ b l 0 0 0 V
here
A =
±1 i i u  = 0,
1 otherwise.
The combined adjoint action of the one-parameter groups generated by X i, X2, X3, X4, Xg 
respectively is
P E x p ( £ j( c |) )
J=1 £5=0
/ 1 0 0 0 0 0 ^
0 e-66 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
^6 0 U£3 — £4 £3 +  1Z£4 1 0
V 0 £26-^8 0 0 0 1 /
£i G
while the adjoint action of the one-parameter group generated by X5 is
Exp (£5 ( 4 ) )  =
{ 1 0 0 0 0 0 \
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 e~“^^  cos(£5) —e~“^^  sin(£5) 0 0
0 0 sin (£5) cos (£5) 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 
V -^5 0
£5 G
Consequently, regardless of the value of u , (5|)  can be premultiplied by (4 .2) with 
£2, £3, £4 and £6 chosen to eliminate 50, 5g, 5|  and 50 respectively. This leaves behind, 
for an arbitrary £5 G M,
0 0 0 0 0 \
60 0 0 0 0
0 e""^5 (c (gg) 50 -  s (£5) 5|A) (c (£5) 63 +  s (£5) 60A) 0 0
0 Ae~“ 5^ (c (£5) 60 -h s (£5) 60A) (c (£5) 60 -  s (£5) 6§A) 0 0
0 0
\  bl — £sA 0
here,
and
A 0
0  1 /
c (£5) =  cos (£5), s (£5) =  sin (£5)
A =
±1 if u =  0, 
otherwise. ^2 ((^3)  ^+  (^3)^) 7^  O'
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The 2 x 2  block on the middle of the diagonal can be simplified by switching to the polar 
coordinates
63 =  e^sinfy), 63 =  Ae^cos(^), r  G R, ^ G [0, 27r)mod(27r),
Using the standard trigonometric product formulae 
sin(^ — (f>) = sin(^)cos(ç)) — cos(^)sin((/)), cos(0 ~ 4 )^ = cos(0)cos(0 ) +  sin(0)sin(0 ) 
with
£5  =  6  — — 2^ 77, A: G Z ,
the middle 2 x 2 diagonal block reduces to
diag^exp^r — — ^  +  2^77^ Aexp^r — ^  +  2fc7T^ ^^  , r  G R, G Z;
here A =  ±1 when u = 0 and A =  1 otherwise. If u =  0, then the exponential on the 
diagonal is an arbitrary positive real number; otherwise, A: G Z is chosen so that
exp^r -  u(9  -  ^  +  2A:77^ ^ G [1,
Before tabulating the outer derivation that generates this constrained automorphism, 
a subscript ‘u ’ is added to indicate the parameter has been confined to this range. Of 
course, these parameter restrictions can be ignored when reproducing the full automor­
phism group.
In conclusion, the two distinct automorphism groups associated to the family Nq 2q 
are tabulated as follows.
Name Nonzero Structure Constants Disc. Gen. Extra Out. Der. Block Diag.
^6,26 C35 — 2^6 = C06 = 1, C05 = - 1  P145 (1,0 , 1, 1, 1, 1)
Name Notes Nonzero Structure Constants Extra Out. Der. Block Diag.
Xe,26 u f  0 <^35 ~ ~ 5^6 ~ 1) ^45 ~  —I) C35 = C05 = ^
+ El (1,0 , 1, 1, 1, 1)
Chapter 5
How to Classify Six-Dim ensional 
Real Lie Algebras
Almost a century has passed since E. Cart an, building on the work of W. Killing and 
F. Engel, classified the complex then real semisimple Lie algebras [9], [10]. Technical 
and historical accounts can be found in, for example, [23, 24, 28, 35, 36]. During this 
period, the real non-semisimple Lie algebras of dimension one to six have been classified 
in addition to some of the more amenable higher-dimensional Lie algebras. For example, 
the seven-dimensional real nilpotent Lie algebras have been classified by Safiullina [54] 
and more recently by Gong [25]. (Note: [25] should be read in the light of Section 12 of 
[19] and the comments regarding 22 lii Section 6.2.)
In the sections that follow, we review the classification of the six-dimensional real 
non-semisimple Lie algebras, before presenting their automorphisms in Chapter 6 . A 
range of classification methods are demonstrated using worked examples, beginning with 
a very brief survey of the classification of low-dimensional real non-semisimple Lie alge­
bras.
5.1 Lie Algebra Direct Sums and Semidirect Products
Throughout this chapter, g =  Span{Xi,. . .  ,Xe} is a six-dimensional non-semisimple 
real Lie algebra with structure constants
[XuXj] = c%X^.
A given Lie algebra may consist of component parts that can, to a certain extent, be 
considered separately:
D efinition 5.1.1 (Lie A lgebra  D irect Sum s and Sem id irect P roducts) Consider
the vector space direct sum of two Lie algebras gi, g2 ,
0 i-i-02 =  Span{Xi -I- X2 : Xi € gi, X2 G g2 }, fli H g2 =  {0}.
I f  [01, 92] Ç g2 then this is a semidirect product, denoted gi k g2. I f  [gi,g2] =  {0} then
this is a Lie algebra direct sum, denoted gi 0  g2-
39
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A Lie algebra direct sum 0i 002 is irreducible if neither of gi, 92 can be expressed as 
a Lie algebra direct sum of proper ideals; these sums are computed algorithmically [18]. 
Crucially for us, if the automorphisms of gi and g2 are known, then those of gi 0g2 can 
be assembled algorithmically with little extra effort (see Fisher et a l [21] for the proof 
and an example):
T heorem  5.1.2 (A u tom orph ism s o f  L ie A lgebra  D irect Sum s) Consider the ir­
reducible Lie algebra direct sum
0 =  01 0  02 0  ' "  0  0s  =  5pan{X;},
whose basis is labelled so that the basis for g% is followed directly by the basis for gi+i. 
For each j ,  define Ej to be the matrix with components e^ where X% M- e^X^ is an 
automorphism of qj. Define 6  ^ to be the components of the matrix whose block diagonal 
is
diag (El, E 2, • • • ,E^)
and whose off-block diagonal elements are zero except when Xp ^ g( )^ and Xq G Z(g), 
in which case 6|  is arbitrary (subject to (6 )^ being invertible). All automorphisms of 
g have the form X% w- br-Xj, except when g^  and qj are isomorphic, in which case this 
transformation can be composed with an automorphism that swaps g% and gj.
In light of this theorem, we restrict attention to indecomposable Lie algebras. The 
following theorem provides the next foothold in the classification problem.
T heorem  5.1.3 L evi D ecom position Any finite-dimensional Lie algebra, over a field 
of characteristic zero, is the semidirect product of its solvable radical S R  and any com­
plementary semisimple subalgebra K , called a Levi subalgebra.
In the rest of this chapter we consider the classification of non-semisimple Lie alge­
bras, whose solvable radicals are always nonzero. If the Levi subalgebra K  is the zero 
set, then g is solvable. Alternatively, the Levi decomposition is nontrivial.
5.2 A Brief Survey of Lie Algebra Classifications
Any one-dimensional Lie algebra is abelian, while the only two-dimensional indecompos­
able Lie algebra (up to isomorphism) is defined by the nonzero structure constant C12 =  1. 
The three-dimensional real indecomposable non-semisimple Lie algebras were first clas­
sified by Bianchi [2], while the four-dimensional real indecomposable non-semisimple 
Lie algebras were first classified by Dobrescu [20] (see also [42, 48] and the comments 
in [50]). The five-dimensional real indecomposable nilpotent and solvable Lie algebras 
were first classified by Morozov [39] and Mubarakzyanov [40] respectively. The most 
accessible summaries of these results are given by Patera et al. [47] and Fisher et al. 
[21].
All real indecomposable Lie algebras of dimension nine or less with a nontrivial Levi 
decomposition were classified by Turkowski [62], [61]. We look at this classification in 
more detail in Section 5.3.
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The classification of the six-dimensional real indecomposable solvable Lie algebras 
(RISLAs) began over fifty years ago, and was completed in 2010 (see [55]). On the 
basis that the nilradical of a six-dimensional RISLA is four, five or six-dimensional [60], 
this classification separates naturally into three parts. The six-dimensional RISLAs 
with five and four-dimensional nilradicals were classified by Mubarakzyanov [41] and 
Turkowski [60] respectively. However, errors in Mubarakzyanov’s classification were 
identified subsequently (see, for example, an omission mentioned by Turkowski on page 
209 of [61]). Recently, the six-dimensional RISLAs with five-dimensional nilradicals were 
classified again, by Shabanskaya [55]. Six new RISLAs were identified, along with many 
simplifications to [41]. Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 contain more detailed descriptions of 
these classifications.
The six-dimensional nilpotent RISLAs were first classified by Morozov [39]. Again, 
the results are accessed most easily in Patera et al. [47]. In [19], de Graaf classified 
the indecomposable nilpotent Lie algebras over fields of characteristic not two, using 
an essentially algorithmic approach based on the method in Skjelbred & Sund [56]. A 
comparison of various other classifications of six-dimensional indecomposable nilpotent 
Lie algebras is included in [19]. The method used by de Graaf is described in more detail 
in Section 5.4.3.
As for the continuation of the classification of real non-semisimple Lie algebras (and 
their automorphisms) on a dimension by dimension basis, this has essentially come to a 
halt. In response to the increasingly tedious calculations involved, a different approach 
is required. For example, the classification of solvable extensions of certain families 
of nilpotent Lie algebras is being pioneered by Winternitz’s group. This includes the 
classification of solvable Lie algebras whose nilradicals are (1) abelian, see Ndogmo &: 
Winternitz [44]; (2) Heisenberg algebras, see Rubin & Winternitz [53]; (3) Borel algebras, 
see Snobl & Winternitz [57]; and (4) triangular, see Tremblay & Winternitz [59]. It 
remains to be seen what new methods can be developed to continue the classification of 
low-dimensional real Lie algebras.
Many of the Lie algebra classifications mentioned, specifically [25, 40, 41, 47, 60, 62], 
are ready to use from within the computer algebra package Maple’s ‘DifferentialGeome- 
try’ subpackage ‘Library’. However, at the time of writing some of the errors in [41] are 
present in this package, which should therefore be used with caution.
Note: a detailed survey of the classification of low-dimensional Lie algebras can be 
found in Popovych et al. [50].
5.3 Lie Algebras with Nontrivial Levi Decom positions
The six-dimensional real indecomposable Lie algebras that are neither solvable nor 
semisimple were classified by Turkowski in [62] (the paper covers dimensions one to 
eight). Using the following method, four non-isomorphic six-dimensional Lie algebras 
were identified.
First, we invoke Theorem (5.1.3) on the basis that
Q = K  K SR, dim(5R) -h dim(X) =  6 , dim{SR) > 0, dim{K) > 0.
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There are two semisimple real Lie algebras of dimension less than six and hence two 
candidates for the Levi factor: K is either so(3) or sl(2,R) and furthermore,
dim(Ar) =  dim(SR) = 3.
Therefore, we can label our basis so that
K  = Span{Xi, X2, X3}, S R  = Span{X4, X 5 , Xe}.
The classification amounts to using the structure constants in K,
3
[Xi,Xj] = J 2 4 x , ,  i , i e  {1,2,3}
k=l
to calculate the remaining structure constants,
6 6
[Xi,  X j ]  = ^2  ^ i j ^ h  [Xj? X/j] =  ^ 2  j^A;Xz, i G {1,2,3}, j, k E {4,5,6}.
1=4 1=4
The fact that SR  is an ideal means that the adjoint maps adx^ for z E {1,2,3} are not 
just derivations of g, they are derivations of SR. Therefore, the homomorphism
X i ^ { 4 A ,  (€ { 1 ,2 ,3 } , j, ft € { 4 ,5 ,6}, (5.1)
is a 3 X 3 matrix representation of K. There is only one such nontrivial representation for 
so (3) (a trivial representation would give a Lie algebra direct product decomposition) 
and three for sI(2,R).
R unning  Exam ple 5.3.1 Let K  = so(3), so the nonzero structure constants for 
z, j, k E {1, 2,3} are
C12 =  C23 =  I? Ci3 =  - I '
The only nontrivial 3 x 3  matrix representation o f so (3) is its adjoint representation 
Xi 1-4- adv. where
[Xi ,Xj]  = ^  i , j  6  {1,2,3};
k=l
here
M % i)j =
/  0 0 0 \  
0 0 1 
\  0 - 1 0 /
(adxa)^- =
0 1 0 \
/ 0 0 - 1  \ 
0 0 0 
V 1 0 0 /
(adxg),- =  I - 1  0 0 
0 0 0 /
Using equation (5.1),
( 4 )  =  (adxj)_g , (€{1 ,2 ,3 } , j,ft € {4,5,6}.
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Therefore, the nonzero structure constants describing Lie bracket relations between K  
and S R  are
(5.2)1^5 — (^6 — 3^4 — I? 1^6 ~  (^4 — <^35 — T
Next, we ensure that the Jacobi identity.
zE {1,2,3}, ;,A;E {4,5,6},
(which shows that each ad%. for z E {1,2,3} is a derivation of SR) is fully satisfied. 
This holds if and only if
6 D
1 2  =  E i  ( 4 j 4 i  +  ? m E  {1, 2, 3}, 4 < z <  j  <  / <  6. (5.3)
fc=4
6
fc=4
R unning  Exam ple 5.3.1 (continued) Having calculated (5.2), we simply substitute
= 4 j  = s j s l - s p l
respectively into (5.3). When m = 1,2 and 3 respectively this yields
4 ^ 6  ~  4 ^5  — +  ^6j^i ~ 45^j +  i^6 ^j ? 4 < Z < j  < / < 6,. . 6  rZ J x6 I x6 J x5
4 < % < ;  < Z < 6 ,
4 < z < j  < / < 6.
The following table contains the components of this system.
m ) Equation (5.4) Equation (5.5) Equation (5.6)
(4,4,4) 0 =  0 =  -C64 “  4 g —C44 =  C54 +  C45
(4,4,5) —£44 =  0 0 =  -<^ 64 “  C46 C44 =  C54 +  C45
(4,4,6) C44 =  0 -C44 =  “ ^64“  C46 0 =  C04 +  C%
(4,5,5) —C45 =  C46 0 =  -C65 4^ _ „5 „6<^45 — <^55 “  <^44
(4,5,6) ^45 =  <^46 “ <^45 =  “ <^65 0 =  C55 — C44
(4,6,6) <-46 — “ <-45 -C46 =  -Cgg +  C44 0 =  C56
(5,5,5) “ C55 =  6^5 +  <^56 0 =  0 <^55 =  “ <^45 “  C54
(5,5,6) <^55 — <^65 +  5^6 -C55 =  0 0 =  -C45 -  C04
(5,6,6) <^56 — ^66 “  <^55 “ <-56 — <^54 0 =  —C4g
(6 ,6 ,6 ) <^66 =  “ 5^6 “  6^5 “ C06 =  C46 +  <^64 0 =  0
Therefore, the nonzero for i, j,  k E {4,5,6} are, for some a  E M,
C45 =  = 6^4 =  <a;
here, a must be zero, otherwise SR  is not solvable. Therefore,
4  =  0, z, j,A) E {4,5,6}.
In summary, g and its nonzero structure constants 4 , i < j ,  respectively are 
0 =  3Ai^i X S0(3), C02 =  C23 ~  4.5 ~  2^6 ~  3^4 =  I? 4.3 =  1^6 “  4.4 =  f
(5.4)
(5.5)
(5.6)
=  -1 ;
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here SAi^i is the Lie algebra direct sum of three copies of the one-dimensional real 
abelian Lie algebra Ai^i (using the notation from Patera et al. [47]). This is listed as 
Le,i in [62]. Up to isomorphism, this is the only six-dimensional real Lie algebra with a 
nontrivial Levi decomposition whose Levi factor is so (3).
5.4 Solvable Lie Algebras
The nilradical N R o î  a six-dimensional real indecomposable solvable Lie algebra (RISLA) 
is at least four-dimensional [60]. The RISLAs with four-dimensional and five-dimensional 
nilradicals were classified by Turkowski [60] and Mubarakzyanov [41] respectively. This 
latter classification, completed before the advent of symbolic algebra computer software, 
has since been repeated by Shabanskaya [55]. Six additional Lie algebras were identified, 
together with a range of isomorphisms between the Lie algebras listed in [41]. Further­
more, extra restrictions on many of the parameters appearing in the structure constants 
in [41] were found.
The six-dimensional nilpotent RISLAs were first classified by Morozov [39] (who 
considered all fields of characteristic zero). In [19], de Graaf completed the classification 
over fields of characteristic not two, using an essentially algorithmic approach based on 
the method of Skjelbred & Sund [56]. This classification has since been completed over 
an arbitrary field by Cicalo et al. [11] (whose findings are in agreement with [19] over 
fields of characteristic not two).
5.4.1 Lie Algebras w ith  Four-Dim ensional Nilradicals
In [60], Turkowski identified forty non-isomorphic RISLAs with a four-dimensional nil- 
radical N R  using the following method. We begin with a six-dimensional real indecom­
posable Lie algebra with semidirect product decomposition
q — M k  n r ,  n r  = Span{Xi,X2, X3,X 4 }, M  = Span{Xs, Xg}.
There are three non-isomorphic four-dimensional real nilpotent Lie algebras; these are 
the candidates for the nilradical NR.  As g is a finite-dimensional solvable Lie algebra 
over a field of characteristic zero, g( )^ is a nilpotent ideal [18]; hence,
g(') Ç NR.
Consequently, on restriction to NR the adjoint maps of X5, Xg respectively,
adx5 Uiî : Xj  I— 4 j Xk ,  adxe Iviz : X j \— )- CgjXfc, j  =  1, . . . ,  4 (5.7)
are non-nilpotent outer derivations of NR; here, are the structure constants for g. 
For the three candidate nilradicals, we must classify these derivations in order to identify 
all possible (non-isomorphic) Lie algebras g.
R unning  Exam ple 5.4.1.1  Consider a six-dimensional real solvable indecomposable 
Lie algebra with N R  given by ^ 4^ 1 (using the notation from Patera et al. [47]),
g =  M  K NR; N R  = A^^i = Span{Xi, X2,Xg, X4}, M  = Span{Xs,Xg};
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here, N R  has the nonzero structure constants
C24 =  C04 =  1.
A general non-nilpotent derivation of N R
4
Xi I > ^ 2  d{Xj , z =  1, • • • , 4 
j=i
has the form
(4) =
( 4 0 0 0 >
d\ 4 0 0
d\ d\ 2 c?2 — 0
V 4 d\ d\ d} — d0 J
( d l f  + ( 4 f  f  0 , d { e  M; (5.8)
here, (d})^ +  (<^2)  ^ 7^  0 ensures the derivation is not nilpotent.
We need to determine what freedom we have to classify the derivations (5.7). Con­
sider a general change of basis in M:
6 4
X i ^ Y ^ A ^ X j  + Y ^ B i X j ,  ( =  5,6, det((v4j)) f  0, A l , B j e R .
j=5 j=l
This induces the following transformation in both derivations in (5.7).
6 4
adxi I— ^  Afadxfc +  ^  B^adx^ |iviî, z =  5 ,6 .
k=5 k=l
Therefore, up to the addition of an arbitrary inner derivation of NR,  we can replace the 
pair (5.7) with any pair of derivations of the form
4 4  +  4 c g ,,  ( =  5,6, A l A l - A t A l ÿ i O ,  A{ € î
Note: these maps still cannot be nilpotent.
R unning  Exam ple 5.4.1.1 (continued) The inner derivations of N R ,
4
Xi I > ^  diXj,  z =  1, • • • , 4,
have the form
(5.9)
s i a d x o  Izvjz +  ^ 2 a d x 3 \n r  +  g g a d x . \ n r  =
/ 0 0 0 0 \
£3 0 0 0
0 £3 0 0
V 2^ 0 0 y
£i G
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After adding this matrix to (5.8), the e* can be chosen to eliminate d\, and d^. 
Therefore, we can form our pairs (5.9) from
(^5?) —
(  d\ 0 0
0 dl 0
d\ 0 2^2 —
\  0 0 d\
\
(d&j) —
d\ — d2 ) V
e\ 0 2 e l ~ e \  
0 0 el
\
(d})2 +  (d^)2 ^ 0 , d \ e ( 4 ) '  +  (e^)' f  0 ,
To classify the possible pairs (5.9), first suppose that d\ = 0. The non-nilpotency 
condition implies that d"^  ^  0 , in which case we can take
AÎ = 1.
This yields the pair (after redefining the remaining entries)
 ^ 0 0 0 0 ^ / 1 0 0 0 ^
(c&) =
0
d\
1
0
0
2
0
0 5 (c6j) —
0
es
0
0
0
-1
0
0 d^X' GR.  (5.10)
\  0 0 d\ - V I 0 0 64 V
Repeating this argument with d\ ^  0 yields the same pair.
The simplification of (5.10) continues as follows. As C N R  (see earlier re­
marks), the adjoint homomorphism of any element in restricted to N R  is an inner 
derivation of N R. More specifically,
[ a d x 5 , a d x e ]\n r  =  ad[X5,Xe] In r ^
R unning  Exam ple 5.4.1 .1  (continued) The matrix commutator of the pair o f deriva­
tions (5.10) is an inner derivation o f N R , so for some 6% G R
(csj),
Therefore,
/ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 \
0 0 0 0 S3 0 0 0
2 dg “h 2 Cg 0 0 0 0 £3 0 0
V d\e\ -  e\d\ 0 —2 dl — 3 64 0 \ £1 £2 0 0 /
(4j)  =
 ^ 0 0 0 0 ^ (  1 0 0 0 ^
0 1 0 0
(4j)  =
0 0 0 0
4 0 2 0 “ 4 0 -1 0
V 0 0 dl - V I 0 0 —2dl/S 1 /
d i  G R .
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Our penultimate simplification involves acting on N R  with an automorphism, a 
linear bijection that preserves Lie bracket relationships, represented by
i =  l
3=1
,4.
Automorphisms are calculated systematically using the automorphism condition
%<j.
This change of basis does not give us a new Lie algebra, but the adjoint action it induces 
on every derivation dj of NR,
can be used to eliminate and normalize some of the d\.
R unning  E xam ple 5.4.1.1 (continued) It is immediately apparent from the struc­
ture constants that the first derived algebra of N R  is spanned by X i, X 2 and the centre 
of N R  is spanned by X i. These ideals are mapped to themselves by any automorphism, 
hence
E l = E l = E l = t), E l = E^ = 0 .
The automorphism condition can now be solved easily. In particular, acting on (c^j) 
and (cqj) simultaneously with the adjoint action of the automorphism of N R ,
) =
1 0 0
0 1 0
df/2 0 1
4d#/3  0 - 4 / 3  1 y
0 \  
0 
0
yields the equivalent pair.
(4j)  =
(  0 0 0 0 ^ f  1 0 0 0 ^
0 1 0 0
5 (4 j )  —
0 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 0 0 - 1 0
VO 0 0 - V  ^ 3 4 4 / 4 0 - 5 4 / 2 1 /
Their commutator must still be an inner derivation o f N R , so for some 6% G
(4). W)
/ 0 0 0 0 \  ^ 0 0 0 0 \
0 0 0 0 £3 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 £3 0 0
V 3 4 4 / 4 0 - 5 4 / 2 0 I £2 0 0 /
Therefore, 4  =  0 and so
(4 j) = diag(0 , 1, 2 , - 1), (c^j) =  diag(l, 0 , - 1, 1).
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As these matrices commute, ad^x5 ,X6] zero map; hence [XsjXg] is central in N R ,
[X5,Xe] = aXi, CK G R.
Without loss o f generality, we set 0  =  0 using the transformation
X q I—  ^X q — œX i .
This proves that M  is the two-dimensional real abelian Lie algebra 2Ai^i (this is the Lie 
algebra direct sum of two copies of Ai^i); hence, up to isomorphism, the six-dimensional 
RISLA with nilradical A.4^ 1 is
Q = A^ I^ XI 2Ai,i.
The nonzero structure constants are
~ 4 a ~  4b ~  4b ~  ^ 1 6  “  4b ~  ““ I ?  4b ~  " 2 .
This is listed as Nq^28 hi [60].
Note: the nilradical A^^i is exceptional in only giving rise to a single solvable Lie 
algebra (up to isomorphism) in [60].
5.4.2 Lie Algebras w ith  Five-Dim ensional Nilradicals
In [41], Mubarakzyanov identified ninety-nine non-isomorphic six-dimensional RISLAs 
with five-dimensional nilradicals. However, this laborious classification was completed 
without the aid of computer algebra, and a number of errors have since been identified. 
In [55], Shabanskaya repeated the classification, uncovering previously unknown errors 
and identifying six new families of RISLAs. This section contains a brief demonstration 
of the basic method.
First, label the basis of the Lie algebra so that in terms of the one-dimensional real 
abelian Lie algebra A\^i,
g =  N R  X Ai^i, N R  = Span{Xi,X 2 ,X3,X 4, X5}, Ai^i = SpanfAe}.
There are nine five-dimensional real indecomposable nilpotent Lie algebras; these are 
the candidates for NR. As in the previous section, Ç N R , so ad%g restricted to N R,
b
a d x e : X j  I— > ^ 4 jXk ,  j  = ! , ’■• ,5 
k=l
is a non-nilpotent outer derivation of NR.  As in the previous example, for each of the 
nine candidates for the nilradical, we must classify these derivations in order to identify 
all possible (non-isomorphic) solvable Lie algebras g.
R unning  Exam ple 5.4.2 .1  Let the nilradical N R  be given by L^^q in [19]. Following 
Mubarakzyanov in [41] and Shabanskaya in [55], we use the nonzero structure constants
4 a =  4b = 4b =  4b =  1 -
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The adjoint action of Xq on g is represented by the 6 x 6 matrix (dj) such that 
Xi H ->■ d{Xj, 4  =  d{ =  0 , 4 ^
here the leading 5 x 5  diagonal block of (dj) is a non-nilpotent outer derivation of N R . 
Substituting this block into the derivation condition for the N R ,
T ,  4 4  =  L  4 4 + x ;  4 k 4 ’
k=l k=l k=l
yields
(4) =
5dg 0 0 0 0 0 ^
dl + di 4dg 0 0 0 0
d\ — d\ 4 Sdg 0 0 0
d\ d\ 4 24 0 0
4 4 4 4 4 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 /
(5.11)
here d^ ^  0  ensures that this derivation is not nilpotent.
As in the previous section, we begin the classification with a change of basis in Ai^i:
5
X e ^ X e - h ' ^  B^Xj,  e  M.
3=1
This induces the following transformation in (5.11),
5
d\ I— +  ^ H ^ (a d x J v i î ) - ,  h i  G {1 ,...,5} .
k=\
Therefore, we are free to add an arbitrary inner derivation of NR to the leading 5 x 5  
diagonal block of (d|).
R unning Exam ple 5.4.2.1 (continued) The most general inner derivation of NR has 
the form
^k G
Adding this to the leading 5 x 5  diagonal block of (dj), we can choose the Sk such that
/ 0 0 0 0 0 \
£ 5 0 0 0 0
- E 4 ^ 5 0 0 0
£ 3 0 8 5 0 0
V £ 2 £ 3 £ 4 0 0 /
(4) =
/ 54 0 0 0 0 0 ^
4 44 0 0 0 0
0 0 34 0 0 0
d\ — 4 4 0 24 0 0
0 0 4 4 4 0
V 0 0 0 0 0 0 /
0 . (5.12)
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Next, an invertible change of basis,
Xi
is used to eliminate and normalize some of the dj with the induced adjoint action
4  ^
R unning  Exam ple 5.4.2 .1  (continued) In this example we can go straight to the 
final answer using an automorphism P -. Acting on (5.12) with the adjoint action of the 
automorphism represented by
(  1 Q G G G O V
d%ld\ 1 G G G G
G G 1 G G G
( - 4 4  +  4 4  +  4 4 ) / 3 ( 4 ) ^  4 / 2 4  0 1 0 0
4  ( ~ 4 4  4 4  “I" 4 4 ) 4 4 / ® ( 4 ) ^  4 / 2 4  4 / 4  1  0
G G G G G 1 /4  y
( f f )  =
eliminates the off-diagonal entries in (5.12) while effectively setting d\ = 1. Therefore, 
the nonzero structure constants are
4a ~ 4b ~ 4b ~ 4b ” 4b ~ 5^ 4b — 2, Cgg = 3, c|g = 4, C^q = 5.
This is labeled as ne.ios in [55] and ge,99 in [41].
The last stage of this method is generally the most difficult; typically, the calculations 
bifurcate into many separate cases.
5 .4 .3  N ilpotent Lie Algebras
In [19], de Graaf uses the following essentially algorithmic approach, based on the method 
in Skjelbred & Sund [56], to identify sixteen six-dimensional real indecomposable nilpo­
tent Lie algebras. A recognition procedure for pinpointing a given nilpotent Lie algebra 
in the classification is also described in [19].
We begin with a real indecomposable nilpotent Lie algebra q and a real vector space 
V  such that
dim(g) +  dim(F) =  6 , dim(g) > G, dim(F) > G.
With constructing a Lie algebra from the vector space direct sum of g and V  in mind, 
we define a map that can be used to ensure the Jacobi identity holds.
D efin ition 5.4.1 (Cocycle) A cocycle is a bilinear, skew-symmetric map 9 : 
such that for X{ E g
E  e([Xi,Xj],Xfc) =  0(lXi ,X,],Xk)  +  0(lXj,Xk],Xi) + 0([Xk,Xi],X,) = 0. (5.13)
cycle
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The Skjelbred-Sund classification method uses cocycles to determine viable Lie 
brackets on the vector space direct sum of g and V. This is done while ensuring that 
each X  E V  is central (on the basis that we can construct all six-dimensional real 
indecomposable nilpotent Lie algebras this way).
D efinition 5.4.2 (C entral E xtension) The vector space direct sum of g and V  en­
dowed with the Lie bracket
K  -k y:, -k 13.] = Ig + (^%<, x^.), G g, y; G y,
where [X, Y] |g is the usual Lie bracket on g and 9 is a cocycle, is a Lie algebra called 
the central extension of g by V, denoted gg.
The following theorem motivates the classification method (see [19] for a proof).
T heorem  5.4.3 Every six-dimensional real nilpotent indecomposable Lie algebra is 
(isomorphic to) a central extension o f a lower-dimensional real nilpotent indecomposable 
Lie algebra.
Before we demonstrate how cocycles are found in practice, we introduce the set of 
bilinear, skew-symmetric maps A*-? defined such that
1 =
X i e s  A'^{Xk,Xi) = { - i  ( ,,j)  =  (/,&),
0 otherwise.
We may now represent cocycles as linear combinations of the form XkCX^jfY^, for X^ E V  
and some constants G R that are zero for i > j .
R unning  Exam ple 5.4.3.1 The five-dimensional real indecomposable Lie algebra Lqj 
in [19] has nonzero structure constants given by
C12 = Cj3 =  C44 =  1.
A central extension of L qj by the one-dimensional real vector space V  is the vector 
space direct sum
Lb,7  4- y  =  Span{Xi,. . . ,  X5} + Span{%g}.
Its Lie bracket is defined such that, for k, I E {1, . . . ,  5},
[Xk +  IIXq, X i -k 7 X5] =  [Xk,Xi]\l^j  +  XQaij/X^(Xk,X{),  7  G R;
here aij = 0 for i > j  and [%^ ,%f]|_Lg y is the usual Lie bracket on L57 . The a{j are 
determined using (5.13), or without loss o f generality,
9{[Xi, Xj], Xk)  =  0, I = i < j  < k  <5.
cycle
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This yields the non-trivial constraints
E  ^([X i.X d.X s) =  0(X3,Xs) + 0(0,Xi )  + 0(-X4,X2)  =  Xea24 =  0,
cycle
0([Xi ,X2] ,X4)  =  9 ( X z , X a) +  9{0 ,Xi )  +  9 { X 2 , X q) =  %6(o^34 +  <^ 25) =  0,
cycle
E  ^([ 1^ ,^ 2 ], X5 ) = 0 ( Xs ,X5 ) + 0(0,Xi) + e(0,X2 ) = Xeass = 0,
cycle
E  »([Xi,X3], Xj) = 0{X4, Xj) + g(0, Xi) + 0(X3,  Xs) = Xeass = 0,
cycle
E  ^([Xi,Xs], Xs) = 0(X4,Xs) + g(0 ,Xi) + g(0 ,Xs) = X6045 = 0 .
cycle
Therefore, every cocycle 9 can be represented as 
-^6 C^Kl2 +  ai3A^^ +  014 A^^ +  CKisA^  ^ +  023 A^^ +  CK25 (A^^ — aij  €  M.
Prom our perspective, there is a certain amount of redundancy in the definition 
of a cocycle: when two cocycles differ by a coboundary, they yield isomorphic central 
extensions [19].
D efinition 5.4.4 (C oboundaries) Given a linear map f  : g V, a coboundary is a 
cocyle 9 such that
0 ( Xi , X , )  =  f ( [Xi , Xj ] ) ,  x , eg .
R unning  Exam ple 5.4.3.1 (continued) The most general coboundary has the form
XeÇcfjXs +  c^A4 +  cfjAs) A*-^ , A^  G R.
Therefore, we may subtract from 9 the coboundary
X q (^ 012 A^  ^+ 013A^  ^+ «14A^^), aij G R
to obtain the simpler, equivalent cocycle
9 = X q ^ oisA^^ +  0 2 3 +  025(A^^ — A^^)^, aij G R.
We must ensure that C{ge) = V,  otherwise g can be constructed as a central exten­
sion of a different Lie algebra [19]. Using the radical of 9, which is defined as
== {X G g : 0(X,y) = O V r G g},
this necessary condition is restated as
9^ n C(g) = {0}.
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R unning  E xam ple 5.4.3.1 (continued) The centre o f g is spanned by X q and the 
only way to satisfy
0(XQ,Xi) = 0, Xi e g,
is i f  015 =  CK25 =  0. Therefore, to ensure that C(gg) =  V,
{pLibŸ +  [(^ 2bŸ f  0 - (5.14)
Given a second cocycle 77 =  XkPijfY^,  the central extensions gg, g  ^ are isomorphic if 
and only if there exists an automorphism 0  of g such that (modulo any coboundaries),
Span{ofjA*^} =  Span{(/)(^fjA'^)};
here, the action of the automorphism is described using new coefficients ^(^^) defined 
by
i>[4jA»)(Xm,Xn) =  4A «(çS(X „),0(X „)) =  ^ s(4 )a « (X „ ,X „ ), Xi € 0.
(5.15)
R unning Exam ple 5.4.3 .1  (continued) The automorphisms of Lqj are represented 
by 5 X 5 matrices (bj) such that
X i ^ t i i X j ,  de t((6| ) ) # 0 .
They are completely determined by the automorphism condition
cfmbïbf =  cfjbl i < j .
It is immediately apparent from the structure constants that g( )^ and the centre of g 
are spanned by X 3 ,X 4 ,Xq and Xq respectively Any automorphism maps these ideals 
to themselves; hence,
4  = 4  = O5 b\ = bl = 0, bl = bl = bl = bQ = 0.
The automorphism condition is now solved easily to yield
( 4 \0 (>2 4 (>2
W) = 0 0 44
0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 W)'&E /
(5.16)
The effect of an automorphism 4> as represented by (5.16) on the cocycle 6  is calculated 
using (5.15) as follows.
ÿ(%5) =  0 (ay )A y(X i,X 5) =  «yA ‘^ (0 (X l),0 (X5)) =  (b\fbl(h\ai3 + 6ÏC25).
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Similarly,
0 (023) =  b\{blfa23  +  b\{2 blb^ -  (5^)^)o25, 0 (0:25) =  (4 f(4 fo ^2 5 -
The (bj) can now be chosen to determine simple representatives of the non-isomorphic 
central extensions of L57. Note: the non-degeneracy conditions (5 .14) must still be 
observed.
1. Suppose 025 7  ^ 0 . Divide 9 by 025 to set 025 =  1. Now choose b\ = b^  = 1, 
h\ =  —015 to set 015 =  0 . Now choose b^  = 0 and b^  =  —O23/2 to set 023 =  0 . 
The resultant Lie algebra has structure constants
C12 =  Ci3 =  Ci4 =  C25 =  1, C34 =  —1.
This is listed as L q^iq in [19].
2 . Suppose 025 =  0 . Equation (5 .14) implies that 015 ^  0 . Divide 9 by 015 to set 
oi5 =  1. This yields the family of Lie algebras K 0C2 3 , with structure constants
4.2 =  4 s  =  4 a =  4 b  =  1, 4 b  =  0:23 , 023 G R .
I f  023 7  ^0 then set 023 =  1 with the automorphism
(%1; %2, %4, %5, %6) I > (o23A'i, 023X2, 023X3, 023X4, 023X5, 023X5).
We have found three Lie algebras: Lq,i6 , Kq and K \.
The final step is to check for isomorphisms between these Lie algebras. A detailed 
explanation of how to do this systematically using Grobner basis calculations is given 
in [17]. These calculations are carried out using the computer algebra package Magma, 
so we do not reproduce them here.
R unning  Exam ple 5.4.3.1 (continued) Using a Grobner basis computation, it can 
be shown that K q and K \ are not isomorphic and neither K q nor K i are isomorphic to 
1/6,16- Ih summary, we have calculated three non-isomorphic central extensions of Lqj:
(1 ) 1/6,16, whose nonzero structure constants are
1^2 ~ 4b = 4 a ~ 4b ~ 5^ 4 a —
(2) K i, listed as L/6,17 in [19], whose nonzero structure constants are
C12 = Ci3 = 4a = 4b = 2^3 = 1;
and finally (3) K q, listed as 1/6,is in [19], whose nonzero structure constants are
C12 =  Ci3 =  Ci4 =  Ci5 =  1.
Chapter 6
The Autom orphism s of 
Six-Dim ensional Real Lie 
Algebras
In Chapter 3, a method for classifying automorphisms of Lie symmetry algebras for the 
purpose of calculating point symmetries of DEs was described. This method is capable of 
producing simple representatives of the automorphisms of any type of Lie algebra, while 
also being easy to apply. This was demonstrated in Chapter 4 in the context of the six­
dimensional real indecomposable Lie algebras. In this chapter, we present the complete 
classification of their automorphisms using this method. We begin by listing the sources 
on which we rely for the classification of the six-dimensional real indecomposable Lie 
algebras, which is the combined work of many authors.
6.1 The Six-Dimensional Real Indecomposable Lie A lge­
bras
A Lie algebra automorphism classification is, of course, preceded by the classification of 
the underlying Lie algebras. Chapter 5 described some of the methods used to classify 
the six-dimensional real indecomposable Lie algebras. In this section, we clarify which 
of the many contributions to this classification we rely upon.
1. The solvable Lie algebras with five-dimensional nilradicals are from Mubarakzyanov 
[41]; we use Mubarakzyanov’s original labels for A; =  1, . . . ,  99. Here and
henceforth superscripts u ,  v ,  w  and x  represent real parameters that are free unless 
otherwise stated. This classification contains errors, and was repeated by Shaban­
skaya [55]. All corrections and simplifications from [55] have been assimilated, 
along with additional simplifications mentioned by Preibert & Schulte-Hengesbach 
[22]. The six new Lie algebras found by Shabanskaya in [55] are referred to using 
Shabanskaya’s labels: Note: the isomorphic Lie algebras in [41] that were
identified by Shabanskaya have been omitted, so Lie algebra labels do not always 
run contiguously. For example, ^6,67 =  ^ so we omit 6^,67-
2. The solvable Lie algebras with four-dimensional nilradicals are from Turkowski 
[60]; we use the original labels for A: =  1, . . . ,  40.
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3 . The Lie algebras with nontrivial Levi decomposition are from Turkowski [62]; we 
use the original labels for =  1, . . . ,  4 .
4 . The nilpotent Lie algebras are from de Graaf [19]; we use the original labels Lg 
for A: =  10, ,  26.
6.2 Basis Labelling Conventions
The basis of each solvable Lie algebra is labelled so that the n-dimensional nilradical is 
spanned by the first n generators. This was already the case in [19, 41, 55], but not in 
Turkowski’s classification [60], in which case the basis for the nilradical (NR) and Levi 
subalgebra (K) are labelled as
N R  =  Span{ni, 722,723, 724}, K  =  Span{xi, 0:2}.
The basis we use to represent the automorphisms taken from [60] is
N R  =  Span{Xi, X2, X3, X4}, K  =  8pan{%s, Xe},
where
(Xi, X2, X3, X4, X5, Xe) =  (721, 722, 723, 724, -^^1, - X 2 ) ;
here the minus signs ensure that the majority of structure constants are positive.
In several instances a Lie algebra’s automorphisms have been tabulated more suc­
cinctly by changing the order of the basis generators used by the original author. This 
is indicated with a star. For example, g ^ ^ ^ Q  is starred to indicate that X3, X4 have been 
interchanged.
6.3 Corrections to  the Lie Algebra Classifications
To the best of my knowledge the following corrections have not been mentioned else­
where. They apply to [60].
• N q ^ i q  should have [3:1,722] =  722 +  7^24 instead of [ x i ,  722] =  721 +  P n ^ .
•  must have u ^  0 (in order to have a 1-dimensional center).
• Xe,25 should have [0:2,722] =  P n 2  instead of [0:2,721] =  p U 2 .
The following parameter restrictions ensure that the Lie algebras are indecomposable.
• In [41], g 3 2 ’^ ’^  requires tu 7^  0 (7 7^  0 in Mubarakzyanov’s notation).
• In [41], requires t; 7^  0 (/3 7^  0 in Mubarakzyanov’s notation).
• In [41], g ^ g ' ^  requires -k t;^  -k tu  ^ 7^  0 ( a ^  -f Uq +  7^  0 in Mubarakzyanov’s
notation).
• In [19], L q  2 2  requires u  < 0 .
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6.4 Untabulated Automorphism Groups
Almost all of the automorphisms in this classification are presented in the tables begin­
ning in Section 6.5, the rest are presented here in matrix form. These matrices represent 
the full automorphism group. All parameters are arbitrary real numbers unless it is 
stated otherwise.
6.4.1 Autom orphism s of =  1
The nonzero structure constants ( i  <  j )  are
Cl5 =  4 .6  =  4 g  =  =  4 e  =  L  4 b  =  - L  4 b  =  77, C45 =  - V ,  =  1.
Every automorphism is an invertible matrix of the form, for =  1,
(  X a  — X b  X v c  — X v d  0 0 ^
b  a  d  c 0 0
Ae —X f  X g  — X h  0 0
v f  v e  h  g  0  0
— X i  X j  — X v k  X v l  A 0
j  i  I  k  0  1\
6.4.2 Autom orphism s of u 7  ^ 0 , =  1
The nonzero structure constants { i  < j)  are
4b ~ 5^ 4b ~ "^1; 1^6 ” 72, =
4b = 4b = - 3;, 72 7^  0,
Every automorphism is an invertible matrix of the form
= 1.
 ^ a 0 0 0 0 0 ^
0 b —c xd —xe 0
0 c b e d 0
0 x f - x g h —i 0
0 9 f i h 0
V ; k I m n V
6.4.3 Autom orphism s o f ng’95 *, w 7  ^ 0 , A^  =  1
The nonzero structure constants c^ - { i  < j)  are
7^23 ~  7:45 = C2g = Cgg = C4g = Cgg =  1, cjg = 2,
7^ 6 = ” 72, -56 — Xu, 7:4g — Xu, u ^  0 ,
C36 = 72,
A2 =  1;
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here, we have swapped Xg, X4 in the orginal basis. Every automorphism is an invertible 
matrix of the form, for (fP = p? = 1 and 6 i G [0 , 2?:),
/
A
B
C
D
\  ^
0 0 0 0 0 \
—pacos{6 i) —pasm (6 i) A5 cos (^2) 6 sin(^2) 0
pasm{9i) —pacos{9i) — A5 sin(02) 5 cos (^2) 0
/i50cos(^g) —A/250 sin (^3) 00  cos (^4) —0 asin(^4) 0
/260sin(6'3) A/250 cos(03) 0 n sin(^4) 0 a 005(^4) 0
d e f  g I J
here. A, B, C and D  are as follows, while if a5 7  ^0 then 9i =  (^2 — A03 +  A04)mod27r. 
5 sin(^2) ( /  — Xug) — 5 cos(^2)(Ap +  u f)  +  pacos{9i){e +  ud) — pasm{9i){d — ue) _
1 +  T2^
5 cos(^2) ( /  — Xug) -{■ bsm{9 2 ){Xg +  u f)  — pasm{9i){e +  ud) — pacos{9i)(d — ue)
1 + ^  ’ 
0 (—asin(^4) ( /  — Xug) — pbcos(9s){e +  ud)) ^
1 +  22^  ’
0(A/25sin(^3)(d — ue) +  acos(^4)(g +  Au/))
ï + ^  ’
0 (acos(^4) ( /  — Xug) — pbsm{9s)(e +  ud))
A  =
B  =
C =
D =
+
1 +  22^
0(A/25cos(^3)(d — ue) — asm{9A){g +  Xuf)) 
1 +  222
6.4.4 Autom orphism s o f rig gg*? w — 1 
The nonzero structure constants {i < j )  are
_  ^17^23 — 7:45 -36 1, 2^6 ~ 7^56 — 72, C46 =  - 22, 22 1;
here, we have swapped X3, X 4 in the orginal basis. Every automorphism is an invertible 
matrix of the form, for (jp = = X“^ = 1 and 9i G [0, 27t),
 ^ 0(a^ +  ub^) 0 0 0 0 0 ^
A  — 022/2acos(^i) — 022/2asin(0i) 0225 cos (^2) 05 sin (^2) 0
B  22/2U sin(^i) —22/2U cos(^i) —225 sin (^2) 5 cos (^2) 0
C 022/25Acos(^3) 0/25 A sin% ) 0Aacos(^4) —0Aasin(^4) 0
D  —22/25A sin(^3) /25A cos (^3) Aa sin (^4) Aa cos(^4) 0
\ c  d e f  g 4> J
here. A, B, C  and D  are as follows, while if a5 7^  0 then 9i = (^2 +  u9s +  22^ 4)mod27r.
A = 22/20 sin(^i)e +  upacos{9i)d — ubsm{92)g — 5cos(^2)/;
B  = 022/20 cos(^i)e — 022/20 sin (^i)d — (j)ubcos{92)g +  05sin(^2)/;
C =  —pXu{bcos(93)d +  225 sin (^3 )e — pasm(94)g +  /20 cos ( ^ 4 ) /) ;
D = (j)pXu{bsm{93)d — ubcos{9s)e — pacos{94)g — /20 sin(^4)/).
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6.4.5 Autom orphism s o f Lg ig, Uÿ^ 0
The nonzero structure constants (i < j)  are
-12 — 7^13 — 7^24 — C35 =  72, 22 7  ^0 .
We divide Xg and Xg by \ /H  to set 22 =  ±1. Every automorphism is an invertible 
matrix of the form, for =  1,
here.
a 0 0 d e /
0 ub c 9 h i
0 —Ac Xb j k I
0 0 0 aub ac —22 {db +  ec)
0 0 0 —Xac Xab A {dc — ueb)
0 0 0 0 0 a {iP +  22(f)
6 =  0 9 = —Xuk
0 3 = (A/26-- ck — Xugc)
6.4.6 Autom orphism s o f Tg 2 i ,  w 7  ^ 0
The nonzero structure constants {i < j )  are
Cj2 =  C jg =  C23 =  C j4 =  1 , C25 =  22, 22 7^ 0 .
Every automorphism is an invertible matrix of the form, for A^  =  1,
f  Xa —Xb c d e f
ub a g h i j
0 0 X(a?+ub‘^) Xag — cub —Xbg — ca Xah — uXbi — dub — uea
0 0 0 o (o  ^+  226^ ) —b {a? +  ub^) g{cP +  226^ )
0 0 0 uXb [o? +  225^ ) Xa {a? +  ub"^ )
\  0  0  0  0 0
—cu{a? +  226^ ) 
A(o:^  +  225:^ )2
6.4.7 Autom orphism s of Lg 22
Without loss of generality, we use the nonzero structure constants ( i  < j)  
Cjg =  c^4 =  1, C24 =  —1, c^ 3 =  —22.
If 22 =  0, every automorphism is an invertible matrix of the form
 ^ a b c d i m  ^
0 ra —rd 0 3 n
0 r f rg 0 k V
- / e h 9 I 9
0 0 .0 0 r (ag +  df) 0
0 0 0 0 ah — b g A c f A  de (1 9  + df  y
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If u 7  ^ 0 then u < 0 (see Section 6.3). Therefore, dividing X 2 , X 3 and Xq by 
sets u = —1. In this case, every automorphism is an invertible matrix of the form, for
A^  =  l,
( a b e d  i m  \
—Xb Xa —Xd Ac
e f  g h
—Xf  Xe —Xh Xg
0 0 0 0 ag — ce +  df — bh ah — ed +  gb — c f
0 0 0 0 —X{ag — ce +  df — bh) X(ah — ed +  gb — cf) J
n
P
9
V
6.4.8 Autom orphism s of Tg 245 =  I
The nonzero structure constants c^ {i < j )  are
7-12 — 7-13 — 7323 ~  7324 ~  73^ 4 = U , U  — 1.
Every automorphism is an invertible matrix of the form, for A^  =  1,
(  Xa Xub 
b a
\
c
9
A(a^ — u6^) 
0 
0 
0
d
h
0
f  — ub‘^ 
0 
0
Xga +  Xubh — cb — da Xuah +  Xubg — ca — udb
k I
a{a^ — uh"^ ) 
Xb{a? — u6^)
ub{o? — u6^) 
Xa{a? — u6^)
6.4.9 Autom orphism s of Lg,26
The nonzero structure constants c^ {i < j)  are
7-12 ~  73^3 =  C23 =  1. 
Every automorphism is an invertible matrix of the form
(  a b c
d e f
9  h i
J
m
9
0 0 0 ae — bd a f  — cd b f — ce
0 0 0 ah — bg ai — eg bi — ch
0 0 0 dh — eg di — fg  ei — fh  j
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Chapter 7
Point Sym m etries and Lie Point 
Sym m etry Algebras of 
Linearizable System s
The indirect method for calculating the discrete point symmetries of systems of DEs was 
presented in Chapter 3. When applied to systems with finite-dimensional Lie symme­
try algebras this method is routine, and generally amounts to classifying automorphism 
matrices. However, if the Lie symmetry generators depend on arbitrary functions then 
the automorphisms do not have matrix representations. At worst, we are reduced to 
calculating automorphisms from first principles and classifying them using ad-hoc tech­
niques.
For some DEs with infinite-dimensional Lie symmetry algebras there is a compro­
mise: it may be possible to use the classification procedure to restrict attention to 
automorphisms of certain finite-dimensional subalgebras (not necessarily ideals). The 
most striking example of this is provided by systems of linear and linearizable PDEs. 
In this chapter, we prove a range of results concerning the structure of their Lie sym­
metry algebras. These results are applied to the problem of classifying their discrete 
symmetries, resulting in a procedure in which only a typically finite-dimensional subal­
gebra need be considered. (Note: these results also apply to ODEs, in which context 
simplifications are also achieved.)
7.1 The Difficulty w ith Linear Differential Equations
Any system of linear DEs,
L“ [u(x)] = / “ (x), (7.1)
admits the linear superposition Lie symmetries
exp (h“ (x)^u“ ) : (a;\t(^) i— > (z \  -f /i^(x)) when L“ [h(x)] =  0.
Consequently, the solutions to the homogeneous system L“ [u(x)] =  0 are always em­
bedded within the Lie symmetry algebra ü  of (7.1) in the subalgebra
Span{/i"(x)^ua : L“ [h(x)] = 0} .
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If (7.1) is a (not overdetermined) system of PDEs then this subalgebra is necessarily 
infinite-dimensional. In this case, we cannot simply represent automorphisms by matri­
ces and calculate them using Theorem 3.4.1. Even when the Lie symmetry algebra is 
not infinite-dimensional, for example if (7.1) consists of ODEs, the predictable form and 
abelian structure of this subalgebra suggests that we might be able to ignore it when 
calculating discrete symmetries. Indeed, this does turn out to be the case.
The following example gives some idea of how the indirect method for calculating 
discrete symmetries can be applied to linear PDEs currently.
7.2 Automorphisms of the Lie Point Sym m etry Algebra of
Consider the PDE,
— '^ ,XX T
This PDE has an infinite-dimensional Lie symmetry algebra, £, spanned by
X i = dx, X 2 = dt, X 3 = tdx +  xdt, X 4  = udu, h{xff)du\ 
here h is an arbitrary solution to (7.2). The commutator table for £  is
X 2 X s X 4 g{xff)du
0 0 X 2 0 9,x9u
0 0 X i 0
—X 2 0 0 {tg,x  +  xg^t)Ou
0 0 0 0 —gdu
/(Z , ()^u —f,x9 u —f, tSu ~ { t f , x  +  xf^t)Su 0
(7.2)
Figure 7.1: L ie bracket relations in  the L ie sym m etry  algebra ofu^tt =  w.rz +  R ow i  
and column j  in tersec t a t the L ie bracket o f the generator in  row i  o f column one with  
the gen era tor in  column j  o f row one.
From Figure 7.1, it is apparent that £  has the semidirect product structure
£  =  Span{Xi,X2,X3} k Spaii{X4,h{xff)du : h t^t = h^xx +  h};
here, the generators associated with linear homogeneity are set apart naturally from 
the others. Alternatively, Figure 7.1 shows that £  is also a semidirect product of a 
finite-dimensional subalgebra and an infinite-dimensional abelian ideal:
£  =  Span{Xi,X2,X 3,X 4} tx Span{k{x,t)du : h t^t =  h^xx +  fi}.
Suppose that we want to calculate the discrete symmetries of (7.2). By Theorem 3.2.2, 
the adjoint action on £  of any symmetry of (7.2) is an automorphism; we will investigate 
their forms.
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An automorphism, F : £  i->- £, is an invertible transformations that can be repre­
sented with constants and some generators fi{x,t)du, H{x,t)du, such that
4 4
r - . X i ^ ' ^ b i X j  + fidu, +  (7.3)
j = l  3=1
here cP and H  depend on the particular generator hdu- We will list all the constraints 
on F, which must preserve three types of Lie bracket relations. Let
Xi = ^i{x, t)dx + Ti{x, t)dt + UT]i{x, t)du.
The Lie bracket relations within Span{A%}, which has structure constants cfs =  C23 =  1, 
yield
c%[biXi + h d ^ ) = d t f ( X k )
= r([X i,z ,] )
= [b'tX^  +  fidu,b\X, + fjd„]
— ^ j ^ l X m  +  bj {^k f j , x  +  '^kfj,t  — f j V k ) ^ u  
-  +  Tif t , t  -  f iV l )du -
The Xr and the h{x,t)du are linearly independent, so this splits into
Cijb l  =  b-b^jch,  c f j f k  =  6-  {^k fj , x  +  Tkf j , t  -  f j V k )  -  b] ~  f i m ) •
Note: the former constraint shows that (&|) represents an endomorphism of SpanfX^}. 
The Lie bracket relations between an Xi and an h{x,t)du yield, on one hand,
F([Xi, hdu]) = T{{^ih^x +  nh,t -  hr]i)du)
~  ^ " h  b,T}if^Xj -f- H{f^ih^x "F Tih t^ hVi)^Su’i
while on the other,
r([X i, hdu]) = IbiXj +  fidu, cf‘{h)Xk + H{h)du]
= ^ d ‘{h)c]^Xi + 4 { ( jH x ih )  + r j H t i h )  -  H{h)vi)du
-  cf‘ ( h ) i ( k f i , x  +  T k f i f  -  f i Vk )d u-
Equating these two expressions gives the constraints, for all h{x,t) such that h t^t = 
b'^ xx “b h,
c^'ii^ihx +  -  hrii)) = b{c^{hyjf,,
H{{^ih^x  +  n h ^ t - h r i i ) )  =  b { {^ jH ^x {h )  +  r j H ^ t i h ) - H ( h ) r ) i )  - c ^ { h ) { ( k f i , x  +  T k f i , t - f i V k ) -
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The final Lie bracket relation that must be preserved by T is that between two generators 
of the form h{x,t)du-
r([/i(x, t)du, fix, ()%]) = [c'{h)Xi + Hih)du, (^if)Xj + H[f)du]
= c'{h)<P{f)4^Xu + c'ih)iiiHM) + nHtif)  -  H{f)r,i)du 
-  +  rjH tih ) -  Hih)nj)du.
=  0.
This yields the constraints, for all h{x, t), f{x , t) such that h t^t = h^xx +  h, f^tt = f,xx +  f ,
c'{h)cP{f)4j = 0,
c ' i h ) i i i H M )  + n H t i f )  -  H i f ) m )  -  c?if)if,jH,,uih) + T jH tih )  -
It is not immediately clear how to solve these constraints, so we will use an indirect 
approach. Note that, because they are defined uniquely by their Lie-algebraic properties, 
r  will map the ideals in the derived series,
£(1) =  Span{Xi, X 2 , hdu : h t^t = h^xx +  h},
£^  ^ — S p a n f h h^t^u • ~  h^xx ~b fi},
respectively to themselves. The form of £(^) implies that
bi = bi = 0, &2 ~  ^2 ~  0) c  ^= c  ^= 0.
In order to exploit the form of £(^\ first consider the identity
[{h,x T 9,t)^u^ ^ 4 ] — {h^ x "F 9,t)^u when h t^t — h^xx "F h, 9,tt — 9,xx ”b 9'
After applying T (and using the fact that £(^) is mapped to itself) this becomes
[(,h,x T 9,t)^ u'> b^Xk +  /4^m] — (^,x "F 9,t)^u when = h^xx ~b h, =  g^xx "F g-
Expanding the Lie bracket and isolating the coefficient of du yields
— b\{h^xx +  g,tx) — b\{h^xt +  9 ,tt) — ib\{h^xx +  9 ,tx) ~  xh\{h^xt +  g,tt) +  +  9 ,t)
— h^x T g,t when h t^t — h^xx “b h, g^ tt — g,xx ~b g-
Replacing h^xx with h t^t — h and g t^t with g^ xx +  g yields the identity
— b\{{h^tt — h) + g t^x) — b‘i{h^xt +  {9,xx +  9 )) ~ hb\({h^tt — h) g t^x)
— xb^{h^xt +  {9 ,XX +  9 )) +  bi(h^x +  9,t)
— h^ x "F 9,t-
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Separating the coefficients of the derivatives oî h, g yields
Coeffi of h t^t- b\ +  tbl = 0; Coeff. of g^ xx'- b\ — xh\ = 0;
Coeff. of h^xt' b\ — xb\ =  0; Coeff. of g^ xt- b\ +  th\ = 0 ;
Coeff. of h^ x'- ^4 =  1; Coeff. of g^ t'- b\ = l\
Coeff. of h: h\ +  tb\ = 0; Coeff. of g: b\ — xh\ = 0 .
Therefore, lP^ = 5\. From Figure 7.1, it is clear that
Span-[/i(x, I =  h^xx "F = [A4, £].
Applying F to both sides yields
F^Span{/i(a:, ~  [A4 f4dujS^ ~  Span{/i(a:, — h^ xx h}-
In other words, c^  = 0 and so det(6 )^ 7  ^ 0. Therefore, as we have already shown 
that (h )^ represents an endomorphism of Span{A%}, it represents an automorphism of 
Span{Aj}. We can now use the automorphism condition in Theorem 3.4.1 to calculate
the b{ algorithmically. Note that applying F to [A*, A4] =  0 yields
[H^j +  fi^uj ^4  +  /4^«] =  [H^j^ f4^u\ +  fi^u = 0;
hence,
fi^u — {^jf4,x +  7jj4,t ~  f4'nj)du‘
We could continue to whittle down the form of F by determining how the ff  are con­
strained. However, we show in the following section that in general there are no addi­
tional constraints on the ff.
We have just used one of several possible methods to prove that F maps the span 
of the superposition generators to themselves. This method does not apply in general 
because Cg(A4) is not always solvable - a property that told us
 ^ C S p a n — h^xx "F fi}.
In the following sections, we present a different argument to generalize these conclusions.
7.3 The System  and the H ypotheses
The results proved in this chapter are contingent on the system (7.4) satisfying certain 
reasonable nondegeneracy conditions. The following definition is taken from Ovsiannikov 
[46].
D efinition 7.3.1 (S trong  D egeneracy) The system (7.1) is strongly degenerate i f  
there exist independent variables x  = (x^(x),. . .  ,x ^ (x ))  in which a nonzero vector 
Va{x) and functions E(x), F{x) can be found such that
{vaU°‘)^^ixi = {vaU°‘)^xiE +  {vaU°‘)F  when (7.1) holds.
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The Lie symmetry algebras of second-order linear ODEs were originally classified 
by Lie; see, for example, page 52 of [34]. Ovsiannikov proved in [46] that if (7.4) is a 
second-order linear scalar homogeneous PDE that is not strongly degenerate, then its 
Lie symmetry algebra has the form
£  =  S p a n { ^ i ( x ) d ^ k  +  u(/)i{x)du, r j{x)du  : L[r/(x)] =  O}.
In [5], Bluman generalized this result to all higher-orders (and to certain quasi-linear 
DEs). In this chapter, we prove for the first time the generalization of this result to a 
large class of systems of DEs. This provides the basis for new results concerning discrete 
symmetries. Given the length of the proof, we defer it until Section 7.10; in the mean 
time, we rely on the following hypothesis.
Blanket Hypothesis 7.3.2 Given the system of linear homogeneous DEs,
L°^[u(x)] = 0 , o =  1 , . . . ,  M, (7.4)
its Lie point symmetry algebra £  has the form
£  =  Span{(^(x)%k -t- ry"(x)a„a : L"[t7(x)] =  0}.
The system (7.4) is mapped to the inhomogeneous system (7.1) using a point trans­
formation of the form h-^  u^ + g^(x), where is a particular solution to (7.1). 
Therefore, they have isomorphic Lie symmetry algebras. Moreover, the simple nature 
of this transformation, a translation of by a function of x, means that the functional 
form of the generators of both systems are the same. This will enable us to apply the 
results we prove for (7.4) to inhomogeneous systems directly.
It would be reasonable to rule out the possibility that (7.4) can be replaced with two 
independent systems that share its form (for example, Kovalevskaya form), but which 
have fewer dependent variables than (7.4). However, it will be sufficient to rule out only 
the following particular instance of this.
Definition 7.3.3 (D ecoupling) We say that the system  (7.4) decouples i f  there exists 
a nonzero singular matrix ^g(x) such that for w =  . . . ,  u^cf)^), L"[w] =  0 when
(7.4) holds.
We rule out the possibility of a decoupling as part of the following hypothesis (which 
holds until Section 7.10).
Blanket Hypothesis 7.3.4 In addition to being nondegenerate (see Olver [45]), the 
system of linear homogeneous DEs (7.4) is not strongly degenerate, does not decouple 
and carmot be mapped to a system of (parameterized) first-order linear ODEs in Ko­
valevskaya form using a point transformation of the form t-4- (y*(x),w“). The
subalgebra Span{^j^(x)^^k +  tt^^^(x)^ua} is finite-dimensional.
Note: The subalgebra Span{^f{x)d^k -b u^0^(x)9„a} can be infinite-dimensional, 
for example when (7.4) is the wave equation u t^t = However, for systems that arise 
from applications this subalgebra is typically finite-dimensional.
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If it is obvious what independent variables we are using, æ*, say, we will sometimes 
write derivatives as,
a _  a _
~  dx'dxH
For example, n" 1^ 1^ 33.4 =  ^^“ 134-
7.4 The Generators Associated with Linear Hom ogeneity
In this section, we establish unique Lie-algebraic characterizations of the generators of 
scalings and superpositions,
u°‘duO‘, h°‘{x)duc .^
We begin with a well-known result concerning the structure spanned by these generators.
Lem m a 7.4.1 (T he Ideal o f  Scalings and Superpositions o f  u^, Igg) The Lie point 
symmetry generators of linear superpositions of u°^  span an abelian ideal in £. Together, 
the generators of linear superpositions and scalings of span an ideal in £, which we 
denote by Igg, with the semidirect product structure
Igg =  Span{n"^„a} k Span{ry“ (x)9iia : L^[ri] = 0}.
Proof By Hypothesis 7.3.2, the general form of a Lie point symmetry generator of (7.4) 
is
^^(x)d^k{ub(f)^{x.)T]°'(x))duC‘ where ^ “ [77] =  0. (7.5)
The Lie bracket of (7.5) with an arbitrary generator of linear superpositions and scalings 
of u°‘ has the form, for some scalar A,
[(^(x)^a,k 4- (u^(^g(x) 4- 77"(x))a„a , { X u ' ^  4- h ' ^ ( x ) ) d u ' r ]  =  ((^%  4- Ap" -  h ^ ( / ) ^ ) d u < ^ .
Therefore, Igg is an ideal in £. Setting A =  0 proves that, in particular, the generators 
of linear superpositions of span an ideal in £. Setting = ( j ) ^  =  X  =  0  proves that 
this ideal is abelian. The semidirect product structure of Igg follows directly. □
The following theorem establishes that (to the best of my knowledge for the first 
time) the abelian ideal in £  spanned by generators of the form h°‘{x)duc‘ is the vector 
space sum of all abelian ideals in £. Note: in general, the vector space sum of two 
abelian ideals is not abelian.
T heorem  7.4.2 (M axim al A belian  Ideal) The Lie symmetry generators of linear 
superpositions o f u°^  span the maximal abelian ideal (the internal vector space sum of 
all abelian ideals in £). This is characterized as
Span{7]°‘(x)dua : L°-[ri\ =  0} =  Span {A 6 £  : ad^ =  0}.
Proof. By Hypothesis 7.3.2, every Lie point symmetry generator of (7.4) has the form
A  =  ^^{x)d^k  -F {u^(j)^(x)  -i- 7]°‘{x))du<^.
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Let X  belong to an abelian ideal in £. Then necessarily, ad^ =  0, while in particular,
adx(ft“ (x)9u<.) =  a d x ( ( f /»“ -  h^4>f)du«)
=  (é é h %  -  2 f  f  +  h^ <t>}<t>?;)duo
= 0 when L^[h] =  0. (7.6)
Suppose for a contradiction that for some i, ^  0. Switching to the canonical coordi­
nates 7/^(x), where — & i, the component of (7.6) yields
/i“ i -  — ((^ g i — (f)?[(f)J)hb = 0 when L"[h] =  0. (7.7)
This system is strongly degenerate (see Definition 7.3.1), because it implies the existence 
of a nonzero vector Uo;(y) that satisfies
(uo;h“ ),ii =  0 when L“ [h] =  0. (7.8)
(These subscripts denote derivatives with respect to y^.) To prove this, we use (7.7) to 
eliminate h^n from this parameterized ODE. This yields, for all h,
V a,llh°‘ +  2Va,lhSi +  Va(2(p^h^^ +  ~  =  0.
The coefficients of and the remaining coefficients of respectively are
2Ur,l +  =  0, Ur,11 +  Va{(t>r,l ~  4>^4>r) = 0-
Differentiating the coefficient of with respect to y^, then using it to eliminate
from the resultant expression yields
This is the coefficient of hence, any solution to the system
^T,l 4* Voc4>.j- =  0
yields a vector Va that satisfies the scalar ODE (7.8). The existence of such a (nonzero) 
solution is guaranteed by standard existence results (bearing in mind that (ff^  is smooth). 
This violates the strong degeneracy component of Hypothesis 7.3.4, thereby contradict­
ing the supposition that ^ 7  ^ 0. Therefore, =  0 and (7.6) now yields
h? (f)^ (])^ duo. — 0 when L"[h] =  0 .
The coefficient of h^ dy^ f> yields =  0, so in particular the matrix (^^) is singular (it
is zero if M  =  1). Note: because =  0 and 77“ G £, the LSC for this X  implies 
that for =  u^<f^, L*^ [w] =  0 when (7.4) holds. Therefore, by the non-decoupleability 
component of Hypothesis 7.3.4, ^9 =  0. We have shown that if X  belongs to an abelian 
ideal in £, then X  has the form,
X  = rf{x)duO‘.
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By Lemma 7.4.1, the span of all such generators is an abelian ideal in £; its status as 
the internal vector space sum of all abelian ideals in £  now follows directly. □
The scaling generator can now be characterized in Lie-algebraic terms, relative
to the maximal abelian ideal.
T heorem  7.4.3 (Lie-Algebraic Characterization o f Scalings o f  u°‘) A  generator 
X  G £  has the form, for a corresponding scalar cx, X  = (cxu^ +  r}^{x))duO‘ i f  and only 
if
adx(T) =  —c x Y  when ady — 0 .
Proof. The Lie bracket of an arbitrary element X  G Igg with an arbitrary element of the 
maximal abelian ideal has the form, for some scalar cx  and some vector 77“ (x),
l(cxu°^ +  T]°‘(x.))du^,h^(K)duo‘] = -c x h ° ‘{x)du^ when L"[h] =  0 .
By the characterization of the maximal abelian ideal given by Theorem 7.4.2, this es­
tablishes the corollary in the “=^” direction. Now let A  G £. By Hypothesis 7.3.2, A  
has the form
A  =  ^^(x)a^fc +  (it^0^(x) -f 77"(x))a„a.
Suppose there exists a scalar corresponding to A, c%, such that
adx(h°‘(x.)du°‘) = —cxh°^(x.)duc‘ when L“ [h] =  0.
The coefficient of in this expression is
~ b^^$ =  —cxh°^ when L"[h] =  0. (7.9)
Suppose for a contradiction that for some k, 7  ^ 0. We can switch locally to new 
independent variables t/*(x) where = dyi, in which case (7.9) becomes
by — (0 ^ — cxSp)h^ = 0 when L“ [h] =  0 .
This is a system of parameterized first-order linear ODEs in Kovalevskaya form; we have 
violated the latter part of Hypothesis 7.3.4. Therefore, =  0, the coefficient of in 
(7.9) yields = cxdp, and so
A  =  {cxu^ +  77“ (x))5„a. □
We now have the following purely Lie-algebraic expression for the semidirect product 
structure of £.
Lem m a 7.4.4 The Lie symmetry algebra £  has the semidirect product structure
£  =  C£{u°‘du°‘) K Span{A : ad^ =  0}. (7.10)
Proof. The Lie bracket of an arbitrary element of £  with u°‘dua has the form 
[(^(x)^a;k 4- (ii^(^g(x) 4- T ] ° ‘ { x ) ) d u c ^  , u ' ^ d u ' T  =  r f d u c ^ .
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Therefore, Csi{uPdu<^ ) is spanned by all generators of the form +  u^(f)^(x)duo^\
hence it is complementary to the maximal abelian ideal in £, which is the latter com­
ponent of (7.10) by Theorem 7.4.2. A centralizer is necessarily a subalgebra, so the 
semidirect product structure (7.10) follows directly. □
C orollary  7.4.5 The four results in this section also apply to the inhomogeneous linear 
system  L“ [u(x)] =  / “ (x), although with replaced by — p" throughout, for any 
given particular solution g°‘{x).
Proof The system (7.4) is mapped to the inhomogeneous system L“ [u(x)] =  / “ (x) by 
a point transformation of the form p“ (x), for some particular solution
g^. Such a transformation yields an isomorphic Lie algebra. By the standard formula, 
a general element of £  transforms as
+ ?7''(x))au« 1-^ -h ((u^ -  + 77°= +
Therefore, such a transformation maps the ideal Igg to itself and, in particular, it pre­
serves the form of the generators in Theorems 7.4.2 and 7.4.3. The results in this section 
simply characterize the forms of the generators of scalings and superpositions of in 
terms of certain corresponding adjoint homomorphisms; hence, they apply directly to 
inhomogeneous systems, with replaced by throughout. □
7.5 Automorphisms
In this section, we show that automorphisms of £  act in such a way that when classifying 
them to find discrete symmetries, C£,{u°‘du°‘) can be used instead of £.
Lem m a 7.5.1 Every automorphism of £  translates u°‘duc‘ by some (°‘(x)dua, while 
mapping to themselves the ideal Igg and, more speciücally, the maximal abelian ideal.
Proof. Given an automorphism T : £  i-)- £  and a generator A  G £,
ad^ =  0 — 0- (7.11)
Theorem 7.4.2 established that the span of all generators with this property is the 
maximal abelian ideal; hence, it is mapped to itself by any automorphism of £. Now 
suppose that there exists an A  G £  and a corresponding scalar cx  such that
ad%(y) =  —CxY  when ady =  0.
This is equivalent to
adr(x)(r(y)) = -c%r(y) when adwy^ =  0.
By (7.11), this is equivalent to
adr(x)(y) =  —CxY  when a d y  = 0.
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Theorem 7.4.3 established that a generator has this property if and only if it belongs to 
Igg, which is therefore mapped to itself by any automorphism of £. Moreover, Theorem 
7.4.3 implies that, up to the addition of a generator of the form h°^{x)du< ,^ both X  
and r(X ) equal cxu°^duO‘. In particular, when X  = this implies that for some
associated to T,
= (T/"" +  C(x))a««. (7 .1 2 )
□
The following result clarifies how an arbitrary automorphism of £  acts on C£,{u°‘duc^ ), 
confirming that in general it is not mapped to itself.
C orollary 7.5.2 Let T be an automorphism of £  with as defined in (7.12).
Then the restriction of F to C^(tt°^uo) is an automorphism. Now suppose that C£(u^du<^) 
is R-dimensional, R  e N, with basis generators
(x)^a;k +  7Z^<^g(x)auc. (7.13)
Then there are no constraints on Cffdu<^  and the restriction of T to Cs^{u°^du°‘) can be 
represented by an R x  R  automorphism matrix (bj) such that,
4 X j  -  4  (4<:% -  c.^4f)du...
Proof. Let T be an automorphism of £  with (^ °‘{x)du°‘ as defined in (7.12). Because T 
maps the span of all generators of the form h^(x.)du^ to itself, C^Çu^duc^) Ç F(C£{u°‘du<^ )). 
Therefore, the restriction of F to C£{u°‘dua) is an automorphism. Now suppose that 
C£{u°^dua) is R-dimensional and spanned by the Xi  as defined in (7.13). The action of F 
on C£{u°‘duO‘) can be represented using an R x  R matrix of constants (hf ) and generators 
gf{x)du<^ such that
By (7.12), applying F to [Xi,u°‘du<^] = 0 yields
[b{Xj -f c^ f -f =  H X j, Cdu<^] -h gidu<  ^ = 0. (7.14)
The corollary is established once we show that there are no constraints on Cffdu°‘. Let
-ij-the structure constants for C£,(u^duO‘) be defined by [Xi ,Xj]  = Applying F to
this definition yields
[b\Xi + g f  du0‘, bj^Xm +  g^ — c^j ( %%» +  g^ ) •
The coefficients of the Xr just express the fact that If- represents an automorphism of 
C£{u^du^). The terms are
b\[Xi,gfduc^]-\-bf[gfdu<^,Xm\ =
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Inserting the identity for g f from (7.14) yields
b^ibflXi, {Xu ,^ +  b\bf[[X,, Cdu«], Xm] =  cfjbllX,, CduA-
Using the Jacobi identity, then collecting terms yields
This is identically zero as bf[ represents an endomorphism of C£{u°^duof). F maps the 
span of all generators of the form the h^{x)du°‘ to itself, which is an abelian ideal, so the 
preservation of commutators of the form [Xi, h“ (x)9ua] and [h°^ {x)du<^ ,r]°‘{x)du°‘] yields 
no constraint on Cffdu°^ . □
The following result applies principally to the use of the indirect method for finding 
discrete symmetries.
C orollary  7.5.3 For each automorphism F : £  £  there exists a generator (^{x)dua
such that
Ad(exp(C“5îi«))oF(u“5îia) =  u^duoc, kd[exp(Cffdu<^))oV{C£(u^duoc)) = C£{u°'du<^).
Proof. By equation (7.12), for a given automorphism F : £  M- £, there exists a corre­
sponding generator ^“ (x)9u“ such that
F(n“5„a) =  (u“ 4- =  Ad(exp(C“Oua))(u“ô„a).
The first identity in the statement of the corollary follows by inverting this adjoint map. 
The second identity now follows directly, because the centralizer of any element that is 
mapped to itself by an automorphism is also mapped to itself by that automorphism.
□
C orollary  7.5.4 The three results in this section also apply to the inhomogeneous linear 
system  L“ [u(x)] =  / “ (x), although with replaced by u°‘ — g^ throughout, for any 
given particular solution g°‘{x).
Proof. The proofs of these results use nothing more than the Lie-algebraic characteriza­
tions proved in the previous sections, and general properties of automorphisms. There­
fore, by Corollary 7.4.5, the assertion in the corollary holds. □
In the following sections, we demonstrate how these results are used to simplify the 
method for finding discrete symmetries of linear and linearizable DEs.
7.6 Classifying D iscrete Symmetries
Suppose we are given an arbitrary point symmetry of the linear system L"[u(x)] =
F : (x*,u“) I— > (x*(x, u ),û “ (x, u)).
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By Theorem 3.2.2, the adjoint action of T on the Lie symmetry algebra is an auto­
morphism. In particular, by Lemma 7.5.1 and Corollary 7.5.4, this maps the maximal 
abelian ideal to itself. By Theorem 7.4.2 and Corollary 7.4.5, this is the span of all 
generators of the form h^{x)duo^ such that L“ [h] =  0. Therefore, corresponding to each 
h°^{x)duo  ^ there exists an such that
= È yx)d^g;  (7.15)
here, H  depends on h (precisely how need not concern us here). Applying this to 
yields
^ when L“ [h] =  0.
The coefficient of yields
=  0 .
Now, applying (7.15) to û" and then differentiating with respect to u"^ , yields
h^ u^ uPu'T =  0 when L°‘[h] = 0.
The coefficient of yields
— 0.
These results are summarized, along with those from the previous section that have a 
bearing on calculating discrete symmetries, as follows.
T heorem  7.6.1 (On the Form o f Point Sym m etries) Every point symmetry o f 
the system (7.4), or of the inhomogeneous system L"[u(x)] =  / “ (x), is projectable and 
uS is linear in . Furthermore, the adjoint action of each point symmetry on £  maps 
the ideal Igg to itself. In particular, the adjoint action of each point symmetry maps 
the maximal abelian ideal to itself; this ideal is the span o f all generators o f the form 
h^(x.)du°‘ such that L“ [u(x)] =  0. The fact that the maximal abelian ideal is mapped 
to itself provides no additional information about the form of these symmetries.
Now we address the problem of classifying discrete symmetries specifically. Consider 
the adjoint action of T on the Lie symmetry algebra £  of the system L“ [u(x)] =  / “ (x). 
By Corollary 7.4.5 and the semidirect product (7.10), for any given particular solution 
^“ (x) the Lie symmetry algebra has the form,
£  =  C£((it“ — g )^du< )^ X Span {A : ad^ =  0}. (7.16)
By the previous theorem and Corollaries 7.5.2, 7.5.3, up to the adjoint action of some 
one-parameter Lie group generated by an element of the maximal abelian ideal, the 
adjoint action of T on £  is an automorphism of C£,[{u°‘ — g^)duO‘) such that
(^^ -  p/^(x))a^^ =  (il^ -  ^^(x(x)))%^.
Applying this to yields
(?/  ^-  ^^(x))Û ^ =  -  p ''(x(x)).
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Therefore, up to a superposition of solutions, F maps the dependent variables to coor­
dinate functions of the form, for some invertible matrix of functions A^(x),
= Af{x){u^ -  g^{x)) +^°=(x(x)). (7.17)
Note: applying (7.15) to this yields
f f“ (x) =  ft^Ag(x).
These results are summarized in the following extension to the Theorem 7.6.1; a simple 
routine for applying the indirect method to systems of linear DEs follows directly.
T heorem  7.6.2 (C lassifying D iscrete S ym m etries) Up to a superposition o f so­
lutions, every point symmetry of the system (7.4), or of the inhomogeneous system 
L“ [u(x)] =  / “ (x), transforms the dependent variables to coordinate functions of the 
form (7.17); here g^(x) is any given particular solution and Ag(x) is some invertible 
matrix of functions. Furthermore, up to a certain superposition of solutions, the adjoint 
action of each point symmetry on the Lie symmetry algebra (7.16) is an automorphism 
of C^ifuF — g° )^duof) that maps — g°‘)dua to itself.
7.7 The Discrete Point Symmetries of Uy — X X
We will use the results from the previous chapter to solve the symmetry condition for 
the one-dimensional heat equation
— u^xx' (7.18)
Its Lie point symmetry algebra £  is spanned by (see Olver [45]),
Ai =  dx, X 2 = dt, X 3 = udu, X 4  = xdx +  2 tdt,
A5 = 2tdx — xudu, X q = Axtdx + dt'^df — (x  ^-|- 2t)udu, h{x,t)du; 
here, h is an arbitrary solution to (7.18) and
C£(!,''^^«) =  C£(A3) =  Span{Ai, (7.19)
The nonzero structure constants defining bracket relations in (7.19) are 
1^4 =  C45 =  1, C]^ 5 =  — 1, CiQ = C24 =  C25 =  C46 =  2, C26 =  ~2, C26 =  4.
By Theorems 7.6.1 and 7.6.2, up to a superposition of solutions the symmetries of (7.18) 
have the form, for some function f{x , t) ,
F : {x,t,u) I— > (x {x ,t) ,t{x ,t) ,u f(x ,tŸ j.
Moreover, up to a superposition of solutions the adjoint action of F on £  is an auto­
morphism of (7.19) that maps A3 to itself. These automorphisms are represented by
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matrices (fpf) such that (see Theorem 3.4.1),
=  ^3='53, d e t ( % f  0.
The solvable radical of (7.19), Span{Ai, Ag, As}, is mapped to itself by any automor­
phism; hence,
bl = bf = bi = 0, bl = bf = bl = 0.
Solving the automorphism condition to find (If-), then premultiplying the solutions by
n Expfy(4))
j=i
yields two automorphisms, for a 7  ^ 0 arbitrary, £ 4  still to be chosen (we will consider 
what happens when £ 4  is real then complex separately) and exp (£3 A3) yet to be applied.
B i =
0 0 0 0 0
0 2^g2£4 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1/ae^^ 0
0 0 0 0 0 1/ j2g264
0 0 0 0 ae^^ 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 -1 0 0
—\/ae^^ 0 0 0 0 0
0 1/ ife 264 0 0 0 0
B 2 =
For each Lie point symmetry generator in (7.19) let
A* =  t ) d x  +  Ti(x,  f )d t  +  u(f)i{x, t )d u .
Substituting the entries from B \ into the system of necessary symmetry conditions
XiX = b{^j{x,t), X it = birj{x,t), X iu  = b{(l)j{x,t)u, (7.20)
then focusing on the cases 7 =  1,2  respectively yields
^,x ~  UGXp(£4), Xy =  0, t^ x ~  0, ty =  a exp(2£4), U^x ~  0, Uy =  0.
When 7 =  4, (7.20) now yields
XX^X ^5 tt^t t .
When 7 =  3,5,6, (7.20) yields no additional constraints. Therefore, the symmetries 
corresponding to B \ are, after applying exp( 5 3 A 3 )  (but again postponing choosing the
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parameter), for h 7^  0 arbitrary,
{x,î,û) =  (oexp(e4)a:, o^exp(2£4)t, hexp(£3)u). 
Prolonging (7.21) using the expressions in Definition 2.1.5 yields
J =  Z Y l  = a ^ e x p ( 3 £ 4 ) .
(7.21)
DxX Dxt 
Dtx Dtt
J
=  —J
DxX DxU 
Dtx Dtu
DxU Dxt 
Dtu Dtt
ExUy Dxt
D tU y  D t t
bexp(£3)ut 
exp(2£4) ’
bexp(£3)u,a; 
a exp (£4)
_ bexp{£3)u^xx 
a? exp(2£4)
Therefore, the symmetry condition.
U  ^— when (7.18) holds. (7.22)
is satisfied identically. The parameters in the scaling groups generated by A 3  and A 4  
can be chosen freely to complete the classification of the symmetries corresponding to 
B\. If we consider real symmetries up to the adjoint action of real Lie groups of scaling 
symmetries, then we choose £ 3 , £ 4  to yield the subgroup of symmetries that is isomorphic 
to Z2 X Z2 with generators
Ti : (x ,t,u )  I— {—x ,t ,u ) , T2 : (x ,t,u )  1— y (x,t, —u).
If instead we consider complex symmetries up to the adjoint action of a complex Lie 
group of scaling symmetries, then we can choose £ 3 , £ 4  to yield only the identity map. 
Finally, if we consider consider complex symmetries up to the adjoint action of a real 
Lie group of scaling symmetries, then we choose £ 3 , £ 4  such that
{x, Î, Û) = {\x , pu), X, p E { p ± i,d z l : p E M}.
In particular, this contains the subgroup of symmetries that is isomorphic to Z4 X Z2, 
with generators
F3 : {x, t, u) I— y {ix, —t, u ) , T4 : {x, t, u) 1— y {x, t, iu).
Next, we look for symmetries whose adjoint action is represented by B 2 - Substituting 
the entries from B 2 into the subset of the system of necessary symmetry conditions 
(7.20), XiX = bri$,j{x,t), then focusing on the cases 7 =  1,2,6 respectively yields
x^x = 2aexp(£4)t, x t^ = 4a^ exp(2£4)xt, dxtx^x +  4t^z,t =  0.
Therefore,
—XX = 2a exp(£4)t ’ t = 4a^exp(2£4)t*
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When 7 =  1,2 respectively XiU = bf[(j)j{x,t)u yields
=  —aexp{£4 )xu, uy = —a? exp(2£4)(æ  ^+  2 Î)û. 
Therefore, for an arbitrary constant b.
u = bVt exp I ^  177.
, 2 '
4Ï
What remains of the necessary symmetry conditions yields no further constraint. There­
fore, after factoring out the adjoint action of the exp(£*A*) (7 7  ^3), any symmetries of the 
heat equation whose adjoint action can be mapped to B 2 have the form, after applying 
exp (£3X3),
(2aex7 (.4 )t’ (S) “) ’ ^
Bearing in mind the results from the classification of symmetries corresponding to B\, 
we may set a =  1 and £3 =  £4 =  0. We prolong (7.23) as follows.
J  =
J
1 
J
77,æx — J
DxX Dxt 
Dtx Dtt
DxX DxU 
Dtx Dtu
DxU Dxt 
Dtu Dtt
DxUy D xt  
D tuy Dtt
J _
= exp ( ^ J by/i [2 tu  -f x^u -|- Atxu^x +  4f^ 77_t^  ,
=  exp f ^  j bVi (xu -I- 2 tu^x) ,
=  exp 2tu -f X U -f 4ta:77 x +  4t 77
Once again the symmetry condition (7.22) is satisfied identically. Note that applying 
(7.23) twice in succession yields
- x , t , P‘^ iu
so the smallest group containing a transformation of the form (7.23) has order four, 
where we may choose
/? =  V ^.
Therefore, taking into account the classification of symmetries corresponding to B \ , the 
smallest group of discrete symmetries of the 1-d heat equation containing a transforma­
tion of the form (7.23) is isomorphic to Z4 with generator
T s  : ( z ,  t ,  7 7 ) ^ , - i , e x p  u V 2 Ï ^  .2 r  41'
Real transformations can be extracted from T3 using a complex rescaling generated by 
A3. In particular, we have found that if f{ x ,t)  is a solution to the heat equation then
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so is
i t
This result can be found in Hydon [32].
7.8 Generalizations to  Linearizable System s
The arguments presented so far generalize to systems of nonlinear DEs that can be 
linearized with an invertible transformation. Consider the system of n^^-order nonlinear 
differential equations
A“ (y,v(")) =  0, a  =  l , - - - ,M ;  (7.24)
here the independent and dependent variables respectively are
y =  ,2/^), v =
where again denotes all derivatives of the dependent variables with respect to the 
independent variables of order up to and including n.
D efinition  7.8.1 (Linearizable S y stem ) We call (7.24) linearizable i f  there exists an 
invertible (contact) transformation,
if : (y, v(^)) I—  ^ (x, n(^)),
with prolongation and a system of linear DEs L*^[u(x)] =  0 satisfying Hypothe­
ses 7.3.2 and 7.3.4 such that,
A" o v ^ " ' ^ )  =  L“ [u(x)] =  0, a = \ , - "  ,M . (7.25)
In [3], Bluman & Kumei exploit the structure of the Lie symmetry algebra to estab­
lish necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of linearizing transformations 
of DEs, as well as algorithms for constructing them. They consider non-invertible trans­
formations in [4], for example the Hopf-Cole transformation (Hopf [29], Cole [16]) which 
maps Burgers’ equation to the heat equation. Non-invertible transformations do not 
give rise to isomorphic Lie algebras so the results in the previous sections do not apply 
to them. Note: If M  > 1 then an invertible mapping between (x, u(^)) and (y, v^")) is 
necessarily a point transformation (Müller & Matschat [43]), otherwise it is a contact 
transformation (Backlund [1]).
The existence of a linearizing transformation implies that the Lie symmetry algebras 
of (7.24) and (7.25) are isomorphic. This follows from the standard change of variables 
formula for infinitesimal generators and the invertiblility of i f .  Consequently, the Lie- 
algebraic characterizations and most of their consequences that were proved for systems 
of the form (7.25) can be applied to those of the form (7.24), with essentially just a 
change of notation.
Denoting the Lie symmetry algebra of the linearized system (7.25) by £  and that of 
the linearizable system (7.24) by £, we have the following generalizations.
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Lemma 7.8.2 (Sem idirect P rodu ct D ecom position) The Lie symmetry algebra £  
of the linearizable system (7.24) has the semidirect product structure
£  = C~(V>"'^ (7i°^ 5„a)) K Span(if~^(h^(x)dua) : L"[h(x)] = 0}.
Theorem 7.8.3 (M axim al Abelian Ideal) Every automorphism of £  maps the max­
imal abelian ideal (the internal vector space sum of all abelian ideals in £) to itself. This 
space is characterized uniquely as
Span{'ip~^{h°‘(x)duO‘) : L“[h(x)] =  0} =  Span {A G £  : ad^ =  0}.
Furthermore, up to the addition of an element of the maximal abelian ideal, the generator 
if~^(u^dua) is characterized uniquely by the adjoint action
ad%(y) =  —Y  when a d y  =  0.
Theorem 7.8.4 The adjoint action of a given point symmetry o f the linearizable sys­
tem (7.24) on £  is, up to composition with the adjoint action of a one-parameter Lie 
group generated by some element of the maximal abelian ideal, an automorphism of 
C~{if~^{u°‘duc‘)) that maps 'ip~^{u°‘duO‘) to itself.
Note: It is not possible to state exact counterparts to Theorems 7.6.1 and 7.6.2 
because the functional form of the discrete symmetries of (7.24) depends on if .
7.9 The D iscrete Point Symmetries of u^xt =  u^x^y — 1
Consider the problem of finding all point symmetries of the Thomas equation,
u^xt ~  u^xUy 1, (7.26)
which can be linearized with the point transformation
i f  : (x, t, u) I— > (x, t, Ü) = (x, t, e~“). (7.27)
Its Lie point symmetry algebra, £, is spanned by
Ai =  dx, X 2 = dt, A 3 =  du, A4 =  xdx -  tdt, h(x, t)e^du,
here h^xt = h. We will use Theorem 7.8.4 to solve the symmetry condition without 
linearizing (7.26) first. Note that by the standard formula,
i f i - X s )  =  d u { -e ~ '^ )d e -u  =  udu',
hence, up to a superposition of solutions the adjoint action of any discrete symmetry of 
(7.26) is an automorphism of
=  C s , [ X 3 )  =  S p a n { X i , X 2 , X 3 , X 4 }  ( 7 . 2 8 )
that maps A3 to itself.
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Consider this alternative approach to identifying (7.28). First, note that the gener­
ators of the form h{x,t)e^du clearly span an (infinite-dimensional) abelian ideal in £. 
Moreover, it is easy to verify that including additional generators does not result in an 
abelian ideal. We conclude from Theorem 7.8.4 that this span is the maximal abelian 
ideal in £. From this we recognize immediately the unique adjoint action of A3,
[X3 ,h{x,t)e^du] = h{x,t)e^du,
which singles out —A 3 as according to Theorem 7.8.4. The benefit of this
approach is that it works without prior knowledge of a linearizing transformation if. 
The nonzero structure constants for (7.28) are
Ci4 =  1, 2^4 =  “ 1- (7.29)
The automorphisms of (7.28) are represented by 4 x 4 matrices (b )^ such that
= 4 , b l  b1 =  s i  d e t ( 4 )  f  0.
The derived algebra of (7.28) is Span{Ai, A2}, which any automorphism must map to 
itself. Consequently
h\ = h\ = 0, b| =  b| =  0.
The automorphism condition is now solved easily to find (b^). After eliminating elements 
by premultiplying the solutions by
P[E xp(e,(cf,)),
j= i
and, as before, postponing the selection of £4, this yields two solutions, for abc 7  ^ 0 
arbitrary.
B i =
( e^^a
0
0
K 0
0 0 0 \
e~^^b 0 0
0 1 0
0 c 1 y
B 2 =
( 0 e^^a 0 0 \
e~^^b 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
[ 0 0 c - 1
(7.30)
For each Lie point symmetry generator in (7.28), let
Xi = ^i{x,t)dx Ti{x,f)dt d- (fi{x,t,u)du.
Substituting the entries from B i and B 2 respectively into the necessary symmetry con­
ditions,
X i X  =  b{^j{x,t), X i t  =  yiTj{x,t), X i U  = b{(fj{x,t), (7.31)
yields the following two point transformations up to a translation generated by A3 (we 
also find that c =  0)
Fi : {x,t,u)  I— > (exp(£4)ax,exp(-£4)bt,u), 
F2 : {x,t,u)  I— y (exp(£4)at, exp(—£4)bx, n). (7.32)
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We prolong P i as follows,
J  =■
DxX Dxt 
Dtx Dtt
= ab,
1
^,t = J
DxX
D tx
DxU
D tu
_ exp(£4 )u,t
b
1
,X  J
DxU
Dm
D xt _ 7 7,X
exp (£4 )0 ’
1 D xt _ ^ , x 7
ab
The symmetry condition,
'b',xt — ~  1 when (7.26) holds,
implies tha t ah = \ .  We prolong T2  in the same way.
J  =
DxX Dxt 
Dtx Dtt
— ab,
J
u,x — b J
J
DxX DxU 
Dtx Dtu
DxU Dxt 
Dtu Dtt
DxUy Dxt
DtUy D tt
^  exp(£4)77,a;
b
_ u^ t 
exp (£4 ) a ’
U^ xt 
ab
(7.33)
Once again the symmetry condition (7.33) implies tha t ab = 1.
We now use the scaling group generated by A 4  to complete the classification. If 
we consider complex symmetries up to complex scalings, we choose £ 4  to normalize the 
coefficeints in both T i , r 2  yielding a group of symmetries that is isomorphic to Z2 with 
generator
r  : ( x , t ,u )  I— y ( t ,x ,u ) .
If we consider real symmetries, up to real scalings, then we choose £ 4  so tha t exp(£4 )a, G 
{±1}. This yields a group of symmetries tha t is isomorphic to Z2  x Z2 with generators
Ti : (x, t, u) I— y {t, x , u ) , T2 ; (x, t, u) \— y (—x, —t, u).
If we consider complex symmetries up to real scalings, then we choose £ 4  so tha t 
exp(£4 )0 , G {p ±  7 , ±1 : p G E}. In particular, this contains the group of discrete 
symmetries tha t is isomorphic to the dihedral group of order eight, with generators
Fs : (x, t, u) I— )■ {t, x , u ) , F 4  : (x, t, u) 1— y {—ix, it, u ) .
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7.10 The Vector Space Structure of the Lie Sym m etry Al­
gebra
Until this point, we have relied upon the following two hypotheses.
B lanket H ypothesis 7.10.1 Given the system of linear homogeneous DEs, L“ [u(x)] =  
0, its Lie point symmetry algebra £  has the form
£  =  Span{(^(x)%k +  : L°^ [r(\ = 0}. (7.34)
B lanket H ypothesis 7.10.2 In addition to being nondegenerate (see Olver [45]), the 
system of linear homogeneous DEs L“ [u(x)] =  0 is not strongly degenerate, does not 
decouple and cannot be mapped to a system of (parameterized) first-order linear ODEs in 
Kovalevskaya form using a local point transformation of the form (x \ u^) i-)- (y^(x),u^). 
The subalgebra Span{^^(x)d^k +  u^cffglxjduc^} is hnite-dimensional.
Hypothesis 7.10.1 is the natural generalization of a theorem proved for linear scalar 
DEs of order two by Ovsiannikov [46], then for all higher-order scalar DEs by Bluman
[5] (who also addresses a range of quasi-linear DEs). Note: the form of the Lie point 
symmetry algebras of second-order linear scalar ODEs is well-known (see, for example,
[34]); it is not given by (7.34).
In the following sections, we confirm that Hypothesis 7.10.1 holds when L"[u(x)] =  0 
is a system of linear DEs of order two or more in Kovalevskaya form with analytic 
coefficients that is not strongly degenerate.
Note: at this point, we abandon all previous hypotheses.
7.10.1 The System  and its Linearized Sym m etry Condition
Consider the system of n^^-order, n > 1, linear homogeneous DEs in Kovalevskaya form,
 =  0’ «  =  1,  • • • ,  M;
(7.35)
here we sum over all unordered multi-indices
J =
from those of length 1 (R =  1) to those of length n (R = n). The coefficients
are analytic functions of x, and A f^  is symmetric in the components of J . If 1 is the
n-vector (1 ,. . . ,  1) then A f^  = 0. By way of illustration, if n =  2 then (7.35) is simply
L“ [u(x)] =  «“ii -  -  Ag(x)«^ =  0, a  =  1 , . . . ,  M;
here A f'^ '^  = 0.
B lanket H ypothesis 7.10.3 The system (7.35) is not strongly degenerate (see Defini­
tion 7.3.1).
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The goal is to prove that the Lie point symmetry algebra £  of the system (7.35) is 
spanned by generators of the form
r(x)da.k+77^(^g(x)du«, p°'(x)dua.
Without loss of generality, we change to a new set of dependent variables, (x), 
where J f , . . . ,  are linearly independent solutions to (7.35) thereby setting A f = 0. 
Furthermore, because any inhomogeneous system can be mapped to a system of the 
form (7.35) by translating w" by a particular solution (this transformation is displayed 
in the proof of Corollary 7.4.5), these results also apply to inhomogeneous systems.
Note: we could have chosen to sum over multi-indices that form a monotonie in­
creasing sequence, for example when n =  2. However, for the price of
a small amount of double-counting, we do not have to keep track of summation ranges. 
The Lie point symmetry algebra £  of (7.35) is spanned by generators of the form
^^(x, u)d^fc -b p“ (x, u)d„a,
that satisfy the linearized symmetry condition (LSC),
D l ,{ r r - u % ') - A f D 3 {n^-u^C )+ 4 D ,,a ° ‘\vi{-x)\=(i, when (7.35) holds; (7.36)
here we have used the total derivative operators
D j =  Dajii D^ 32 . . .  , D^i =  d^i +  Uydu<  ^ +  4------ •
In the LSC (7.36), we sum over all multi-indices J , just as in the system (7.35). After 
using (7.35) to eliminate Dfi [uS) from (7.36) (henceforth referred to as ‘evaluation on 
solutions’), the coefficients of the remaining derivatives of u^ must vanish separately. 
These are the determining equations', they are linear partial differential constraints on 
rff. Note: because A f = 0, evaluation on solutions replaces Dfi(u°^) with a linear 
combination of derivatives of w".
Remark. A lot of detail has been included in the proofs in the next section, in the hope 
that they can be followed without additional calculations.
7.10.2 System s o f Order Three or Higher
We begin with systems of DEs of order three or higher.
Lem m a 7.10.4 If n > S, terms in the LSC  (7.36) of the form u -^ f^^DfF  ^{u^) are un­
changed by evaluation on solutions.
Proof. Let n > 3. Only terms of the form D'fi{u^)Dfi(u'^), D fi{u^)D fr^{u^) or 
(77''') can yield new u^^f,D'^F  ^(u^) terms after evaluation on solutions. However, 
the sum of the orders of their derivatives exceeds (7.36)’s limit of n -h 1. A given term 
of the form 77^^D”i“ (^77'^ ) in (7.36) cannot change during evaluation on solutions (this 
would require n =  1, or n =  2 and k = 1 ). □
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Lem m a 7.10.5 If =  0, there are no products of derivatives of u^ in the LSC  (7.36) 
such that the orders of these derivatives sum to n + 1 .
Proof. Consider the products mentioned in the Lemma. They are created by derivatives 
of the form Dj(u*^^^), | J |  =  n. Moreover, because terms with an {n +  l)^^-order 
derivative of u^ cancel with f^^D^kL^[u], they are nonlinear in the derivatives of 
hence they involve □
C orollary  7.10.6 If n > 3 and =  0, terms o f the form u^D ”i“ ^(n'^) are unchanged 
by evaluation on solutions.
Proof. Let n > 3 and =  0, so Lemma 7.10.5 holds. Only terms of the form 
D fi{u^)D fi{u^), D fi{u^)D fr^(u^) or u^^D^iiu^) can yield new u^^D^L^iu^) terms af­
ter evaluation on solutions. However, the sum of the orders of these derivatives is at least 
n -I- 1. A given term of the form u ^ i D f r ^ { u ^ )  in (7.36) cannot change during evaluation 
on solutions (this would require n =  1). □
T heorem  7.10.7 I f  n > S, the Lie symmetries o f the system  (7.35) are projectable
Proof. Let n > 3. Consider the terms in the LSC (7.36), before evaluation on solutions, 
in which the derivatives of u have the form The sum of the orders of
these -derivatives is n -f 1; hence they come from D'fi{ufi^^). Expanding DJi(7i"^^) 
for n < 4, then listing only those terms in which the derivatives of either have the form 
u^iiD^r^iu^), or contribute towards the production of such a product as n increases, 
yields
-Dl « 1 + • • • >
+  ■ ■ ■ >
=  “ “ i l l ? '  +  3 “ “i i i« f i ? '„ f )  +  +  “ > f i i i ? ' „ ^  +  • • • ,
r i i  (““ ? ')  =  <11111?' +  +  6 < in “fii?l/î +  4<ii< in?f„s
+  “ “ “ f i i i i ? 'u e  4-------- •
This is equivalent to, for n =  3 and n =  4 respectively,
D : . « ? ' )  =  o ; . « i ) ? '  +  +  » < iD ;r '( < ) ? % ,
+  < 1 (“ ^ ) ? , b  +  ■ • ■ >
D : i « ? ' ) = o ; i « i ) ? '+ " “ 4 ^ : r '« i ) ? l o + “< i i ^ : r ' ( « '’)? >
+  u%D-^ , / ) - ^ « i ) ? >  +  • • • • (7-37)
Equation (7.37) also holds for n > 4. To prove this, we apply D^i, then list only those
terms in which the derivatives of either have the form u^nD'^i{u'^), or contribute
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towards the production of such a product as n increases:
+  +  • • • •
Therefore, for n > 4, (7.37) lists all terms in the LSC (7.36), before evaluation on 
solutions, in which the derivatives of u^ have the form u^^D'ffff^ {u'^). Consequently, by 
Lemma 7.10.4, the terms in the determining equations in which the derivatives of u^ 
have the form u^^iDff^ {u' )^ are,
nul,D:T\u^) + = 0; A = ^  ^
In particular, the u fiD fi  ^(77“) terms are (n +  A)^^« =  0; hence is independent of 
77^
Consider the terms in the LSC (7.36), before evaluation on solutions, in which the 
derivatives of u^ have the form u^- j^^D'fff^{u'^), k > 1. The sum of the orders of these 
derivatives is n +  1, while the sum of the orders of the x^-derivatives is 77; hence they 
come from (we proved that =  0 first to ensure these terms could not also
come from Dfff^D^k{ufif/), k > 1). Expanding D'fi{ufj^^^) for n < 4, then listing only 
those terms in which the derivatives of u^ either have the form u^-^f^Dfr^ {u'^), k > 1 , 0 1  
contribute towards the production of such a product as n increases, yields
iu% e) =  +  • ■ • ,
-I ,
D li{u% 4) =  +  • • • ,
77^ 1 ( < < )  =  H ■
For 77 > 2, these terms are given by
=  nu% ,D 2rH u^)ilf,+ u% D 24ue)i'y  + ■ ■ ■ .
Therefore, the 77^ ^^ D”f^(77'^), k > 1, terms are given by
=  0-
By Lemma 7.10.4, these are the terms in the determining equations in which the deriva­
tives of 77^  have the form 77^^D^F^(' '^^), ^ > 1; hence is independent of 77^ . □
T heorem  7.10.8 If 77 > 3 and the Lie symmetries of (7.35) are projectable =  Oj 
then rff is linear in u^.
Proof. Let 77 > 3 and =  0. There are now no products involving that are nonlinear 
in derivatives of in the LSC (7.36), before evaluation on solutions. In particular, 
consider the terms in (7.36), before evaluation on solutions, in which the derivatives of
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have the form u^iD2r^{u^)> The sum of the orders of these x^-derivatives is n; hence 
they come from D‘^x{rf^). Expanding for n < 4, then listing only those terms
in which the derivatives of either have the form or contribute towards
the production of such a product as n increases, yields
D liir f)  = +  • • • ,
D liii" )  = +  • • • ,
Dll (»)“ ) =  +  • • • ,
Dll {rf) = + • • • •
For n > 2, these terms are given by
Dll i t )  =  + uD lT \u% lr,% ,u . +  " -
Therefore, the u\ d ^ ï ^{u'^ ) terms are given by
=  0-
By Corollary 7.10.6, these are the terms in the determining equations in which the 
derivatives of have the form hence rf  ^ is linear in . □
C orollary  7.10.9 I f  n > S, the Lie symmetry algebra £  of the system (7.35) has the 
form
£  =  Span{^f (x)a3.fc +  ( f ) f p { x ) d u < ^ , 77f(x)^u« : ^ “ [77] =  O}.
Proof. Let n > 3. By Theorems 7.10.7 and 7.10.8, every generator in the Lie symmetry 
algebra £  of the system (7.35) has the form
X  = ^  ( x ) % k  +  ( r 7 " (x )  +  n ^ 0 ^ ( x ) ) a „ a .
As (7.35) is linear homogeneous, it admits the scaling symmetry generator u°‘dua. There­
fore,
adu«a^« (A )  =  -rf{yf)du<-  G £ ; 
here adx(T) =  [A, T]. The LSC (7.36) for this generator amounts to L°^ [r{\ =  0. □
7.10.3 System s of Order Two
We deal with systems of order two in three stages. First, we show that their Lie point 
symmetries map and to coordinate functions that are linear in and quadratic 
in n" respectively. Then, we use this bound to show that if a Lie point symmetry does 
not map and to coordinate functions that are independent of and linear in -u" 
respectively, we can replace L[u(x)] =  0 with a strongly degenerate system.
Now that n =  2, the system (7.35) is simply
L"[u(x)] =  ujîi -  -  Aj{y.)u^p =  0, a  =  1 , . . . ,  M; (7.38)
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here
=  0 .
Consequently, the LSC (7.36) is now
( f  -  (t/^ -  Tz^(^) -  A^^DxP (7.39)
+  u^^^D^k (%*! — A^^'^’^ u^^ pq -  A^u^p) = 0 when (7.38) holds.
Lemma 7.10.10 I fn  = 2, terms in the LSC  (7.39) of the form are unchanged
by evaluation on solutions.
Proof. Let n = 2. Only terms of the form 'a^n'a^n'a^n,
can yield new u \ u \ u \  terms after evaluation on solutions. However, the sum of the 
orders of their derivatives exceeds (7.39)’s limit of three. A given term of the form 
u^iu\u^i^ in (7.36) cannot change during evaluation on solutions (this would require 
n =  1). □
Lemma 7.10.11 I f  n = 2, products in the LSC (7.39) involving r}^  or its derivatives in 
which the derivatives of the dependent variables have the form are unchanged by
evaluation on solutions.
Proof. Let n = 2. Only terms of the form or can yield new terms
after evaluation on solutions. The sum of the orders of the former term’s derivatives 
exceeds (7.39)’s limit of three. As for the latter term, it involves three x^-derivatives of 
14^ , and therefore comes from D‘^ i{u°ff})\ hence it does not involve rj  ^ or its derivatives. 
A given term of the form u \u fi in (7.36) cannot change during evaluation on solutions 
(this would require n =  1). □
Theorem 7.10.12 I f  n = 2, the Lie symmetry algebra £  of the system  (7.35) has the 
form
£  =  Span{^{^(x)da,k +  1/^(^%(x)dua, tt°'(j^(x)aa,k +
rj^(x)du^ : L^[n] = 0, = cf)fp^}.
Proof. Let n = 2. Consider the terms in the LSC (7.39), before evaluation on solutions, 
in which the derivatives of u^ have the form u^ iU^ iU^ i^- The sum of the orders of these 
X^-derivatives is three; hence they come from D^i(ii“ ^^) and are given by
By Lemma 7.10.10, these are the terms in the determining equations in which the deriva­
tives of u^ have the form u^^u' i^U i^. Differentiating with respect to u^i then yields 
hence is linear in u^.
Now consider the terms in the LSC (7.39), before evaluation on solutions, in which 
the derivatives of u^ have the form k > 1. The sum of the orders of these
derivatives is three, while the sum of the orders of the x^-derivatives is two. Therefore,
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they come from D‘^i and are given by
(We proved that =  0 first to ensure these terms could not also come from
DxiD^k{u^i^^), k > 1.) By Lemma 7.10.10, these are the terms in the determining 
equations in which the derivatives of u^ have the form k > hence is
linear in u^.
Consider the terms in the LSC (7.39), before evaluation on solutions, in which the 
derivatives of u^ have the form and that involve 7]^ . These terms must come
from they are Bearing in mind that they are nonlinear in the
remaining terms in which the derivatives of have the form u^iu\ involve There­
fore, by Lemma 7.10.11, differentiating with respect to the terms in the determining 
equations in which the derivatives of u^ have the form u^iu\ yields
hence 77“ is quadratic in u^. We have shown that every element of £  has the form
^  W  +  7/°=^a(x))ag,k -k (?7°:(x) ?2^ (7!'g(x) 7iT'2^^<^^ (^x))a^a, (7!,% = %■
As in the proof of Corollary 7.10.9, we split X  using the scaling symmetry generator 
u^du°‘’-
+adu«a^^)(A) =  2(%°:^^(x)aa,k +7fT'ti (^7!)^^ (x)a^ :(y) G £.
Consequently,
( ^ ^ ( x ) % k  +  ( t7“ ( x )  +  u^( l)p{x) )du^)  =  - 77“ ( x ) a „ a  G £ ;  
the LSC for this generator amounts to =  0. □
C orollary  7.10.13 Suppose that n = 2 and there exists a nonzero symmetry generator 
^  +  ii i^/'^?7g'y(x)^u« G £, =  77%.
There exist functions,
ya % M , ya% (^h  Z $ ^ ( x ) ,  Z % ( x ) ,
such that, whenever L“ [h(x)] =  0,
=  0 , (7.40)
=  éa eA ^% k  + +  Z % (x )A *  =  0; (7.41)
here, the coefficient functions Y, Z  are symmetric in their (free) lower indices.
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Proof. Let the premise of the corollary hold. By the principal of linear superposition,
L“ [h(x)] =  0 h°‘{x)duc‘ G £;
hence
L"[h(x)] =  0 a d j( /i“ (x)5„a) G £, n > 1.
Expanding this latter generator for n =  1,2,3, then displaying only the highest deriva­
tives of h°‘ within the d^k and dy^<t> components respectively (these are the only terms 
that contribute to producing the terms displayed) yields,
ad^(/i°'(x)au«) =  -  ' )ag,k +  +  ' "  )a^^.
Due to the constraint Theorem 7.10.12 places on the dependence of any % G £  on u^, 
this latter generator is identically zero. Moreover, as X  does not involve h, it is linear 
in the /i". Therefore, the u^u^d^k and u°‘u^u'^dy^4, terms respectively are equivalent to 
equations (7.40) and (7.41). The symmetry in the (free) lower indices results from the 
equality of mixed partial derivatives with respect to u^. □
Lem m a 7.10.14 Let n = 2 and suppose there exists a vector with components Cq(x) 
such that
(7.38) holds. (7.42)
This is equivalent to the following four conditions.
S I  : =  0; 8 2 :  =  0, p  >  1;
S3 : 2^  ^, =  84 : ^a,i‘
Proof. Let the premise of the lemma hold. Eliminating u^n from (7.42) using (7.38) 
yields, for arbitrary u.
Isolating the coefficients of the second, first and zeroth derivatives of u respectively yields
=  0, i lA fu fp  + , 4a.ii“ “ =
Conditions SI and S4 are equivalent to the first and third of these equations respectively. 
In the second equation, the u^ p (p > 1) and u^i terms respectively are
=  0, P > 1,
These are conditions S2 and S3 respectively. □
Lem m a 7.10.15 I f  n = 2 and =  0, terms in the LSC  (7.39) of the form 
k > 1 , are unchanged by evaluation on solutions.
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Proof. Let n = 2 and =  0. Only terms of the form u^uU^u, u^nu\f^ or u^iu'Jn can 
yield new u^iu\j^, k > 1, terms after evaluation on solutions. The sum of the orders of 
the first two term’s derivatives exceed (7.39)’s limit of three. As for the third, it involves 
three x^-derivatives of and therefore comes from (77(^ 7/^^^^) (which comes from
For a given term of the form k > 1, in (7.36) to change during
evaluation on solutions, we would need n = 1 . □
Lemma 7.10.16 I f  n = 2 and =  0, terms in the LSC  (7.39) of the form u^iu\ are 
unchanged by evaluation on solutions.
Proof. Let n = 2 and =  0. Only terms of the form u^nU^^n or u\yiP-^ can yield 
new u^iufi terms after evaluation on solutions. The sum of the orders of the former 
term ’s derivatives exceed (7.39)’s limit of three. As for the latter term, it involves 
three x^-derivatives of u^, and therefore comes from (which comes from
D^i(77"^^)). For a given term of the form 77^ 77^  in (7.36) to change during evaluation 
on solutions, we would need n =  1. □
Theorem 7.10.17 Let n = 2 and suppose that
^  =  "U°'(a(x)aa.k +  77^ 77^ pg.y(x)a^ ,« G £,
If  =  0 then X  = 0.
Proof. Let the premise of the theorem hold. Suppose that =  0, Consider the terms 
in the subset of the LSC (7.39) satisfied by this X , before evaluation on solutions, in 
which the derivatives of have the form k > 1. The sum of the orders of these
derivatives is three, while the sum of the orders of all the x^-derivatives of is two. 
Therefore, they come from and are given by
By Lemma 7.10.15, these are the terms in the determining equations in which the deriva­
tives of 77^  have the form > 1; hence =  0.
Now, consider the terms in the subset of the LSC (7.39) satisfied by this X , before 
evaluation on solutions, in which the derivatives of u^ have the form 77^ 77^ 2. The sum of 
the orders of these x^-derivatives of is two. Therefore, they come from {u^u'^rj^^) 
and are given by
By Lemma 7.10.16, these are the terms in the determining equations in which the deriva­
tives of 77^  have the form 77^ 77^ ; hence = 0 . □
Theorem 7.10.18 Suppose n = 2 and there exists a nonzero generator 
^  +  2^^?^^pg.y(x)au« G £,
The dependent variables can be relabelled so that = 0 for k > 1 and =  1, 
Furthermore, SI and S2  in Lemma 7.10.14 hold.
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Proof. Let the premise of the theorem hold. By Theorem 7.10.17, we can relabel the 
dependent variables if necessary to ensure that ^  0. Now invoke Corollary 7.10.13, 
restating equation (7.41) when a: =  /? =  7  =  1 in terms of some functions (whose forms 
are unimportant) P^^(x), Q^(x) such that, for arbitrary h(x),
= {Pt'‘D ,,+ Q t)L ^[h].
After changing (locally) to the canonical coordinates defined such that = 6 1 , a com­
parison of the h^iii terms in this expression confirms that the system (7.38) can still be
solved for Assuming this has been done retrospectively, we take
X  =  u ^d x i  +  =  ^1-
a > l
Setting a: =  yd =  1 in (7.40), then using L“ [h(x)] =  0 to eliminate yields, for 
arbitrary h,
+ Y,%h} + Y,%h'< = 0. (7.43)
The hfg terms in (7.43) when k = 1 are
=  0;
this is 81 in Lemma 7.10.14. Now, setting k = 1 and a  = yd in (7.40), then using
L“ [h(x)] =  0 to eliminate h^n yields, for arbitrary h,
j > l  i , j > l
Using 81, this reduces to, for arbitrary h,
+ 2f^ ^  ^  + Yp% h}+ Y^^^hy= 0 .
j > \  i , j > l
The r  > 1, terms yield Q  =  0 for r  > 1. Therefore,
X  =  +  u^u'^'np.ydu^, = 1. (7.44)
A particular consequence of (7.44) is that now, the derivatives of in the ad^ identities
(7.40) and (7.41) are all taken with respect to x^. Consequently, setting k = a = /3 = 1 
in (7.40), then using L^[h] =  0 to eliminate yields, for arbitrary h,
i l A i ”h% +  yA>7i + Yl.^hy =  0 .
The r  > 1, terms yield
=  0 , r > l ,
which is 82 in Lemma 7.10.14. □
To prove our main result for systems of order two, we need to show that Theorem
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7.10.18’s premise leads to  a strongly degenerate system (see Definition 7.3.1). Our strat­
egy involves solving a subsystem of the determining equations satisfied by the generator 
in Theorem 7.10.18,
X  = -f =  1,
Substituting X  into the LSC (7.39) yields
— -I- u^^pDxi (u^ii — A^^'^^u^pq — A^u^p)  =  0 when (7.38) holds.
Expanding these derivatives yields the following system, which holds for arbitrary u.
+  A ju * ^  +
-  2 vP,e, -  e ,n lA fu * , -  2 u % ,
-  2<i«^iîfti -  + 2 uJj,uf  ^+  -  2 A‘^ ^ '‘'>ulu*ri^ ^ ,^
2(4 E  + K ’^ o
P >1
2(4.9“ ^ E  A ' f ‘’*u^i^ + -  2 A f ’u lu 'l’rt^^
P >1
-  A J +  ^ l , A f u < E +  ^ 7 “ fi“ 7p(4
P>1
+ A j u ^ , u ^ e „ ,  -  « ^ ( 4 < f " " < 9  -  u ' ^ e . A z ^ ,  -  u - ^ e .A f  ( v i g w « : L + T O
-  “ "'(4 E  “ fip ^  c- -45)
P>1
The determining equations which define X  are the coefficients of the derivatives of 
in (7.45).
Lem m a 7.10.19 Suppose n = 2 and there exists a nonzero generator
X  = -h u^u'^rf^^du^^ G £, (1 =  1, rf^  ^=
The coefficients in the system  (7.38) satisfy
j  >  1, AgC'^'UA".') =  0, j  > 1, Af«-*> =  0. j, s > 1.
(7.46)
Furthermore, i f  =  0 then the system (7.38) has the form
L"[u(x)] =  u^ii — A^u^^i =  0, q; =  1 , . . . ,  M.
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Proof. Let the premise of the lemma hold. By Theorem 7.10.18, SI and S2 in Lemma
7.10.14 hold:
S I ; =  0 ; S 2  : ^ A j  =  0, p  >  1 .
The j  > 1, terms in the determining equations (7.45) are
-2S lA f^ ’^'> +  2Af^-”^ Af^ '^^ '> + Af'^^ +  =0, j >  1.
Evaluating at s =  1 and s > 1 respectively yields
= 0, j > 1, = 0, j >  1.
After rearranging and then using SI in Lemma 7.10.14, these terms imply (7.46).
Suppose that =  0. Combining this with the first and third equations in (7.46)
yields (bearing in mind that =  0 by construction)
=  0.
Now invoke Corollary 7.10.13, specifically equation (7.41) with a = P = j  = 1. Note:
(7.41) is a system of parameterized ODEs now, because =  0 when k > 1 . This is
equivalent to, for some functions P^^(x), Q^(x) and for arbitrary h(x),
zfii[h(x)] =  h * ,, +  + zZ ^{x)h 'j[  +
= {Pt>‘D ,, + Qt)L^[h]
A comparison of the h^m  terms yields
Therefore, the coefficients of p > 1, yield
=  0, P > 1;
hence (7.38) has derivatives with respect to only. □
Theorem  7.10.20 Suppose n = 2 and in any set of independent variables (7.35) is not 
a system of parameterized ODEs. Its Lie symmetry algebra £  has the form
£  =  Span{(f (x)d f^c +  i7^(/)f^(x)d„a, p“ (x)d„a : L^[rj] = 0}.
Proof. Let the premise of the theorem hold and suppose there exists a generator
^  =  (^ °"(a(x)^a;& +  77^ %7T'pg^ (x)au« E £, pg.y =
By Theorem 7.10.12, we need only prove that X  =  0; suppose for a contradiction that 
X  7  ^0. By Theorem 7.10.18, we can relabel the dependent variables so that (^ =  0 for
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k > 1, = 1 and both SI, S2 in Lemma 7.10.14 hold. Next, invoke Lemma 7.10.19 so
that the identities in equation (7.46) hold and so that, without loss of generality, there 
exists an index a  such that
^a(l,2) ^  Q (7.47)
Note: this is the only time we use the assumption that, in any set of independent 
variables, (7.35) is not a system of parameterized ODEs. Systems of parameterized 
ODEs are addressed in Theorem 7.10.21.
Now we solve a subsystem of the determining equations (7.45) (bearing in mind that 
the identities in (7.46) modify (7.45) slightly), in order to establish that S3, S4 in Lemma
7.10.14 hold. The u^ u^ i^2 terms in the determining equations (7.45) are
- 2 r if^ A y ‘^ ki +  =  0. (7.48)
At Z =  1 this yields
Using this to eliminate from equation (7.48) yields
A l p k i  + A p '^ k h  -  2 r ,f^ A y ^ k i  +  2 A f^ ' ’^ k}vu  
=  (2pg,A%( '^ )^ -  2 A f^ ''^k lr fn )il + A p ^ k i , i  -  +  2 A f
=  0.
After collecting terms this reduces to
( u  =  2(J(pfi(/ -  (7.49)
The terms in the determining equations (7.45) are
4(^ 1 — 2 ô{^i — ^^Ai^ô{6 r — 6 {^pA^^ôi‘ — 26^ô{^ii -  2<5f (^ 1(^,1
-  i A f '% r f , i  + 2 i} A t^ '^ k } 4 ^  + 2 A f^ ’^ k lilg  + 2 A f'^k }S ie r ,, + A ^ i l
+ A f S { e r = 0 .
When j  =  1 this yields the following expressions for which we will use to simplify 
the expression (7.49).
4v?i =  i l A f  + i } A f  + i l A f S -  + i l A f S r  + 2 S ? i l  + 2^“(J.i “
— 2A“^
4i)f, =  A f' +  { /A f  + i l A f s f  + e ^ A f s f  + -  2A«
2 A  =  < + ( J T f .  (7.50)
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Using these identities to eliminate from (7.49) gives
=  + 4 A f5 f )Ç /
-  +  ( M f  +  i l A f s f  + +  2'5f(4i -  2 A ^ y o k l ,)
=  2 ( l A f ( l - 2 i l A t ^ - 2 ( l , .
Collecting terms leaves
This is S3 in Lemma 7.10.14. Substituting S3 into the expressions for pg given by (7.50) 
yields the simpler expressions
iv?i =  i l m l A f  + A f  -  2 A f^ ’^ k U  +  i l m l A f  + A f  -  2 A f ’‘‘k l J ,
4p?i =  +  A?^) + -  2 A f ' “k l,,,
2>?fi =  < 5 f(K ’ +  ^ f -  (7-51)
The 2 terms and, in particular, the u^iu^2 terms respectively in the determining
equations (7.45) are, after using S2 to simplify,
- 2 ^ l A f  -  1 + A f  = 0,
- A f  -  iA f^-'^k lrfn  +  2 A f^ '^ k } iA f  =  0.
Using the latter expression to eliminate from the former expression yields
-  2 A f^ '‘^ k } iA f)  -  + 2 A f^ ’^ k p A f  + A f  =  0.
Substituting the simplified identities (7.51) into this expression yields
2 i l ( 2 A f ^ ’^ k U ^ i ^  +  i l A f ^ f )  -  2 A f ^ ' ‘^ k } , A f )
-  +  i l A f S ^ f  +  S U l A f  +  A f  -  2 A y < ‘h l ,g )
+ 2 A f^ ' ‘^ \ l A f  + A f  =  0.
After collecting terms and using SI, this reduces to
A f  =  -A °y ^ ^  {ilA$'- + e ^ A ffr )  ■ (7.52)
The 2 terms and, in particular, the u^u^2 terms respectively in the determining
equations (7.45) are, after simplifying using S2,
2 r{f^ JY^ -  -  4A“ 1 -  2Ag^p^ -   ^ =  0,
2 r , f A f  -  4A f^ ''^k}vL .i  ~  -  A f  =  0.
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Using the latter terms to eliminate from the former, then eliminating using 
(7.52) yields
-  -  4 A f^ '^k^?r ,i  +
- ( 4 { -  i V i j A y k ^ A f - 4 A f ^ ' ^ k h ? i , i  +  2 A f ’^ \ ( ^ A f  + (4)pfi} =  0.
Substituting the simplified identities (7.51) along with S3 into this expression yields
-  +  71?' -  2 A f ^ - % g )  + + A f  -  2 A f ' - ^ k l j ) A f ’% A f
+  -  Ç ^A f)A?<'’^ >e^Af
-  2 A f ’^ k ^  ((4 ( ^ ? ^ l A f  + A f )  + S f f ^ A f  + A f  -  2 A y '> k l ,ç )
+  A f ' ’^ \ ^ l A f  + ( l A f i l )  { i f s f i l A f  + A f )  + S ? ( l A f  + A f  -  2 A y % g )
+  ^ ; |2 ( 5 ? 4 jA f  +  A f  -  2 A f ^ ’“^ f^g  + f { S n } A f  + A f))A ? ( '-" )(^ A f
+  4A ?(''")(^(A f' +  i l A f s f ^ ^  -  2 A f ’^ \ f A f  +  f A f f f  ( A f  + f ^ A f s f  |  =  0.
(7.53)
Next, we derive three identities with which to simplify (7.53). First, by using S3 repeat­
edly,
2 ((4 (rff(jA f' +  A f )  +  ô ^ l A f  +  A f  -  2 A f '^ '^ \ lg )
= 2 i f  ( S f l A f  + A f )  + 2 f  ( S U f A f  +  S f l A f  +  A f )  + 2 ô f f A f  
+  2 S f l A f  +  2A% -  4 A f f ‘'kl.g -  4 A y ’% , r  
= i d A f f  -  +  A f )
+  d  { s f d A f d  -  i i A f ) A f  + 2 S f l A f  + 2 A f )
+  «4 -  +  2 S ? d A f  +  2 A f  -  4 A f ' ' ’f f
-  2A ,^'’®' +  d > A fq d  +  (?,5 -  “  dj,-^r!q}-
Second, similarly,
2 { A f  + d A f s f ^ ^  = 2 A f  +  2 i f A f 6 ^ ,  +  2(^A % af
=  2A fi +  -  d A f ) A f s f  + 2 f A f 5 f
Third, differentiating SI when (3 = 1 with respect to x^, then using S3 and SI yields
=  -2 (4 ,lA f '-" ) ,
= - ( d A f d - i l A f ) A f ' ^ \
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Substituting the previous three expressions along with S1-S3 into (7,53) yields
-  2 d  ( 5 - d A f  +  A?' -  2 A ° y ^ k t ç ) A y X A f  + i i f A f d  ~ d A f ) A f ^ - X A f
-  +  A f )  -  d x A f f f l A f  + A f )
+  d  ( i f  -  d x A f ) A f  +  2 S f l A f  +  2A fi) +  -  ? iA 4')A f
+  2 S ^ d 4 \  +  2Af,l -  2Ag'Af'-^)(4,j +  Af^''^k\Af ( d  { à f \ A f  +  A f )  +  5» d .A f  
+  A f  -  2 A f '* d , ( )  +  A?‘'-")çiA ?'î4(f4(^f4A f +  A f )  +  5^dj.Af +  A f
-  2 A y ’'>'>df +  d { 2 f % A f  +  A f  -  2 A f ^ '^ k f ) A y ^ ^ d A f  
+  2A?<'-")(4(2Af4 +  (dA 4 '(4  -  dxA f)A fô^^ + 2 d j ,A f5 fj
-  2 A f ^ ' ^ f l A f ( A f  +  4 jA f if )  -  2Af(''")(jAf'(4(Af' + ( j A f i f ) )  =  0.
After collecting terms, this reduces to
2 f A f  =  d x A f A f  -  d d x A f A f  + 2 d d A i \ -
Using this identity along with S3,
1 =  2((^Af^(^ -  (^A^^)  ^ -  2(^Af^((jAf^(^ -  (^A^^)
= ‘^ d . i A f d  + 2(4Af4(4 +  2()Af'(4_i -  2 i f A f  -  2 d A f  
- 2 d A f i d A f d - d A f )
=  {dxAfd^, -  d A 4 ')A f(4  +  2 d A f d
+  (jT lf idxAfda -  (aA4') -  idxAfd^ -  d x A f ) A f  
-  i d x A f A f  -  d a d x A fA f  +  2(4dA%) 
- 2 d A f ( d A f d - d A f )
=  0 .
This is S4 in Lemma 7.10.14. We have proved that S1-S4 in Lemma 7.10.14 hold; hence 
the system (7.38) is strongly degenerate (see Definition 7.3.1). This violates Hypothesis
7.10.3, thereby contradicting the assumption that X  7  ^0. □
T heorem  7.10.21 Suppose n = 2 and a set of independent variables exists in which 
the system (7.38) is a system of parameterized ODEs. Its Lie symmetry algebra £  has 
the form
£  =  Span{(f (x)d f^c +  u^f%(x)duc^, r)^(x)dua : L° [^ri\ = 0}.
Proof. Let the premise of the theorem hold and suppose there exists a generator 
^  +  u^n^7y;^^(x)d„a € £,
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By Theorem 7.10.12, all we have to do is to prove that X  =  0. Suppose for a contradic­
tion that X  7  ^ 0. By Theorem 7.10.18, we can relabel the dependent variables so that 
SI, S2 in Lemma 7.10.14 hold and
X = (i = 1- (7.54)
If there exist indices a ,p  such that 7  ^0 then the proof of Theorem 7.10.20 applies
(see the comment directly after equation (7.47)). This proof implies the system (7.38) 
is strongly degenerate (see Definition 7.3.1), contradicting Hypothesis 7.10.3 and also, 
therefore, the supposition that X  7  ^0.
Now suppose that =  0. By Lemma 7.10.19, the system (7.38) is now given
by
<11 =  (7.55)
The strategy is to partially solve the subset of the determining equations (7.45) satisfied 
by (7.54), in the process establishing the existence of a nonzero vector Uq(x) such that
4(uaî/“),ii = (vau^) . (7.56)
This violates Hypothesis 7.10.3, so the assumption that X  is nonzero will have led to a 
contradiction. The LSC associated to the system (7.55) and satisfied by the generator
(7.54) is
— A ^ D ^ i (ufu^r}^^ — -f =  0 when (7.55) holds.
Therefore, the determining equations are the coefficients of the derivatives of ti" in the 
following.
+  =  0.
(7.57)
The u(iU^i terms in the determining equations (7.57) are
=  d A f + d A f + d A f s i + d 4 ^ s ? + 2 S f i i + 2 srd ,i-
The u^u^i terms in the determining equations (7.57) are
2 r j f ^Af  -t- 4p“ -  ^ l^ iA f -  (5“(J 11 -  2 Afr]^^ -  (JA“\  =  0.
a l
1
11
L
1
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Substituting in the rjfi identity (7.58) yields
( ( % '  +  d , A f  +  f A f S ?  +  i j A f  5? +  +  2 5 f f ) A f  + 2 i f A f  + 2^4 A?
+ 2d,iA?' + 2?lA?l + 2 i f A f S ?  + 2 d A f S l  + 2 ( f A f S f  + 2 d A f S f  +
+  -  2 (4 .iA f  -  2 5 f d u  ~  A f  f l A f  +  ^ A f '  +  ^ jA f  i f  +  ^ jA f 'i f  +  2 i fd ,
+ 2% 4i) -  2 d A fi = 0.
After collecting terms this simplifies to
H A f A f S -  +  24'A?1 +4ÇAiAf i? + 2^jAf4if +  2 i f A f S f  
+ 2 d A f S f  + 4e4iid? +  2 d ,u ^ l -  d A f A f  = 0. (7.59)
Contracting with yields
d d j f ^ A f  + 2(4(4Ag +  4 d i f A f  + 2 d d A f  +  2ïiÇi,iAfi 
+  2(4(4"4r,i +  4(4(1,11 +  2(1(1,11 -  ( l ( lA |'A f  '  =  0.
At s =  r  this reduces to
6 ( r ( a ^ ? ]  +  +  6 ( r ( r , n  =  6 ( ^  +  ( r , l )  ^ =  0 -  ( 7  6 0 )
Once we have established that even when (^ =  0 (for r  > 1 of course, because (J =  1),
+  (r,l) y =  0,
we will use this to eliminate ^  from (7.59). To this end, consider the u^ t e r m s  in 
the determining equations (7.57),
Æ .ii =  A f v f v  
Substituting in the identity (7.58) yields
( d A f  + dA?' + d A f  i f  +  d A f  i f  +  2 ifd ,i + 2f“d,i)_jj 
= A f  ( d A f  + d A f  + d .4 f  i f  + d A f  i f  + 2ifd ,i +  2 ifd ,i)^ .
After expanding the brackets this becomes
(r,ll^?^ +  2 (r,l^T  +  (M ?,ll +  (s,ll^?^ +  2(g
+ d i i A f  i f  + 2 d ,iA fiif  +  d < i i d “ + d i iA f ' i f  +  2 d ,iA f i?
+ (J.4f i j i f  + 2 ifd ,iii + 2 ifd ,iii 
= A f  (d,iAf ' +  d A f  + d .i^ f  ^  + ( l ^ f  + ( f A f ' i f  +  d A f i f  
+ d .iA f'if  + d < f f  + 2<5f (1,11 + 2 ifd ,ii) . (7.61)
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Contracting with yields
+  2(1,i d T  +  ( I d T i  +  (l,i i( i .4 f  '  +  2 d , i d T  +  ( I d ^ f i  +  ( l ( J ,n A f  
+ 2(1(1,lA f (l(l^s,ii (s(l,ii^ f + 2d(l,iAf + d(J.4f 1 + 2(1(1,111 + 2(1(1,111 
= (aA f (d ,iA f + ( lA f  + d iA f ' + ( lA f  + ( f A f  i f  + ( j A f i f  + ( f A f 'i f  
+  d A f i f  +  2 ifd .i i  +  2 if( l.ii) .
In particular, at s =  r  this expression becomes
diidAf 1+2 ( f d A f + ddAfii+ diidAfi+ z d i d T + d d A g i+ (id,nAf 
+  2 ( ld , iA f  +  ( I d A f  1 +  (1(1,11.4?' +  2(1(1,l A f  +  ( I d T i  +  2(1(1.111 +  2(l(l,iii 
=  ( l A f  (d ,i Af '  +  (lA fl +  (l.iA f '  +  ( l A f  +  ( l . iA f 'i f  +  ( l A f  i f  +  ( l . iA f 'i f  
+  ( l A f i f  +  2 if(l,ii +  2 ifd ,, i ) .
After collecting terms this simplifies to
=  2 ( lA f  ( d A f  +  (1.1 A f' +  (1.1 A f 'i f  +  d A f i f  +  i f  ( l . i i ) .
Therefore, if =  0 for a given r  > 1 then this yields
( d A f ) ( d A f ) . j  =  0.
Combining this with (7.60) yields the identity, which holds for all r,
(1,11 =  - ( d A f ') . , .  (7.62)
Using this to eliminate from (7.59) gives
( l A f A j 'i f  +  2dAf.l +  4(1.1 A f  i f  +  2 ( lA f  i f  +  2 (l.,A ? 'if  +  2 ( lA f  i f  
— 4((l,iA ?' +  ( l A f  ) i f  — 2((1.,A?' +  ( l A f  ) i f  — ( f A f  Af '  = 0.
After collecting terms this reduces to
( l A f A f 'i f  + 2dAf.'i -  2 ( lA f  i f  -  d A f  Af '  = 0.
In particular, at s =  1 this yields the identity
2Af.'i =  2 ( lA f  i f  +  A f  Af '  -  ( l A f A f i f .  (7.63)
This is the expression we need to establish the existence of the scalar ODE (7.56). 
Substituting the system (7.55) into the ODE (7.56) yields, for %(x) to be determined 
and for arbitrary u,
4Ua,ll^t“ +  8 Va,lU°{ +  4VaAfu^i = ( f^a i^") -  2^jAf^\).
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The coefficients of uf^, and the remaining coefficients of u'  ^ respectively are
2 v r , i + V o . A f  =  Q, ( 7 . 6 4 )
4«r,ii =  (fr) [ i l A f A f  -  2 d , A f ) . (7.65)
Differentiating (7.64) with respect to then using (7.64) and (7.63) yields
4u^,ii =  -2va,iA3j^ -  2 vocA^\,
= v^A ^aK ^ -
=  +  Ag^Afi -
=  — + Vr^^At^ A Ÿ  ■
These are just the coefficients of u'^, (7.65). Therefore, any solution to (7.64) yields a 
vector Vr  that satisfies the scalar ODE (7.56). The existence of such a (nonzero) solution 
is guaranteed by standard existence results (bearing in mind that Ag^ is analytic); hence 
the system (7.55) is strongly degenerate (see Definition 7.3.1). This violates Hypothesis
7.10.3, thereby contradicting the assumption that X  7  ^0. □
In summary, we have shown that if L[u(x)j =  0 is a system of nondegenerate linear 
DEs in Kovalevskaya form that cannot be mapped to a second-order system that admits 
a scalar second-order ODE, its Lie symmetry algebra £  has the form
£  =  Span{(^(x)%k -}- u^(^^(x)d^^«, rf{x)du^ : L"[?7] =  0}.
Chapter 8
Conclusions and Further Research
The classification of the automorphisms of all six-dimensional real indecomposable Lie 
algebras was presented in Chapter 6. The classification method was described in Chapter 
4; it was motivated by the indirect method for calculating the discrete symmetries of 
DEs described in Chapter 3. The underlying Lie algebras were classified over a long 
period of time by many authors. Some of their methods were demonstrated in Chapter 
5.
In Section 7.10, it was proved that the Lie groups of point symmetries of systems of 
linear DEs in Kovalevskaya form of order two or more (satisfying certain natural non­
degeneracy conditions) have the following properties. (1) They are projectable; and (2) 
they map the dependent variables to coordinate functions that are linear in the original 
dependent variables. In the rest of Chapter 7, this result was used to investigate the 
Lie point symmetry algebras of systems of linear DEs. In particular, the generators 
associated with linear superposition were characterized uniquely in Lie-algebraic terms. 
They were shown to span the maximal abelian ideal (the internal vector space sum 
of all abelian ideals) in the Lie symmetry algebra. This led to a unique Lie-algebraic 
characterization of the generators of scalings of the dependent variables. These results 
were applied to produce a significant simplification in the indirect method for calculating 
the discrete symmetries of systems of linear DEs.
It was stated in Section 5.2 that classifying Lie algebra automorphisms on a dimension- 
by-dimension basis was essentially no longer viable. However, the classification of the 
automorphisms of low-dimensional Lie algebras with nontrivial Levi decompositions (as 
listed by Turkowski [61]) is a possibility. These results would assist in the application of 
the indirect method for calculating discrete symmetries, and in the classification of Lie 
algebras, for example.
The discrete point symmetries of differential equations with infinite-dimensional Lie 
symmetry algebras can be used to classify group-invariant solutions. Variations on the 
methods used in Section 7.2 are applicable to nonlinear systems with such Lie sym­
metry algebras. See Bihlo & Popovych [7] and Cardoso-Bihlo & Popovych [8] for two 
classifications of this type.
The Lie-algebraic characterizations proved in Chapter 7 are based on a property of 
the Lie symmetry algebras of linear DEs that has only been proved for systems of order 
two or more in Kovalevskaya form. The generalization to first-order systems remains to 
be done.
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In Chapter 7, the Lie symmetry algebras of linear systems were represented as a 
semidirect product of a centralizer and the (infinite-dimensional) maximal abelian ideal. 
There are systems for which this centralizer is itself infinite-dimensional, for example 
the wave equation u t^t =  Uzæ- It would be useful to identify necessary and sufficient 
conditions for this to occur.
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